MANNAST’S VANILLA BASEMODULE

Welcome to Mannast’s Vanilla Basemodule (MVB) v.0.9.3 rev 12/7/17
What this module is: This is a building base for either multi-player persistent worlds or single
player multi-module campaigns. It is a flexible amalgam of systems to allow the DM or Builder to create
different styles of gaming. As an old time Pencil and Paper gamer, I tend to use more systems that are
“realistic” in nature or refer more directly to the old games. As with any computer adaption of a game,
it is a simulation of D&D – perfection is only a goal to be reached for.
What it is not: It is not built using the CEP and does not require ANY haks, overrides or external
systems.
This booklet will go through the module systems available and discuss how they can be used,
setup or modified. The booklet is for Builders and DMs. I want to point out here that the module does
not preclude hak files or even being setup inside a CEP module. These are all possible, though certain
scripts from the module would need to be put into a hak file and placed over CEP ones, for they may
have been modified.
The game world as it is setup in this module follows these basic structures:
1) Player Characters (PCs) will have physical wealth they can carry around.
2) PCs will need to rest, eat and drink.
3) PCs will be able to investigate obscure clues, search for hidden things and uncover
secrets. To do so will take time and sometimes multiple attempts.
4) PCs will need to seek out trainers to be able to advance in their professions.
5) The opportunity to Craft objects found in the game into other things will be tracked
and persistent.
6) Progress in a persistent world is tracked as well as moving to related modules.
7) When a PC dies, there is a place for them to wait, possibility of them being brought
back from the dead and also a cost to be paid to return.
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MVB How To Use
Opening up the Module
You open up the MVB in the toolset and it takes a bit of time to load. Fear not – it loads quickly
in the NWN main. But all the scripts load into the toolset, so a bit of time is taken to write them over to
the Temp0 directory. Where should you start?
The flexibility of this module allows for many of the systems to be adjusted to your needs or
turned off altogether. A number of them can be turned on or off in-game for additional possibilities.
What are “module_variables”?
Open this script up – this is the “control” script for many of the systems in the module. All of
these have been set to run properly. If you don’t want to mess with any of this stuff, you do not have
to. This is here for reference. First there is a call to run the “area_variables” script. The rest of the
script is divided up for different systems:
Managing incoming characters
“DoNotStripNewbies” Setting this int to “1” will allow newly created characters to
keep their NWN standard equipment. Otherwise, newly created PCs have all
their equipment removed. Defaults to “0”.
“StartingXP” This int will give newly created PCs this amount of XP upon entry.
NOTE: Giving PCs large amount of XP to advance them to a certain level will
require the Training system (see below) to be bypassed,or have a trainer
available and have access to enough gold to keep paying for levels.
Defaults to “2”.
“DnD_Starting_Gold” This int controls the PCs starting gold that is given upon entry.
Set it to “0” and the default NWN amount is given
“1” will use different random amounts based upon class. This is now separate
from the DoNotStripNewbies variable above.
rd

From the PHB page 111 (not sure which edition – 3 ?)
Druid
10(2d4)
20-80
Barbarian
10(4d4)
40-160
Rogue
10(5d4)
50-200
Ranger
10(6d4)
60-240
Monk
10(5d4)
50-200
Fighter
10(6d4)
60-240
Cleric
10(5d4)
50-200
Sorcerer
10(3d4)
30-120
Bard
10(4d4)
40-160
Wizard
10(3d4)
30-120
Paladin
10(6d4)
60-240

“2” or higher will be the specific amount in this variable.
Defaults to “1”.
“BonusXP” This int is used by the Starting Conversation to track new PCs. It is not
really needed, but the option is there. Defaults to “0”.
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“Deity_Required” this int controls the Deity and Faith system requirements.
Set to “0” to turn off. This system requires Faith-centered PCs to follow their
alignment, have a Holy Symbol to use their Turn/Rebuke powers, and have the
correct Domains for their specific deity. A Faith-based PC who is not set-up
correctly will not be allowed into the module proper. Defaults to “1”.
“SUB_RACE_SYSTEM” this int controls the Idillicus Subrace system. “0” for off.
“OHS_SYSTEM_DISABLE” this int turns on the OHS addon. See later section for more.
Torch Life Definitions
"TorchLifeOn" Set this int to "0" to NOT use the Torchlife System.
"TorchWeather" Set this int to "0" to NOT put out torches in Rain.
“fTorchDelay” this float controls the time between clicks in a torch or torch objects life.
Defaults to “20.0”
“TorchLifeSpan” this int defines the number of clicks in a torch objects life.
Defaults to “60”.
“TorchBurnOutDelay” this int is the number of seconds before a burned out torch is
unequipped by the PC if it has been reequipped. Defaults to “1”
The torches in this module last a determined period of time. As they progress,
the name of the item is changed to reflect the use. Once a torch object uses up its life,
it is marked “burned out” and will be unequipped when equipped
Database controls
“IPIDatabase” this string defines the database used by Ivodon’s Persistent Inn System.
Ivodon’s Inns allow a PC to rent a room in each inn for extended periods of
game time and have the usage tracked persistently. Defaults to
“VanillaModule”. This is also the Main Campaign Database.
“RentJournal” this int set to 1 will put information about rooms rented in a journal.
“TrainJournal” this int set to 1 will track information about trainers in a journal.
“PersistentLocation” This int controls the Persistent Location tracking and relocating.
“0” for OFF.
“1” will check in the starting conversation and send them to their location.
“2” will check upon entry into the starting location of the module.
Defaults to “2”.
NOTE: the Intermodule Navigation system will supersede Persistent Location.
“RebuildJournals” Set this int to “1” to have journals persistent. If using multiple
modules, make sure they all have the same “module.jrl” so the Journals will be
consistent from module to module. Defaults to “1”.
“SCRY_PERSIST” This int controls if Locations learned for Scrying are stored in the
database. “0” for OFF. Defaults to “1”
"CRAFT_COUNT_PERSIST_ON" This int controls the storing of the number of successful
crafting attempts a PC has. Defaults to “1”
“CraftDataBase” this string is the name for the Crafting system database
– Defaults to “CRAFTING”
“PersistentStore” This int turns on whether Container objects are stored persistently for
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Dialog driven merchants. See the section on Merchants below. Default “0”
“PHPersist” this int controls whether the top-side waypoint of a Portable Hole should
be stored in the database when closed from the inside. Default “1”
“PersistentTime” this int controls whether time is to be consistent campaign wide.
“GossipJournalOff” Set int to “1” to not have the Gossip Journal built OnEnter.
Killer Death System Variables
“KDS1_DeadLevelMode”
int = 0 --> Free Ride mode
= 1 --> Take Gold To Church mode
= 2 --> (DEFAULT) Free Ride To Death Spot mode
= 3 --> Take Gold To Death Spot mode
= 4 --> Take Gold Prefer Church mode
= 5 --> Take Gold Prefer DS mode
= 6 --> Take Gold Prefer Cheaper mode
= 7 --> Take Gold Prefer Choice mode
other --> Free Ride mode
Dead Level is where a PC who has died does not
have enough XP to spend to be reborn.
“KDS1_DeathSpotMode”
int 0 --> KDS1 operates in Church Only mode
1 --> KDS1 operates in Death Spot Only
2 --> (DEFAULT) KDS1 operates in Choice mode
other --> KDS1 operates in Church Only mode
This setting defines where a PC will be able to
return to when reborn.
“KDS1_LootDropMode”
int 0 --> Drop Nothing
1 --> Drop Inventory Only
2 --> (DEFAULT) Drop Equipment Only
3 --> Drop Gold Only
4 --> Drop Inventory and Equipment
5 --> Drop Inventory and Gold
6 --> Drop Equipment and Gold
7 --> Drop Everything
other --> Drop Nothing
This defines what is dropped at death. The
dropped items end up in the “corpse” placeable.
“KDS1_PurgatoryTimer”
float < 0.0 --> (DEFAULT) KDS1 disables purgatory timer
= 0.0 --> KDS1 uses the default 180.0 (3 min).
> 0.0 --> KDS1 uses your value (in secs.)
This setting allows for automatic rebirth from
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purgatory set by a timer.
There are many additional variables controlling the KDS. I do not have them set on this
module. There is a section below that will detail the workings of KDS and have the
additional variables described.
Letter of Credit Control
“LoC_MAX” This int checks for the maximum amount of an incoming Letter of Credit
that does not have its proper VALUE variable. Defaults to “10,000”
“LoC_NEW_ITEM” this string is the ResRef of the item used for New Letters of Credit.
Defaults to “loc100”
“InsaneGold” this int defines the maximum of NWN Gold turned only into coins. Above
this amount, the Gold will be defined with other coins or Letters of Credit.
This is set at “500”.
“InsaneGoldProcess” this int controls how the NWN Gold will be delivered.
“0” Excess will be issued in a Letter of Credit. (DEFAULT)
“1” Excess will be issued in Platinum pieces.
Letters of Credit are part of the Coinage system active in this module. The PC will deal
almost all the time in Coins (Gold, Silver, Copper and such). At some point, these coins
will become too numerous and overload the inventory. Letters of Credit are Bank Notes
and can be used as currency in many situations.
CRAP Merchant Item Copy Location
“ItemZoo” this string is the TAG of the Area where items will be copied from.
Merchants may sell items that are copied from items already in the module instead of
from the Blueprints. This allows for custom items not on the palette. This is the
location where those items will be located. See the section on “Setting up a CRAP
Merchant” Defaults to “zoo”.
Maximum Number of Magic Missiles (and Fire Arrows)
“MMCap” this int controls the Cap on Magic Missiles. Magic Missiles and Fire Arrows
both have their caps made adjustable. This is set at “25”
Spell Component Switch
“SpellComponent” this int turns on or off the material spell component requirement.
NPCActivities NPC Speed
"nGNBStateSpeed" this int controls the speed that NPCactivities runs. 1 is the fastest.
Portable Hole/Bag of Holding Control
“PHBagChk” this int controls whether the check occurs. “0” for OFF.
“MagicBagMax” this int is set by the builder if they have made additional Magic Bags
using the same Tag system as the original 5. "NW_IT_CONTAIN00#”. “0” equals
“6”.
These variables control the interaction between Portable holes and Bags of
Holding. In good ole’ DnD, if one or the other is put inside the other one, explosions,
destruction and rending of the fabric of space/time occur. By turning this on, you will
be allowing the possibility of PCs being trapped in a closed and inaccessible portable
hole space. See the section on Portable Holes for more info.
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Crafting
“FoodZoo” this string is the TAG of the Area containing the base items for the system
“AnimalBag” this string is the ResRef of the remains bag for dead animals.
“FOOD_SPOIL_BASE” this int defines the default Spoil Time for a perishable item.
“SPOILAGE” this int controls the Spoil system. “0” for OFF. Every time a PC rests or
acquires a Perishable item, it is checked to see if it has spoiled.
“SpoilProcess” this int controls what is done with spoiled items.
“0” Destroys the Spoiled item
“1” Changes its name and gives it a diseased quality.
“CraftBasePoints” this int defines the basic amount of successful craftings a PC needs to
advance in the specific craft. This amount is multiplied for the number needed
for the next level.
“HARVEST_GROWTH_BASE” this int defines the basic number used to define when a
harvested object can be harvested again, in game days.
“FishingDC” this int defines how hard it is to Fish.
“FishTemplate” this string is the TAG for the object copied when fishing.
“PLANT_TREE” this string is the ResRef of the template for planted trees.
“PLANT_STALK” this string is the ResRef of the template for planted stalks.
“PLANT_BUSH” this string is the ResRef of the template for planted bushes.
“PLANT_GROW” this int defines the base growing period for planted seeds into plants.
These variables allow for much flexibility in the Craft system. Most deal with Craft Food
and Craft Harvest. Please see the section below on Crafting for more information.
Training
“TrainCost” this int defines the number of money units charged per HD of the PC. It
defaults to Gold, but can be changed in currency on the trainers.
“TRAIN_BYPASS” this int controls the Training System.
“0” for OFF – regular NWN Leveling.
“1” Required Training. If PC attempts to Level without training, it fails, but they
do not lose any XP.
“2” Required Training. If PC attempts to Level without training, it fails and they
lose XP down to 1 XP over what is required to train. Any excess XP is
lost.
“TRAIN_SELF” this int defines the level a PC must be to use a training device instead of a
trainer.
"TRAIN_SELF_BARB_SORC" this int controls whether Sorcerers and Barbarians may use
devices to train themselves. “0” for OFF.
This module has a custom Training system which is designed to require PCs to find a
trainer and succeed in training before they may level up. It requires them to level up in the class they
train for. Please see the section below for more information.
Scry Writing
“SCRY_PAPER_TAG” this string is the ResRef for the paper used in writing.
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“SCRY_INK_TAG” this string is the ResRef for the Ink.
“SCRY_INK_MAX” this int defines how many uses the ink has before destroyed.
These variables modify the Scry and Teleport System. This system allows PCs to store
locations and to use Scry or teleport devices to view or travel to these stored locations. There is also an
option put one of these stored locations into writing and open the storage slot for another target.
These variables define the materials needed on hand for the PC to do this. Please see the section on
Scrying for more information.
Portable Placeables Location Control
“StorageLoc” This string defines the Waypoint where inventory will be stored
“StorageBag” This string is the ResRef of the storage object for inventory
Instant Tools control
“PCTOOL##” these ten strings are the scripts called by the Instant Tools for PCs
“NameTool##” these are the name of the tool as referred to in the MVB Status Tool.
“DMTOOL##” these ten strings are the scripts called by the Instant Tools for DMs
“NameDTool##” these are the name of the tool as referred to in the MVB Status Tool.
Horse Controls
"X3_MOUNTS_EXTERNAL_ONLY" int to make Horses only External (not interior).
"X3_MOUNTS_NO_UNDERGROUND” int to make Horses only on the surface.
"X3_HORSE_ENABLE_SADDLEBAGS" int turns on inventory for the horses.
"X3_ENABLE_MOUNT_DB" int turn on persistent storage of mount info.
"X3_SADDLEBAG_DATABASE" string to define database.
"X3_ENABLE_MOUNT_DAMAGE" int to turn on mount damage info.
"X3_MOUNTS_NO_REST_DISMOUNT" int to allow rest while mounted.
"X3_EXTEND_PALDMOUNT” string to specify additional script for Paladin dismounted.
"X3_EXTEND_PALMOUNT" string to specify additional script for Paladin mount.
"X3_HORSE_PALADIN_USE_PHB" int to turn on PHB paladin summoning rules.
"X3_MOUNTS_NO_REST_DESPAWN" int to not count resting for summoned mounts.
"X3_HORSE_ACT_VS_DELAY" int set to 1.
"X3_HORSE_DISABLE_SPEED" int to turn off increased speed when mounted.
"X3_HORSE_ENABLE_ACBOOST" int to turn on increased AC bonus from mounts.
"X3_NO_MOUNT_COMMANDABLE" int to turn horses from being commandable.
"X3_NO_MOUNTED_COMBAT_FEAT” int to turn off mounted combat feat.
"X3_NO_SHAPESHIFT_SPELL_CHECK" int to allow shapeshift spell while mounted.
"X3_HORSE_MAX_HENCHMEN" int to set max henchmen. 0 means no max.
"X3_HORSE_NO_CORPSES" int to not have corpses left by horses.
"X3_HORSE_NO_HENCHMEN_INCREASE” int to not increase henchmen.
"X3_RESTORE_HENCHMEN_LOCATIONS" int to send horses to henchmen locations.
"bX3_MOUNT_NO_ZAXIS" int to set to TRUE to avoid mounting on slope errors.
"fX3_TIMEOUT_TO_MOUNT" float to timeout mounting errors.
"fX3_FREQUENCY" float to define retry time if mounting error occurs.
"HorseTempTag" string to change “zoo_horse_” to another string.
HTF Controls
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“HUNGERSYSTEM” This int turns the Hunger system On/Off. “0” for Off.
“FATIGUESYSTEM” This int turns the Fatigue System On/Off. “0” for Off.
“COLDSYSTEM” This int turns the Cold system On/Off.
“fhLoop” This float is how often the Hunger and Fatigue are checked.
“fcLoop” This float is how often the Cold system is checked.
“RESTRESTRICTIONPERCENT” This float is the percentage of the maximum that will
cause a PC to be unable to rest.
“MAXCANTEENCHARGES” This int is how many charges are in a canteen item.
“HUNGER” This int is the Top of the scale for hunger points.
“THIRST” This int is the top of the scale for thirst points.
“FATIGUE” This int is the top of the scale for fatigue points.
“BUFFER” This float is the percent PCs may go above the scale tops.
“RICH” This int defines the point value for this food quality.
“NORM” This int defines the point value for this food quality.
“POOR” This int defines the point value for this food quality.
“HIGH” This int defines the point value for this drink quality.
“MED” This int defines the point value for this drink quality.
“LOW” This int defines the point value for this drink quality.
ORW Weather Controls
“WEATHERGLOBAL” This int controls the On/Off for the weather system
“WEATHERCYCLE” This int controls the weather cycle…
“WEATHERDUBUG” This int controls the debugging messages for the weather
“WEATHERSKYBOX” This int controls weather the weather should use skyboxes.
The last section has some controls for spells from Olander’s Spellhook.
Timestop variables
Greater Sanctuary variables
Whether to use certain spells in the spellhook or not. A number of spells are turned off because
they reference CEP creatures or even specific creatures in Olander’s module.
Using “area_variables” Script
In many persistent worlds and no doubt in many other modules, there are scripts called to setup
variables on many sections of the module – this is not a new idea. This script “area_variables” is just a
process change for myself. It is called from the “module_variables” script OnModuleLoad.
Its main purpose is to put at easy access all of the system variables that can be set on individual
areas in the module. It also clarifies the options available to designers of what systems can be turned on
or off in Areas.
The prepared variables and what they are for:
"RequiredMap"
string <TAG> of the object needed to map the Area
"MapText"
string <Information said when mapped>
"InstFort"
int
<0,1> Set to “1” on Inside or Underground areas, this
allows the Instant Fortress to be built.
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"NoPHole"
int
<0,1> Set to “1” to disallow opening Portable Holes.
"NoScry"
int
<0,1> Set to “1” to protect Area from Scrying.
"KDS1_NoPurgatory" int
<0,1> Set to “1”. PCs who die here return immediately.
"NoPersistLoc"
int
<0,1> Set to “1” to not have Locations saved in this area.
"Build"
int
<0,1> Set to “1” to have Build waypoints built.
"TileMagic"
int
<0,1> Set to “1” to have Tilemagic waypoints triggered.
"PC_KEY"
string <SAFE> Set to “SAFE” if Persistent Chests can be opened here.
"encounter_"
string <encounter info> Sparky encounter commands.
“X3_HITCHING_POST” string <TAG> of object to use as a hitching post for horses.
“X3_MOUNT_OK_EXCEPTION” int
<0,1> Allow horses to be mounted regardless.
"X3_NO_HORSES”
int
<0,1> Horses will left in previous area.
“X3_NO_MOUNTING” int
<0,1> Horses allowed but not mounted.
The script has sections for each Area to assign variables for. Initially commands are all
commented out. Comment in the ones you would want to set and then fill in the variable data.
Three areas are already set out: START, THERE and the “Inside the Portable Hole”. Then there is
a template to copy and use for each area you want to include. Of course, you may include in the section
for a particular area any additional variables you want and by putting the TAG of any object in the
“sArea”, you can set variables on that unique object.
Understanding “crp_inc_control”
Next open up this control script. It has a number of additional settings for the C.R.A.P. system.
Jump Control – this turns on or off jumping whenever the PC wants to. Used in conjunction
with triggers that toggle the setting.
Coin Control – This turns on the Coins for the module. Almost all money transactions refer to
this one setting.
Gemstone Control – This turns on getting CRAP gems in random treasure
Breakable Items – this turns on the possibility of breaking things inside damaged objects
(Death and )Dying (& Respawn) – We only use the Dying section in this module. Death is
handled in the Killer Death Sytem. Since the KDS does not actually use the NWN death, there is no
respawning.
Racial Movement and Encumbrance – controls these settings for non-humans
Listening Controls – Controls listening.
(Resting) – Not used.
(Torch Life) – Not controlled from here, but by the variables described above.
(Weather) – Not used – Olander’s Realistic Weather is used in this module.
For future reference, down near the bottom is the Coin Control scripts – under a nice banner
that says “do not touch”. These, of course, have been modified. Of importance is the setting of the
Constant Variable “STACK_SIZE” to “10”. If you decide to have different coins, this is where you would
start to implement them. If you use a hak file to put in a new 2DA and the appropriate CEP style “coins”,
you should change the STACK_SIZE variable back to “100” – or whatever you have decided upon.
As you can see, there are a number of modifications that can be adjusted to this module. I will now take
some of the systems and describe them in more detail.
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Starting New Characters
The options provided in the “module_variables” script give some direct control over how the
New Character process will work. NWN gives all brand new characters certain similar equipment,
including a pile of potions and other spells (if they are a caster). As it is setup, these items will be
removed on entering the module. The PC is then given a certain amount of random gold based upon
their class. They will also be given 2 XP.
If the Sub-Race system is active, the PC should have been setup for their particular Sub-Race.
They would have designated this by entering it under Race selection in the Character Creation Process.
This is detailed in a specific section below.
In the new character’s inventory, they will find two bags: Player Bag and The Coin Pouch. Inside
the Player Bag is the P.A.W. or Player Action Widget and the MVB Status Tool. The PAW allows the PC
to target the environment around them and access their skills to search, investigate and manipulate that
environment. The MVB Status tool provides information on the systems in the module.
The Coin Pouch will be the initial location for the monetary wealth of the PC. What NWN Gold
they had has been converted into Gold Coins. They will also gain a certain number of smaller value
coins: Silver, Electrum Two Pennies and Copper. As they PC spends or gains new wealth, this pouch will
start to fill up. Once filled, the coins will go into the PCs inventory directly. See the sections on the
PAW , the MVB Status Tool and on Coinage.
The initial starting area is provided to allow the Player to get acquainted with the PC and the
setup of the game in general. There is a merchant who will sell general equipment needed to survive
the environment of the MVB. This includes simple tools (torches, firewood, canteen), adventuring tools
(iron spikes, mallets, rope, hooks), crafting gear (wood axes, mining picks, harvesting baskets) and
camping gear (tents, bedrolls, cooking kits). The center of the area is available to build a camp for
resting. The area is surrounded by water, which provides drinking water and a source for food, by
fishing. Fresh meat is not itself edible. It must be prepared using one of the crafting devices: in this
case, the camp Cooking Kit.
Some of the other options available in the starting area involve a minable seam of rock and an
Oak tree. Using the proper tool (the Mining Pick or the Wood Axe), the PC may attempt to Craft raw
materials from these objects.
Fishing, Cooking, Mining and Woodcraft are all examples of Crafts and tracked persistently for
each PC. Once the PC achieves a certain level of success, they will be informed that they should go find
a Craft Trainer and advance to a higher level of Crafting.
Once properly setup with gear, the PC may access the rest of the module by clicking on the
Entrance Object. This initiates the starting conversation. This conversation checks if the PC has been in
the module before (or a returning character who does not have a stored location – see Persistent
Location section), a new Non-faith based PC or a new faith based PC. Non-faith PCs are given a brief
description of the module and then may be sent on their way. For Clerics, they are checked if they have
a Deity set on them. This would be done during character creation. Also, the PC would have selected
two Domains. If they do have a deity set, the PC is then checked if they have selected the correct
domains for that deity. Finally they also will be checked if they fit the racial requirements for said Deity.
If they fail at any of these possibilities, they will not be allowed to go forward into the module. If the
variable “Deity_Required” is turned off, they will pass this test.
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For returning characters and new PCs, they may be sent to a variety of Starting Locations. There
is a Waypoint blueprint “Default_Start”. This is required to be placed in the module at the “default”
entry point to the module proper. However, you may define a multitude of other starting locations
based upon Race, Alignment, Class or a mixture of these. To do this, start with the Waypoint Name
“Start”. On the front you may put Racial or class descriptors. On the end you may add alignment.
Just by Race:
"DW_" for Dwarf
"E_" for Elf
"G_" for Gnome
"H_" for Halfling
"HE_" for Half Elf
"HO_" for Half Orc
Just by Alignments
"_LG" by specific alignment with the Law/Chaos axis first.
"_CN"
“_NE”
“_G” or by Axis only (L/N/C or E/N/G)
“_E”
“_C”
So the waypoints would be:
"DW_Start"
Dwarf Start
"E_Start_E"
Evil Elf Start
etc.
Alignment only:
"Start_CE"
Chaotic Evil Start
"Start_LG"
Lawful Good Start
Or by Race and Class:
"DW_Fighter_Start"
"G_Sorcerer_Start"

Dwarf Fighter Start
Gnome Sorcerer Start

Or all three:
"E_Rogue_Start_CE"
"E_Rogue_Start_CG"

Chaotic Evil Elf Rogue Start
Chaotic Good Elf Rogue Start

In addition, some of the tags would get too long using this system. To keep it compatible with older waypoints, I
added a check for shortened class names
"Bar_" for Barbarian
"Dru_" for Druid
"Fig_" for Fighter
"Pal_" for Paladin
"Ran_" for Ranger
"Rog_" for Rogue
"Sor_" for Sorcerer
"Wiz_" for Wizard
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Bard and Monk did not get short versions
So for example:
"E_Rogue_Start_CE" will fit (16 characters)
but Dwarf would not.
Instead:
"DW_Rog_Start_CE" will (15 characters)
"HO_Bar_Start_CG" (15 characters as opposed to 21)

So if you want your module to have specific locations for each race, class and alignment, it can
be done with the Starting conversation and just placing Waypoints in the appropriate locations and
naming them correctly.
In addition to this, you can have Deity Specific locations for your faith based PCs. These would
have the deity name (lower case) followed by “_start”. If you do not create waypoints for this option,
the system will send them to the next available Start waypoint from the option above for Non-faith PCs.
The actual order searched for follows:
Deity (for clerics)
Race+Class+Align
Checks Short version of Class
Race+Align
Class+Align
checks short version of Class
Race+Class
Race+Cl(short)
Race only
Class only
Cl(short) only
Align only
Chaos/Law only
Good/Evil only
Or “Default_Start”

If there is a Server Restart or for some reason the PC’s location was not stored when they left,
Returning PCs will enter through the start location. If a PC is coming to the module from an
Intermodule Navigation Portal, they will go to that location instead of the Start or even a stored
persistent location.
If the “PersistentLocation” variable is set to “0” or “1”, all returning PCs will go through the
conversation. When set to “1”, if they have a persistent location stored for the module, then the
starting Conversation will send them to it. If the variable is set to “2”, upon entering the starting area,
the PC will be redirected to the stored location, bypassing the conversation.
Sub-races
The Module does have Idillicus’s SubRace scripts and items installed – though many seem to be
CEP imaged items. If you wish to have the system on, use the variable mentioned in the
“module_variables”. Add in subrace menu during character creation any wanted subrace:
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Generic Pattern addable to all races and subaces:
CELESTIAL
FIENDISH
HALF-CELESTIAL
HALF-FIEND
HALF-DRAGON
DRACONIC
SKELETON
ZOMBIE
Subraces useable under HUMAN race:
ARCHON
AASIMAR
TIEFLING
AIR GENASI
EARTH GENASI
WATER GENASI
FIRE GENASI
GARGOYLE
JANNI
HILL GIANT
STONE GIANT
MINDFLAYER
aka ILLITHID
MINOTAUR
OGRE
OGRE MAGE
RAKSHASA
SATYR
TROLL
YUAN TI
DRAGONKIN
DOPPELGANGER
CENTAUR
ARMAND
CHANGELING
DRACOTAUR
SAND GIANT
GOATFOLK
HARSSAF
POISON DUSK
LUMI
NYCTER
Subraces useable under HALFORC race:
BUGBEAR
ORC
GNOLL
GRIMLOCK
LIZARDFOLK
TROGLODYTE
SKULLCRUSHER
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Subraces useable under HALFELF race:
none yet
Subraces useable under HALFLING race:
GHOSTWISE
LIGHTFOOT
STRONGHEART
GOBLIN
KOBOLD
DEEP HALFLING
TALLFELLOW
HOBGOBLIN
FORESTKITH-GOBLIN
Subraces useable under DWARF race:
DEEP DWARF
GOLD DWARF
SHIELD DWARF
GRAY DWARF
aka DUERGAR
AZER
Subraces useable under ELF race:
DROW
aka DARK ELF
WILD ELF
MOON ELF
SUN ELF
WOOD ELF
GRAYELF
GITHYANKI
GITHZERAI
Subraces useable under GNOME race:
FOREST GNOME
ROCK GNOME
DEEP GNOME
aka SVIRFNEBLIN
PIXIE
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Setting Up the Game Area
Open up the Module Properties and go to the Events Tab. You will see it uses “wrap_mod_*”
scripts in most of the slots. The OnAbort and the OnRespawn do not have any scripts. The death system
used does not involve Respawning, so there is no need for a script here.
If you are not familiar with wrappers, these scripts use “ExecuteScript” calls inside to run
multiple scripts that would be used in the OnEvent slots. Most of the systems used in this module are
called in one or more of these wrappers.
Each area in the module also has 4 event slots. For a normal area, you would put 1 of the 4
“wrap_ar_*” scripts. OnEnter, OnExit, OnHeart and OnUser scripts run much of the important processes
for the PC and the interaction with the game environment.
Hunger, Thirst and Fatigue = Eat, Drink and Rest
This module tracks how PCs are surviving in the environment. Depending on the temperature,
activity, armor they are wearing and the weather, the PC will need to consume food, drink liquid and
rest appropriately to function properly. This system is from Olander’s Realistic Systems and is based
upon the HCR code for the same.
There are three systems actually involved here. The first is Olander’s Realistic Weather, a
regional weather control system. From Olander’s description:
“This is a Realistic Weather System that takes into account Temperature and Humidity to create
Fog, Clouds, Rain, Thunder, Wind, and Lightning. The Temperature and Humidity are configured by a
Temperature and Precipitation Zone. Basically a particular climate of an area or region.....you be the
judge of how big the region is. You can also get struck by lightning and it really hurts...but is a very rare
occurrence as is in real life.”
In the central area or an isolated area, you need to place a TVAR waypoint. This defines the
location of the weather.
The Waypoint:
NOTE: If the proper Waypoints are not present in an area the weather will not function there.
Name = TVAR_0_0_020_020_N
Hemisphere (N - Northern or S - Southern)
Area Water Content %
Maximum Temperature of an Area
Precipitation Class of the Area
Temperature Zone of the Area
Object Identifier
Temperature Zone (All Degrees in Celsius)
0 - None Weather Off
1 - Tropical 12 Months Warm 20 and Above
2 - Subtropical 8 Months Warm 20 to 30, 4 at 10 Min to 20
3 - Temperate 8 Months 10 to 10 to 20, 4 at 0 to 10
4 - Cold 4 Months 10 to 20, 8 at 10 to -20
5 - Polar 12 Months 10 and Below
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Precipitation Class
0 - Arid - No Rain (even if Humidity is set)
1 - Semi Arid - Slight Summer Rain
2 - Arid Oceanic - Slight Winter Rain
3 - Oceanic - Winter Rain, Dry Summer
4 - Tropical - Summer Rain, Dry Winter
5 - Temperatate - Rain in all Seasons
Maximum Temperature for the Area
Default 020
Range -50 to 050 (capped by Temperature Zone)
NOTE: If you do not have a Negative Max you MUST have the zero in front of the temperature.
Area Water Content (in Percent)
Determines Fog and Clouds and helps tweak Precipitation
Default 020
Range 0 to 040
NOTE: More than 40 will make it very likely to rain all the time
Hemisphere
For North or South of Equator
Default N or North

If you are going to have an area that would be sharing the weather or be based upon the
weather in the central area, in the central area, place a “SOURCE_” waypoint and set the section after
the underscore as the tag of the central area. Then you would place a “MATCH_” waypoint in each of
the adjacent areas and have the same information after the underscore. Olander recommends using a
grid coordinate naming system for the TAGs of your weather connected areas.
This system would have you use a two unit descriptor on the front, for example “MV” for
Mannast Vanilla, an underscore “_”, followed by a Letter and Number combo, representing coordinates
– “D3”. The tag then is “MV_D3” and would be the 4th area across the top (D) and the third area down
(3). Adjacent areas would then share the same identifier and then be positioned in the grid. The
weather system will use this to have weather move through an area.
For the “MATCH_” waypoints, the weather will be matched with the target area, put after the
underscore – “MATCH_MV_D3”.
In the center of the area, place a “Thunder”, “Soft Wind” and “Strong Wind” sound effect. The
Thunder should be in the exact center of the area and works well up to 16x16 sized area. The initial
visual setting of the area should be set to “Clear”.
As the PC moves through the area, the Hunger, Thirst and Fatigue system (HTF) keeps track of
the status in each of these three categories. As the PC levels get lower, the effectiveness of the
character gets reduced. They will need to eat, drink and rest to recover in these categories.
Items to eat and drink should be made available to the PC, either as rations, found goods or by
purchase. The items will each provide different amounts and qualities of recovery. Using the items will
consume them. To make new food or drink items, they need to have a “unique power/self” and a string
variable “Food” or “Drink” with the quality of the object in the string (POOR, NORM, RICH). If the object
is to have additional properties, they can go in these strings as well.
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DISEASE1 (The Diseases Available are shown Below)
POISON1 (The Poisons Available are shown Below)
POISONTYPE5 = POISON_HUGE_SPIDER_VENOM;
POISONTYPE4 = POISON_LARGE_SPIDER_VENOM;
POISONTYPE3 = POISON_MEDIUM_SPIDER_VENOM;
POISONTYPE2 = POISON_SMALL_SPIDER_VENOM;
POISONTYPE1 = POISON_TINY_SPIDER_VENOM;
DISEASETYPE5 = DISEASE_BLINDING_SICKNESS;
DISEASETYPE4 = DISEASE_BURROW_MAGGOTS;
DISEASETYPE3 = DISEASE_FILTH_FEVER;
DISEASETYPE2 = DISEASE_RED_ACHE;
DISEASETYPE1 = DISEASE_SHAKES;

Add the Following to that string (ie Drink ALCOHOL8):
ALCOHOL1 = Very low Alcohol Content...Like a Light Beer
ALCOHOL2 = Light Brews and Light Wines
ALCOHOL3 = Pilsner Beers or Light Wines
ALCOHOL4 = Ales and Medium Wines
ALCOHOL5 = Dark Ales, Bocks, Heavy Wines
ALCOHOL6 = 40 Proofs
ALCOHOL7 = 60 Proofs
ALCOHOL8 = 80 Proofs
ALCOHOL9 = Blisters Boot Leather

The third system is the Campfire. PCs will be required to build a campfire if they need to rest
outside of civilization. Using dry wood while holding a torch object, or by targeting dry wood with the
tinderbox will light up a campfire. The PC then uses a bedroll or tent item near their fire. They can then
target the sleeping object and they will be able to rest.
Campfires can be built on natural ground (as opposed to artificial). If you desire to make an area
of artificial ground to be camp-able, set a “Campfire Toggle Trigger” around the area you want the PC to
be able to build a fire. In other locations where rest would be easily accomplished without building a
camp – like a bedroom-, you can place a “Rest Toggle Trigger”. This will allow the PC to rest normally.
The campfire also provides the first Crafting device for the PC. If they have a “Camp Cooking
Kit” item and click on their campfire, the fire will be turned into the “Cook Spit”. Here, the PC can Craft
fresh meats they have found. There is more on this in the Crafting section.
Depending on the PCs level of hunger and thirst, as well as if they are wearing armor, rest may
only prove a minor benefit.
Resting also triggers the saving point for the Persistent Location system in this module. On
successful resting, the PC’s location is stored in the database. If you do not want the PC storing their
location in a particular area (the START area has this setup), set the variable “NoPersistLoc” to “1” on
that area.
Resting is also when perishable items are checked if they are going to Spoil. Most food items
and a few non-food items will “go bad” after a certain period of time. The Spoilage control was
described in the “module_variable” section above.
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“Place for Stuff”
This area (TAG = “zoo”) is used by many of the MVB systems as the repository for items and
NPCs to copy from. The Craft system is setup to primarily copy objects that are in this area. What it
provides are as many objects as you want without being on the palette.
For example, you want a number of unique NPCs to populate the module, each with unique
items and specific goods. Each NPC would require a palette slot. Each unique item on them would
require its own palette slot. Now, you want to be able to spawn in these NPCs into certain areas
depending on the current quest of the module.
By having a “zoo”, you can put down and modify your NPCs with unique items, varying names
and such and have them in their own cell. Then you can use one of the many systems in MVB to copy
this NPC or item into the game area.
Systems that use the CopyObject structure include:
Sparky Spawner (this is from the CEP)
Crafting
CRAP Merchants
UQS Triggers
This area is also the DM Control area and has a group of switches which can turn on or off
certain of the systems in the module – in game. Simply go and use the lever to change the setting.
When used, the lever will inform the user of what the setting is on. Simply re-use to switch the system
back on (or off).
Subrace System
Deity Required
Persistent Journals
Spoilage system
Barbarian/Sorcerer Self Train
Persistent Location
Training
Hunger
Thirst
Cold
Weather
Weather Skyboxes
Stages
Stages are locations around preset Stage Manager widgets which can be called on in
game to be set or assembled by scripts.
NPCs
Numerous NPCs and creatures are isolated in cells in this area. These have been edited
from the blueprints as needed and are available for copying by one of the systems that do that – Sparky,
UQS Triggers and such.
Items
Most of the items used in the Crafting systems are set up here. A great many of them
are not on the palette.
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Exploring the World
We have talked about the HTF systems that will track how the PC functions in the game world.
Here I hope to talk about the other systems that are in place to use in making the adventure different
and exciting.
One of my goals in this module is to allow the DM and Builder a wide variety of tools that will
keep the player interested and engaged in the exploring. There are many different ways to build
puzzles, challenge the PCs skills and get the player thinking. The idea is not to use all of these at once,
but to have variety in how to get information to the PC and to provide them the opportunity to do
something different (if not new).
The PAW
Designing the module, you should keep in mind that the PC will be able to use the Player Action
Widget (PAW) to target certain clickable objects or locations. This will open up a dialog menu. The
concept here is if the PC has the time to use the PAW, they can do certain non-action events, driven by
the dialog. When used, the menu may have some or all of these options displayed – depending on the
target:
Listen at the door – Door target
Detect Traps – Object target , including doors
Spike this door shut (with a spike and mallet in inventory) – Door target
Spike this door open – Door target
Remove the spikes from this door – Door target
Search this object for hidden compartments – placeable – PAW needs the target clickable
However, the PnP OnChat commands do not need the object clickable
Search this area (25 foot radius) – open target
Apply Bandages – target party member
Jump – target an open space nearby
Drive a spike into the ground, secure a rope to it, and lower it into the pit.
– target ground near a pit
Retrieve rope – target hook/rope object at edge of pit
Climb down the rope – target hook/rope object at edge of pit
Listen – open target
Look for an object to pick up – Portable Placeables - target an object or open target.
Look at a specific object closer – AID menu – target an object
As you can see, the player will be able to gather much information and interact with a number
of processes using the PAW. Searching Doors, interacting with Pit objects, jumping, using adventuring
tools (ropes, spikes, bandages) and listening (either at a specific door or just in general) provide the
builder with many possibilities of making the module more interesting.
The PAW Conversation has been edited to work with this basemodule in a few ways:
The conversation originally ran the Camp building for the CRAP modules. Since this module uses a
different Camping system, this has been edited out.
The conversation now looks for placeables which could be moved by using the Portable Placeables
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system. If there is a moveable placeable nearby, the PC will select it and attempt to life it.
The conversation will also allow a dialog driven version of the Ambiguous Interactive Design (AID)
system. This system allows for increased information and hidden clues, as well as some other
interesting possibilities. AID is detailed further on in this document.
Open Targets – are when the PC targets a location, not a specific object.
Door Targets – for this system to work, the door should be setup with the CRAP system scripts. There is
a door in the custom menu that can work as a template
PnP Emote Commands
Sometimes (especially when creatures are nearby) the PAW conversation will not be useful to
the PC. In that case, there are commands that can be typed into chat (or setup in Quick Buttons with
text) which will do many of the same things.
The words on the left must be after an asterix (*) and before a period. Feel free to put additional words
in your chat command, especially if you are role-playing a certain way.
*look for.
These
*search.
all search
*scan.
the nearby area
*investigate. for hidden things
------*compartment.
Checks for Hidden Compartments
*trap.
Searches for traps
*trap door.
Searches door for traps
*secret door.
Searches for secret doors
*listen.
Does a listen check
*listen door.
Listens at the nearest door.
*spike the door.
Puts a spike in the nearest door
*remove the spike.
Remove the nearest spike from a door
*forage.
Looks around for dry wood.
--------PnP Paladin commands
*sense.
These will detect evil in the immediate area
*detect.
Per the Paladin PnP ability.
Instant Tools
These Player and DM tools are provided for in the v.169 of NWN, but they were not utilized by
the game. These Tools have no associated animation when used predefined, while Activated Items have
the weird hand-slapping animation. The scripts “x3_pl_tool##” and “x3_dm_tool##” (## represents 0110) were provided with place-holding scripts. For the MVB, I have done a couple of changes.
The place-holdings have been replaced with a more flexible template. They look for a specific
variable string on the module. If that variable has the name of a script in it, that script will be executed
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by the PC who used the Tool. If that string is empty, the PC will be informed that the Tool is not
assigned.
In the “module_variables” script, there is a new section for the “Instant Tools”. First is a switch
to turn off giving these to incoming PCs by settings the variable int “NoInstantTools” to “1”. If you want
Instant Tools, then set this to “0”.
Next are two variable strings for each of the twenty tools. The first defines the script that will be
called by the Tool. The second is the name you want this tool to be referred to in the MVB Status
conversation.
Tool scripts must have an option to be run by with the PC = OBJECT_SELF. Many OnActivate
scripts are run by the Module OnEvent. If you add a check to see if “GetIsPC(OBJECT_SELF)==TRUE”
then you can also define how to get the script to run as a Tool.
The MVB comes with 5 Player and 5 DM tools predefined. The scripts these call are:
Script
Name
information
“crpi_paw”
P.A.W.
The Player Action Widget script. This has the PC = OBJECT_SELF
“mvbstatustool”
MVB Status
This was edited to also look for the PC = OBJECT_SELF.
“clock”
Clock
This is a simple time script that speaks the current time.
“mmwidget”
Magic Missile Options This was edited to look for PC = OBJECT_SELF.
“pp_widget_1”
Portable Placeables
This was also edited to find the PC = OBJECT_SELF
“mali_dm_paa_tool” Placeable Attitude Adjuster
“mali_ditto_tool”
Encounter Copying
“mali_enc_tool”
Encounter Tool
“mvbstatustool”
MVB Status
This one is on both lists, but doesn’t need to be.
“npcact_dm”
NPCactivity Tool
For more information, please look at the OnActivate scripts to see how they were edited. Often,
just after the variable defining what type of event called the script, I put in a check to see if OBJECT_SELF
is a PC. From there we make the assumption that the script was called by the Tool instead of by an
event. From there, I either copied the script from the Event or created a function with the mutual code
and had both the event and the PC section call the function.
Finally, I added a section to the MVB Status conversation that would give the PC information
about which tool does what.
Coinage
This module uses game physical coins to measure money. This is primarily the C.R.A.P. money
system, but it has been extensively modified for this basemodule. The system works off of a base coin
value, the smallest unit. For this module, that is set up to be the Copper Coin, which is designated as
100 CP to a NWN Gold Coin.
The primary script that runs this process is the “crap_default” script, which is called from the
“default” script. This script, “default”, is a blank script in the NWN system when unedited. This script
runs on every OnEvent for the PC. In the edited version in this module, it has a section that calls the
“crap_default” script if coins are active.
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The system takes what NWN gold the PC has and returns to them the equal value in coinage.
The system is setup to not completely flood the PC with coins. If the PC has more than the amount
designated in the “InsaneGold” setting, they will be issued a Letter of Credit for the overage.
Coin Type
Copper
Two Penny
Silver
Electrum
Gold Platinum
Copper Coin
1 copper
Two Penny
2 Copper
1 Two Penny Silver Coin
10 copper
5 Two penny 1 silver
Electrum Coin 50 copper
25 Two Penny 5 silver
1 electrum
Gold Coin
100 copper
50 Two Penny 10 silver
2 electrum
1 gold Platinum Coin 500 copper
250 Two Penny 50 silver
10 electrum
5 gold 1 platinum
There are additional coins – ingots which are worth 50 coins of the same metal.
Almost every system that uses money has been modified to look for coins. The only part that
does not directly use them are the NWN stores. To accomplish this, the builder needs to have the
“crpm_openstore” and “crpm_closestore” scripts in the correct slots on the store object. These scripts
turn gold coins, higher value coins and the letters of credit into NWN gold for purposes of using the
NWN store. When the store closes, the coins are returned.
In this unhak-ed module, I made an executive decision on what to actually make the coins out
of. The blueprints use gems, which can be stacked up to 12. However, I set the stack as “10”. This is in
the “crp_inc_control” script and can be modified if you want to use a different blueprint. There is a
simple hak which can be added which can provide the proper coin blueprint templates and have them
stack in 100’s – but one of the goals of this designing was to avoid any extra files.
Descriptions and Skill Checks
CRAP Description triggers (Triggers - Custom – Generic Trigger – Description trigger)
These triggers fire once for each PC. They are great for setting a scene in a location. Set one
down where you want the PC to get the information. Set the variable for description with the text you
want to convey. Set the tag to something unique.
OMW Descriptive Skill triggers (Triggers - Custom – Generic Trigger – Generic Descriptive Skill Trigger)
Old Man Whistler’s (OMW) triggers are extraordinarily useful. From providing the same abilities
as the above CRAP trigger, these can be made to fire on successful checks for all the basic skills, stats
and even ranger tracking skills, giving a description and even creating objects. The object creation has
been modified to allow even calling a specific script on a successful check.
These are much like the DM rolling something secret behind their screen and shaking their head.
Place the trigger in the desired location and follow the directions (they are on the description screen for
the trigger) to check a particular skill, allow the check only once, only once for each PC or any of a
number of options. You set the “name” of the trigger to the information you want to convey.
This is an automated trigger where all the information about how the trigger is supposed to work is
contained in the trigger instance. This script works with the OnUsed event for placeables or the
OnEnter/OnClick event for triggers.
The NAME of the trigger will control the text that is displayed on success.
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The TAG of the trigger will control the rest of the variables:
SAD_DC_SET_XP_OBJ_FC_RESREF
SAD: The number for the skill, ability or description.
DC: The DC that has to be beaten by a d20+modifier roll.
SET: Determines how the trigger will function.
XP: The amount of XP to reward on success.
OBJ: Specifies the type of object to create.
FC: Specifies the orientation/direction of the created object.
RESREF: Must match a valid ResRef of the object to be created or sound to be played.
The RESREF *can* contain underscores. Remember that resrefs are case sensitive.
Note: Any values that are not filled in will be taken as a value of zero or an empty string. You *must* fill all the values up to
your last significant value.
Valid values for SAD:
0 - Animal Empathy
1 - Concentration
2 - Disable Trap
3 - Discipline
4 - Heal
5 - Hide
6 - Listen
7 - Lore
8 - Move Silently
9 - Open Lock
10 - Parry
11 - Perform
12 - Persuade
13 - Pick Pocket
14 - Search
15 - Set Trap
16 - Spellcraft
17 - Spot
18 - Taunt
19 - Use Magic Device
20 - Appraise
21 - Tumble
22 - Craft Trap
50 - Strength
51 - Dexterity
52 - Constitution
53 - Intelligence
54 - Wisdom
55 - Charisma
56 - Description (no check, always succeeds)
57 - Tracking (only rangers can pass DC>10, -5 penalty if in passive detect mode)

Valid values for SET: (Value in brackets is with DM notification)
0 (32) Display to player who triggered, can be repeated
2 (34) Display to player, check until successful
3 (35) Display to party, check until successful
6 (38) Display to player, only one chance to be successful
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7 (39) Display to party, only one chance to be successful
8 (40) Display to player, trigger destroys itself on success
9 (41) Display to party, trigger destroys itself on success
12 (44) Display to player, only one chance to be successful, destroys itself on success
13 (45) Display to party, only one chance to be successful, destroys itself on success
24 (56) Display to player, trigger destroys itself after one check
25 (57) Display to party, trigger destroys itself after one check
Valid values for OBJ:
1 - Creature
2 - Item
3 - Placeable
4 - Sound
5 - Script
Valid values for FC:
0 - East
1 - North East
2 - North
3 - North West
4 - West
5 - South West
6 - South
7 - South East

CRAP Listening Waypoints (Waypoint - Custom – Waypoints – Sound Waypoint)
These waypoints can be placed to provide specific information when a PC makes a listening
check using the PAW or by typing the PnP emote command. Just set these in your area and set the
variable accordingly.
NOTE: The CRAP listening skill is really quite well put together. When the PC selects a general
listening check, the script looks for creatures as well as the Waypoints and will return feedback based
upon what is nearby. When the check is made to the door, it will look beyond the door and also for a
variable on the door for the feedback to give the PC.
Hidden Things
There are a number of different ways to have hidden things that the PC needs to search for.
Secret Doors (Placeable - Custom – Secret Object – Secret Door)
Using the “secret door” placeable (in the “secret” category), place one in each location and use
variables on both to set the connected pair together, set the DC for finding them and (optional) set a
reset variable for them to re-hide. The CRAP secret doors are very easy to use. They are also easy to
make additional forms. Make sure your new ones are usable and have the appropriate scripts in the
blueprint.
Near secret doors, you may place the Elven Autosearch Trigger and the Dwarven Stonework
Detector Trigger if applicable. These will do the automatic checks for those races for spotting hidden
things.
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Hidden Pits (Placeable - Custom – Secret Object – Pit Trap -*)
These traps take a couple of steps to setup, but they are worth it. Set down the “Secret pit”
placeable where you want it to appear. Set a “pit trigger” around the edge of it. Build a location that
will act as the bottom of the pit and place a “Pit Edge” there. Set the variables on all to match up. Now
you have pits that are findable, actually go somewhere and are (if you set a “jump toggle” trigger around
it) jumpable. At the bottom, if the PC has the right gear, they should be able to climb back out.
When a PC connects a hook/rope to a pit edge, the scripts will look to see if the connected Pit is
still hidden and trapped. If it is, the scripts will disable the trap and open the pit. Currently Pit traps are
not resettable. As such, the SCPIT waypoint – which is created when the Pits are hidden on module load
– is being removed. This is also what the Pit Edge looks for to see if the Pit is hidden in the first place.
The main issue with resetting the pit is the recreation of the trigger. I would need to find a way
to save the trigger structure so it can be recreated later on. As of yet, I have not applied the effort
needed to make this work. I hope to in the future.
Related to the Pits, I added a blueprint for an invisible pit placeable. This is useful for transitions
that are near drop-offs and cliffs.
And further, there has been a significant update to the scripts that handle Ropes, Grappling
Hooks and the PAW. This fixes a bug where Grappling Rope combinations put down by the PAW were
not set up correctly. These are now fixed. Spikes used in hanging ropes were not being found by the
PAW or used correctly if found. These were corrected. And then the image of the rope top when a
spike is used was corrected to something more suitable (it was the same as the hanging rope!).
The last significant change was standardizing which transitions would be allowed while
mounted. The PAW will take if the PC is mounted into account when the options are displayed. In
addition, certain transition objects have been updated to check if the PC is mounted – trapdoors and
ladders won’t work.
New Pits
New in v.0.9.2, another Pit Trap system has been added with one script “pit_fall”. Set down a
rounded trigger where you want the pit to be – make sure the trigger is NOT able to be disarmed. Set
the OnEnter script to “pit_fall”. Change the TAG of the trigger to “pit_trap_<DC>_<HD>(_<x>)” where
DC is the difficulty to avoid the trap and HD represents the number of d6 in damage (think 1d6 for each
10 feet of falling) and x is an optional unique identifier. Set a variable string “DESTINATION” to the
unique tag of a target waypoint. Put the target waypoint down and make sure the TAG matches the
DESTINATION variable. And that is it.
When the PC crosses the trigger, an open pit will be created. If the PC fails their saving throw,
they will be damaged and transported to the drop location. Once opened, the trigger is inactive.
However, the pit can be used to travel between the locations with climbing objects.
The “pit_fall” script also details additional options for this script, including using different
placeables for the Pit top and Pit Edge (it defaults to “crpp_pit” and “crpp_pitedge”), whether a light
should shine at the bottom location when the pit is open, and if you want the Pit to reset after a certain
period of time. If resetting and a climbing object (either a CRAP rope or another system) is connected,
the Pit will remain open until the climbing object is removed. Like the other button system (below) , the
placeable created to be the shining light can also be modified by variable.
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Secret compartments (Placeable - Custom – Secret Objects – Hidden Compartment)
Place the “hidden compartment” placeable on another placeable. Put stuff inside it and set the
variables on the object to hide it. The PAW will only find objects that are hidden on USABLE placeables.
However, the emote”*search compartment” command will find compartments hidden on any
placeable.
Hidden Objects
In addition, you may take any blueprint object and have it hidden by changing its tag in the
toolset to “secret” and setting a “DC” integer variable on it.
Buttons (Placeable - Custom – Secret Objects – Button)
Buttons are switches that can bring in any normal object and using variables, set the object up in
particular ways. Instead of needing a blueprint for every hidden object, the button allows you to bring
in the object with a new name and tag. Using the variables on the target waypoint, the buttons are
designed to bring CRAP secret placeables (secret doors, pit edges, trap doors, ladders and pits) and set
them up in specific ways. A default button can also be hidden by changing its tag to “secret” so it can be
searched for.
Put the “button” placeable where you want the PC to find it. Decide on the object that will be
created and note its resref. Place the “Generic CRAP Button Waypoint” at the location you want. One
handy technique is to actually place the object you want created in the toolset, note its location
information and give that to the waypoint. Then remove the object from the toolset, leaving the
waypoint in its place. Now set the variables on the waypoint to the desired information.
The buttons by default look for the closest Generic CRAP Button Waypoint by tag and use its
information. This can be modified to look for a unique waypoint by setting the “WPTAG” string variable
on the button to the tag of the desired waypoint.
There is a handy document that has the resref information for the CRAP objects that already
exist.
The Button can bring in almost ANY object the PC may interact with (placeables, items, NPCs,
waypoints, stores) and give them new names and tags.
Buttons can also be set up to use multiple waypoints and set or reset them in specific patterns.
There is a more detailed description of this system further on in this document.
AID SYSTEM
Again, this system requires the PC to investigate and explore. Objects that are not clickable may
still be interacted with. Hints can be made to search for unseen objects.
AID uses variables placed on specific Objects.
An object can be any placeable, door, creature, waypoint, etc. Any NWN object that has a tag
and can possess local variables can be an AID object. It used to be, you would need to simply set the
tag of the Object to the name of the object (tags MUST be entirely in lower case). However, you can
skip this by adding an additional variable string AIDname to the object. The Object here does not have
to be the actual object the PC sees, but can by a nearby unseen one with the appropriate tag – such as a
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waypoint. There are certain times when the object NEEDS to be the visible placeable (Pushing it or
Lighting it on fire), but otherwise, this need not be the case.
Variables on the object can include:
“examine”, “touch”, “read”, “light”, “drink”, “drinkeffect”, “takeitem”, “canpush”, and
“specialcase”. The last two are INT, while the rest are strings.
The first three provide descriptions and additional details. “light” is a special case and discussed
below. “drink” can provide text information by a string. “drinkeffect” draws from this chart:
PoisonArsenic
PoisonSmallSpider
PoisonHugeSpider
PoisonEttercap
Alcohol
CureLightWounds
CureModerateWounds
CureSeriousWounds
CureCriticalWounds
“takeitem” is the resref of the item given the PC when they type “*take <object>*”. “canpush” can be
set to “1” to allows the PC to move it 2.5 meters in a particular direction. The object needs to have
“static” and “plot” removed to do so – NOTE: once pushed, the variables (unless on the blueprint) are
lost. “specialcase” is related to the “light” action.
If you want the PC to be able to light/extinguish a particular object, you would set the “light”
string to “”. Then you would set the “specialcase” variable to “1”. If it is lit, it will put out heat and
effect “touch” commands as well.
In addition to these variables, you may set “on<event>”, where <event> is one of the actions
listed above. In the string, you put the name of the script you would like to run in that event.
And you may also add skill checks to these events: check<event>, <event>dc, <event>skill,
<event>passresponse, <event>failresponse, <event>oneventon. INT Skills to chose from are:
ANIMAL EMPATHY = 0
CONCENTRATION = 1
DISABLE TRAP = 2
DISCIPLINE = 3
HEAL = 4
HIDE = 5
LISTEN = 6
LORE = 7
MOVE SILENTLY= 8
OPEN LOCK = 9
PARRY = 10
PERFORM = 11
PERSUADE = 12
PICK POCKET = 13
SEARCH = 14
SET TRAP = 15
SPELLCRAFT = 16
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SPOT = 17
TAUNT = 18
USE MAGIC DEVICE = 19
APPRAISE = 20
TUMBLE = 21
CRAFT TRAP = 22
BLUFF = 23
INTIMIDATE= 24
CRAFT ARMOR = 25
CRAFT WEAPON= 26

There are additional commands and options for AID, but this is a good introduction for all it offers.
Alternate Moving Options
OMW Players Handbook Movement Skills Placeables
(Placeable - Custom – Special – Custom 4 – Generic Placeable Move Skills)
These placeables can be set in pairs to challenge the PC to use their stats and skills to get from
one place to another. They can check any of the movement skills (Balance, Swim, Climb, Tight Space,
Long Jump, High Jump) and make moving on in the adventure a challenge instead of deciding whether to
run or walk. Using these in conjunction with some other scripts also can make things more interesting.
Later there will be a description of how to use the Skill trigger, button scripts and these to run a check
on the PC if they can find the handholds to climb up a wall.
NAME: This is the description displayed to the player when they use it.
TAG: Has format SKILL_DC_WP_DMG
SKILL: number 1 to 5.
1 Balance
2 Climb
3 Jump
4 Swim
5 Tight Space
DC: number, the difficulty check to beat.
WP: string, tag of the destination waypoint. YOU CANNOT USE _ IN THE TAG OF THE WAYPOINT! It will
screw up the argument processing. If no WP is specified, then it will look for the nearest object
with the same tag (thus, waypoints are not needed if you always used matched pairs)
DMG: number, maximum amount of random damage to deal on critical failure.
SKILL DESCRIPTIONS
Balance - uses DEX, affected by Armor Check Penalty, +2 synergy with 5 ranks of Tumble skill.
Climb - uses STR, affected by Armor Check Penalty.
Jump - uses STR, affected by Armor Check Penalty, +2 synergy with 5 ranks of Tumble skill, +1
skill point for every +10% movement speed.
Swim - uses STR, -1 skill for every 5lb of weight character has.
Tight Space - uses DEX, affected by creature size and Armor Check Penalty. (NOTE: this skill
diverges from the PHB)
Failing a Balance/Climb/Jump check by more than 5 means you take falling damage. Succeeding against
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a DC15 Tumble check reduces the falling damage.
Failing a Swim check by more than 5 means you take drowning damage. Drowning damage cannot kill
you.
Failing a Tight Space check by more than 5 means that you damage yourself on the attempt. This
damage cannot kill you.
Pit Edges (Placeable - Custom – Secret Object – Pit Edge)
Pit Edges are not just for Pits. They also provide ways of getting PCs to move in the third
dimension. Make an area with a ridge or cliff running completely across. Put a Pit Edge in a promising
location on the lower side of the ridge. Change the name to something descriptive like “defile along the
edge of the cliff” and set its variables to target a waypoint just above on the higher part of the ridge. At
the top, place a Pit placeable, make it an invisible object and set its variables to target the Pit Edge. Now
a PC may use their rope and hook to climb up the cliff.
Portable Objects
While not strictly an “Alternate Moving” option, this is a good place to describe the Portable
Placeables system. By marking any non-Static placeable with the variable “DoLift” = 1, the PC may
attempt to actually lift that placeable and carry it around. The system turns the placeable into a “<name
of object> in a crate” that defaults to 100 pounds (though that can be changed). When selected and
placed on the ground, the item turns back into the original placeable – but in the new location.
For example, there is a wall with a door in it. However, there is a large boulder blocking the
way. The boulder is not clickable in any way (though make sure it is not marked “static”). However, the
PC uses the PAW near it. The option to “look for something to pick up” will be available. Using that
option, the PC will be able to choose “boulder”. The script will do a strength check and if the PC
succeeds, the boulder appears in their inventory and is no longer blocking the door. Exceptionally
strong PCs may not mind the extra weight, but most would want to put the heavy thing down
somewhere soon.
The system is modifiable to check against any Stat (Str, Int, Wis, Con, Dex, Chr) and to any DC. It
also can work with any object the PC may interact with (NPC, item, placeable, waypoint, store…) and
work with any item created in the inventory as a template. You may set the name and tag for the
moved object by variables as well.
If you want to add more variables to this object - these are all done in toolset. Nothing needs to be on
the palette. The items are stored persistently, so the variables carry over.
"Anim" int "0 or 1" This works only for creature objects.
default "0" has no animation - the object just fades into existence
"1" or more brings the object in with the EffectAppear() animation,
which involves flying down from above the screen.
"ChkStat" int "#" for which stat to check when lifting. str 0, dex 1, con 2, int 3, wis 4, chr 5
default is "0" for Strength. This also determines the default text given during the test.
"Conversation" Run a different conversation. You could have the object usually run the different conversation and
designate "pp_convo" here.
default ""
"DC" int "#" for how difficult this object is to lift against a statistic modified roll.
default "1"
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"FailMes2" str "Text to be seen when the object is not picked up"
default ""You failed to lift this up."
"FailMessage" str "Text to be seen when attempting to lift too soon after a failure."
default "You must recover your "+sStat+" before you try again."
"ItemInv" int "#" Controls inventory of container items that could be used in the vairable ""ItemResRef" above.
1 to maintain item inventory.
2 to combine item and object inventory.
default "0"
"ItemResRef" string "ResRef" of a different item to act as a template for the item created in inventory.
It will have its tag changed to "ppItemGeneric" when created.
default "ppItemGeneric"
"Name" string "Full name of item" which replaces the name above.
default "<Object> in a box"
"NewName" string "Name of the original object" when recreated later.
"NewTag" string "tag" you want the object to have when recreated.
default ""
"NoConvo" int "1" to skip the "pp_convo" conversation.
default "0"
Set this on objects that are setup to not use the conversation or widget.
default ""
"OffScript" string "script you want when the object is picked up"
default ""
"OnScript" string "script you want when the object is put down"
default ""
"RequiredTag" string "tag" of item the PC needs to have in inventory to try and pick up the object.
default ""
"ReqMessage" string "Text you want the pc to see" when they do not have the above RequiredTag item.
default "You do not have the required object to pick this up."
"SCRIPT" string <script to run>
"UnpackMessage" string "Text you want the PC to see" when they unpack the object.
default "You unpack the <object name>"
"Weight" int "#" with the entry rounded off to the nearest 5 lb increment.
default "100"

As you can see, the system is VERY flexible in creating moveable placeables. By being able to check
different statistics, lifting up the object is not just a feat of strength, but a puzzle. By requiring a certain
item, it takes on more complications. It also can become a process to bring in other placeables that
have different purposes, like the Climbing Objects, described next.
Portable Climbing Objects (Placeable - Custom – Miscellaneous – Folding Ladder)
This is another system for climbing locations that uses the Portable Placeable scripts. A sample
object is the “portable ladder”. However the scripts are variable driven and new climbing objects can
easily be made. The carrying part of these scripts uses the Portable Placeables system mentioned
above.
Process:
Design a location where the PC needs to ascend to another level.
Decide on a target location and mark it with a waypoint.
Unique TAG for the wp
Name of the waypoint should quickly describe location
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At the bottom, set the marking object (either a CRAP Pit Edge or a waypoint)
If not a CRAP Pit Edge, define the TAG for this waypoint or use "PIT_EDGE"
On the object set the variable "DESTINATION" str <TAG of wp above>
If you want a different height than 3.0 meters, set that variable
In the toolset define your climbing object
If you are using a different TAG than "PIT_EDGE"
Set variable Edge str <TAG of marker>
If you want a different length than 3.0 meters, set that variable.
Place the climbing object in your module for the PC to find.
This system provides alternatives to the CRAP rope/hook system and also provides variety to getting up
and down multi-level areas.
Setup:
In the blueprint of the object, set the scripts as described above then set as variables on the bp listings with defaults are for if nothing is entered:
ScriptOn str "ladderon" - this script creates the upper placeable
ScriptOff str "ladderoff" - this script destroys the upper placeable
NewName str What the climbing object will be called when replaced
default: name of bp
Name
str What the object will be called in inventory
default: name of bp "in a box"
ItemResRef str ResRef of item to use as template.
default: ppitemgeneric
TopResRef str ResRef of a prepared blueprint top for the climbing object.
default: "climbtop"
TopName str Name for the top of the object which will appear at the new location
default: "Top of the" name of bp
Edge

str TAG of objects that mark a climbing location.
default: "PIT_EDGE" - this is the CRAP rope climbing marker
Dist
float Buffer distance around object to look for Edges
default: 3.0 meters
Length float How far can this object reach?
default: 3.0 meters
In the toolset, on the Edge markers you may set:
Height float How high up is this edge? Some might need longer objects to reach
default: 3.0 meters
DESTINATION str TAG of the target marker - where the climber will appear on success
And you need to have a waypoint or other object marking the target location. Its TAG must be unique.
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Magic Item Systems
Portable Holes (Items – Custom – Special – Custom 1 – Portable Hole)
My custom Portable Hole is in this module. Put the “portable hole” item where you would like
the PC to find it. If it is not identified, nothing happens when the object is put down on the ground – it is
just an item on the ground. Once id’d, the hole item will open up into an open hole on the ground.
When clicked by a PC, that PC will enter the extra-dimensional space below. If the entrance or
exit is right clicked, the PC will pick up the hole item and close the hole. When closed, the space inside
has a very limited amount of air.
Every heartbeat inside the closed hole, each creature (who is not undead or a construct) is
checked. After the air runs out, they will start taking damage. Putting the Hole item back down
immediately reopens the hole and allows regular breathing.
If you create additional Holes, you need to follow the directions below. However, if you just
want the one, it needs no modification.
Portable Holes are powerful magic items that you need to be careful handing out, but I love
them. By allowing the PC access to their own portable extra dimensional space, the GM needs to
consider what this will do to the adventure in general.
I put a great deal of effort in getting the Portable Hole correct – in my old PnP days, we explored
the possibilities of portable holes extensively so I attempted to get as many of the possibilities in place
and tested.
The hole obviously closes and opens both sides when used (this was not the case with the
version I started modifying). Closing the hole on the inside and reopening it will open the “top-side”
where it had last been. Closing the hole on the inside and leaving the hole some other way will allow
the PC to reopen the hole from the top-side by putting it down. If the PC leaves the hole, but returns to
it and opens it from the inside, the top will open where it was last still. If there are additional portable
holes (see directions below), they may be opened in one another – which can be trouble.
If the PC is in one hole and closes it, puts down the other hole and climbs in – then puts down
the original hole item all connection to the outside world is lost – both hole tops are set to the inside of
another hole. This was a House Rule and I made sure it worked. If you don’t want a PC to be able to kill
themselves like that – well – tell them not to! Connected holes track whether one is opened to the
outside or not. If a hole is open to the outside and another hole is connected to the first, the second
hole will be considered open. If the first hole is closed, the second one will close up to.
There is an additional item called the “Atmosphere Stone” which is intended to provide air
inside a portable hole. This object when placed inside a hole will suspend the suffocation effects for
that area only. Connected holes will still lose air – they would need their own stone.
And I also put in the check for Bags of Holding interacting with Portable Holes, mentioned above
in the “module_variables” script. If a PC has a bag of holding in their inventory and enters a portable
hole, or if the PC puts a portable hole item inside a bag of holding, the two items will destroy
themselves. The Bag will lose all of its inventory and be destroyed. The entrance, exit and/or item for
the portable hole will be destroyed. There is an explosion centered on the PC (who is kindly deposited
at the top-side location of the destroyed hole) which defaults to 6-36 points of damage with a saving
through for ½ damage.
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Modifying the Portable Hole
A number of the processes run by the Portable Hole scripts are variable driven. In the palette,
you can go into the object or item properties and change/add the following – if nothing is entered for a
particular variable, the default will occur:
DropText str
default:
menu."
UpText
default:
InText
default:
OutText
default:
CloseText str
default:
ReopenText
default:
Distance int
default:
DC
default:
Damage
default:

"<text sent to oPC when the portable hole is put down outside>"
"You have opened up the "+sName+". To enter it, click on it."+" To pick it back up, use it from the radial
str
"<text sent to oPC when picked back up outside>"
"You reach down, fold up the "+sName+", and stow it away."
str
"<text floated above entering oPC>"
GetName(oPC)+" climbs in."
str
"<text floated above exiting oPC>"
GetName(oPC)+" climbs out."
"<text sent to PC when closed from the inside>"
"You close up the "+sName+" from the inside and stow it away."
str
"<text sent to oPC when reopened from inside>"
"You close up the "+sName+" from the inside and stow it away."
"#" of meters away to limit picking up of the hole.
3
int
"#" DC for saving for half damage when the hole explodes
20
int
"#" of 6-sided dice dealt in damage.
6

Making Additional Portable Holes
Each portable hole needs a unique location for it to open to – and they should be in their own
area. Because of the way the breathing scripts work, having two or more holes opening into the same
space would cause problems (Though you can just not use the Onheartbeat script on the chosen area to
avoid this). Each hole should also have its own identity. This is set as a variable on the item.
“Ident”
string “<identity>”
This Identity then should be added to the TAG of the waypoint which marks the inside of the
hole. In the default hole, this is tagged “IWP”. Just add the identity to the front end of this tag. The
new one would be “<identity>IWP”. When used, the new hole will open on the target location defined
by the waypoint. At the point it is dropped, the hole entrance placeable will be created. At the
waypoint, the hole exit placeable is created.
These placeables and the actual item can also be changed easily by the builder. Any item can be
used. Just place it in the toolset and change its TAG to "port_item2".
Create your placeables on the palette. One for the exterior, one for the interior. Make sure
they are Usable. In their event slots, put the "sf_por_onclick" in the OnClicked and "sf_port_pickup2" in
OnUsed. Note their Resrefs.
On the item, set the variables below:
"PHoleTag"
string "resref of exterior"
"ExitTag" string "resref of interior"
The system will adjust the tag of the portable hole item when it is acquired the first time by a
PC. Using an extended tag system, the portable hole tag will contain the ident and the resrefs, allowing
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the item to move to another module with the same placeables and setup interior location. Additional
variables (as noted above) must be on the palette objects. With this system, a wide variety of holes and
hole-like objects can be utilized – Rope of Tricks, Matching Doorways, or any other dimensional portal
can be manufactured.
A recent addition to this system involves Persistent Location – if a module uses persistent
location (an option with this basemodule), it is possible for the location to be the inside of the portable
hole. This system now stores the location of the outside waypoint persistently, so in this situation, if the
PC ends up coming into a new instance of the module and is sent to the inside of the hole, the hole will
actually reopen where it was last. Before this addition, the hole would not open, because the outside
waypoint was not there to position it – and there was no default opening location.
Scrying Devices and the Scrying Journal (Items – Custom – Plot Items – Scrying Journal)
PCs will have the option to use Scrying devices in this module. If you want them to have access
to a scrying device, place it in the appropriate location (the special room in a guild, temple or hideout)
and set the variables on the Device to your liking. The default item checks to see if the PC is the
appropriate class and level according to 3rd edition rules. The PC will also need a “Scrying Journal” which
allows them to memorize objects or locations to scry. You can create objects that allow the PC to learn
about a distant object from study. See the documentation for all the options. The system has a number
of available options that allow the scrying device to transport the user, communicate at the viewed
location or even be able to carry the scry device around.
The ability to Scry distant objects adds a whole new perspective. You should be careful in
designing things and decide what you want the PCs to be able to see. To me the most important option
is to allow objects that the PC may learn from. This will allow the PC tio research a location, object or
NPC and be able to view them with the Scrying Devices. If they use a device to allow travel, this will give
a memorable event in the storyline.
Using the Scrying Journal
This item should be given to PCs you want to be able to scry. It represents their ability to
memorize locations or objects well enough to visualize them later. Note that this gives that player a
great deal of freedom – it will allow them to target any location they can click on or any target object
they may click on. It doesn’t mean they may actually succeed in viewing it, but the possibilities are
large. For example: They could target a specific NPC who wanders the city. Later when viewing them,
that NPC can walk them into locations the PC could not travel to otherwise. Or another example: In a
multiplayer game, the PC targets a rock in their inventory. They then give that rock to another player.
That other player may take that rock and put it in a specific room in a specific guildhouse or dungeon.
The first player may now view that location.
The scrying journal also describes the commands the PC may use while scrying to control the
session. These commands are entered into Chat.
“@end.” Will end the current session.
“@follow.” This command will reacquire the scry target and move the PC with them for a period
of time. Targeted creatures tend to move away from the starting viewing locations. This allows the
Scrying PC to keep up with them.
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Setting up a Scrying Device
Place an object you want to be the device – there are several good placeables to choose from.
Make sure it is usable. If you want it to work without the Scry Journal, put in the OnUsed event
for the object (assuming it is a placeable) the “scry_device” script.
Set the variable "SCRY_DEVICE" int "1" set on it. This need not be a placeable – it can actually
be anything that is clickable with the Scrying Journal – including an item in the PCs inventory.
And that is it. When a PC uses the device or targets it with their Scrying Journal, the scrying
conversation will start up and see if they are able to use the device.

Further options for Scry Devices
There are additional controls for the Scrying system.
To have the device allow communication, set the integer "SCRY_SPEAK" to "1".
The PC will still need to enter the command "@communicate." While scrying.
When entered, for the next ten seconds, anything they type in text will be floaty text at
the scry location. Otherwise, typed text will only be visible at the location of the scry
device itself.
For the device to provide travel to the location, set the integer "SCRY_TRAVEL" to "1".
The PC will need to type “@travel here.” to initiate travel. The scrying device will
remain at the starting location. The PC will be moved to the targeted location.
This variable can also be adjusted to two other settings
“2” will be a teleport effect. The PC and their party will be teleported to the viewed
location. The major change with this is the Scrying Device, if it is an item, will come with
them.
“3” makes the Device a Teleportation Device. There is no viewing option – the PC and
their nearby party are immediately teleported to the target location.
Devices that can be set to a particular view need the integer "SCRY_SETABLE" set to "1".
While scrying, the PC can type the command “@set device.” This will set the device to
the current view. When done viewing, the device will retain this as the set view for the
next viewing attempt.
If you want the Device to be usable for anyone, regardless of class/level,
on the device set "SCRY_ANYONE" to "1".
The PC will still need to have some stored locations to view, or something may be set on
the device which they can then view.
Magic Missile Option system
PCs who are arcane spellcasters will also have the ability to modify how the Magic Missile and
Fire Arrow spells are done. By calling on the conversation or typing a direct emote command into chat,
the PC may cause their missile spells to target a group of creatures in a defined area. Of course, they
must be high enough level to cast multiple missiles by these spells. This option does not ADD missiles to
their casting, only allows each missile to hit a different target. Say the PC is an 8th level wizard. They get
4 missiles. With this option, they would enter the command “*small group.”. Then they would target
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one of four orcs in a small area. When fired, 4 missiles would streak at the orcs and EACH one will be hit
by one missile. The system has many options. By default, the spells work normally – firing all of the
missiles at the primary creature target. The PC needs to specify when they want to do something
different.
It is important to emphasize that the spell will not target the PC or their party by accident– it
cycles through targets and will skip faction members of the party. If the party is surrounded by targets,
only the targets will be picked out. If the PC targets a party member directly, it should work as the
normal spell would.
There is nothing specific the builder needs to do for this system to run, but there are a couple of
interesting options to note.
“*placeables.” Or “*things.” This targets placeables with the spell. This allows the PC to damage
those targets with the missile spells. This might be something you want to design a puzzle for.
“*items.” Items are targeted. This allows the PC to target and destroy non-plot items with their
magic missiles.
“*<class>.” This allows the PC to target only those who have the particular class inputted.
Classes: barbarian, bard, cleric, druid, fighter, monk, paladin, ranger, rogue, sorcerer, and wizard.
Creatures: aberration, animal, construct, humanoid, monstrous, elemental, fey, dragon, undead,
common, beast, giant, magical beast, outsider, shapechanger, vermin, and ooze.
Instant Fortress (Placeables – Custom – Special – Custom 5 – “a small metallic box”)
Daern’s Instant Fortress. This is a powerful item that when placed on the ground and activated
creates a tower around the location. Those who are not in the party (faction) of the user are damaged
and pushed out of the tower. The tower can take a great deal of damage before it deactivates itself.
The user may in turn deactivate it when they want to. There is a switch in side that will create a
doorway to the outside. These doors can be switched off by using the switch again.
The fortress will only work outside, unless a variable is set on the area:
“InstFort”
int
1
The fortress is a rare and complex magic item. I would suggest not having more than one in any
campaign. In the vanilla module, it has a pretty crappy wall object for its building block – basically a
fence. After much testing, it was what I thought worked best without changing the number of bricks
and making it tax the server too much.
Tag based Generic Magic Items
This is a system that is driven by information on the item TAG that will allow for a multitude of
item types and powers that will follow the PnP rules about having only one item of any type with a
particular power at a time.
Using these to make a ring, helm and hat of invisibility, the PC will only be made invisible by the
first one of these they put on. Or if they have a suit of armor with a dodge bonus of +3, they can not put
on and be affected by another dodge bonus item until the first one is removed.
Set down an item that can be equipped. You may put a simple magical effect on them if you
wish to give them an aura. Then change the TAG following these options:
"m_i_g_<Duration>_<Times/day>_<Power #>(_<Var 1>_<Var>)"
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<Duration> is in seconds - If "0" is entered, the duration is unlimited (lasts until the item is
removed).
<Times/day> is the number of times per (calendar) day the item may be used. If "0" is entered,
it defaults to "3".
<Power #> refers to the Types of powers listed below. PCs will only be able to have 1 active
item from each Power Type (or Sub-Type)
equipped at any given time.
<Var1>, <Var2> and such refer to additional information that different powers require, also
defined below.
Powers and <Var#>:
0 - Invisibility is the default setting for this system
- if nothing is set, the item will be a normal invisibility item with 3 uses a day.
<Var1> to "1" for Improved Invisibility - This is a separate power
type from regular invisibility
1 - Regeneration - HPs/Recovery Period
<Var1> to the # of HPs recovered - if "0", defaults to "1"
<Var2> to the number of seconds between recoveries. "0" defaults to "3"
2 - See Invisible - no additional information needed.
3 - Spell Resistance
<Var1> to percentage of resistance added. - "0" defaults to "20"
4 - Skill Increase - Each Skill is considered a separate Power Type
<Var1> to one of the values below.
0 - All Skills
1 = SKILL_ANIMAL_EMPATHY
2 = SKILL_APPRAISE
3 = SKILL_BLUFF
4 = SKILL_CONCENTRATION
5 = SKILL_CRAFT_ARMOR
6 = SKILL_CRAFT_TRAP
7 = SKILL_CRAFT_WEAPON
8 = SKILL_DISABLE_TRAP
9 = SKILL_DISCIPLINE
10 = SKILL_HEAL
11 = SKILL_HIDE
12 = SKILL_INTIMIDATE
13 = SKILL_LISTEN
14 = SKILL_LORE
15 = SKILL_MOVE_SILENTLY
16 = SKILL_OPEN_LOCK
17 = SKILL_PARRY
18 = SKILL_PERFORM
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19 = SKILL_PERSUADE
20 = SKILL_PICK_POCKET
21 = SKILL_SEARCH
22 = SKILL_SET_TRAP
23 = SKILL_SPELLCRAFT
24 = SKILL_SPOT
25 = SKILL_TAUNT
26 = SKILL_TUMBLE
27 = SKILL_USE_MAGIC_DEVICE
<Var2> to the number of Bonus ranks - "0" defaults to "2"
5 - Statistic Increase <Var1> set to one of the below. Each Statistic is a separate Power Type
0 - Str (Default)
1 - Dex
2 - Con
3 - Int
4 - Wis
5 - Chr
<Var2> to the number of bonus points granted. - "0" defaults to "4"
6 - Concealment <Var1> to percent concealment. - "0" defaults to "20". Do not make over 100, or it will
be invalid.
7 - Polymorph <Var1> to one of the forms listed below. All Polymorph forms are one category.
Character may cancel Effect from radial menu.
Blue dragon - 71
Green dragon - 73
Red Dragon - 72
Badger - 25
Balor - 10
Basilisk - 61
Beholder - 63
Boar - 24
Brown Bear - 21
Celestial - 38
Chicken - 40
Cow - 27
Death Sladd - 11
Dire badger - 37
Dire Boar - 36
Dire Brown Bear - 33
Dire Panther - 34
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Dire wolf - 35
Dire Tiger - 69
Doom Knight - 28
Drider - 62
Elder Air Elemental - 20
Earth elemental - 19
Fire Elemental - 17
Water Elemental - 18
Female Drow - 70
Fire Giant - 9
Female Frost Giant - 42
Male Frost Giant - 41
Gargoyle - 65
Giant Spider - 3
Automoton Golem - 57
Harpy - 60
Heurodis - 43
Huge Air Elemental - 16
earth Elemental - 15
Fire elemental - 13
Water Elemental - 14
Imp - 30
Iron Golem - 12
Inah Giant female - 45
Inah Giant Male - 44
Male drow - 59
Manticore - 58
medusa - 64
Mindflayer - 68
Minotaur - 66
Null Human - 78
Panther - 22
Penguin - 26
Pixie - 6
Quasit - 31
Adult Red Dragon - 8
Risen Lord - 75
Spectre - 76
Succubus - 32
Super chicken - 67
Troll - 4
Umber Hulk - 5
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Vampire Female - 77
Vampire - 74
Vrock - 39
Werecat - 2
Wererat - 1
werewolf - 0 - Default
Wolf - 23
Wyrmling black - 56
Wyrmling blue - 53
Wyrmling green - 55
Wyrmling red - 54
Wyrmling white - 52
Yuanti - 29
Zombie - 7
8 - AC Increase - Each form is a distinct Power Type
<Var1> to type of increase below
0 - Dodge Bonus - Default
1 - Natural
2 - Enchantment
3 - Enchanted Shield
4 - Deflection
4103 - All (?)
<Var2> will be the bonus granted. - "0" defaults to "1".
9 or more - Invisibility - this is the same as "0"
Quest Management
Vuldrick’s Universal Quest System (UQS)
This is a group of reusable scripts that can track multiple quests and their Journal entries. They
save time by not having so many scripts that basically do the same thing but for different NPCs and
storylines. Simple to use, these replace the multiple scripts with one set of about 15 or so.
Set variables on the NPCs/Objects involved and use the “vg_quest_” scripts in the conversations
to track the progress of the quest. Each quest should have a unique 1 word identity – this will be the
quest tag in the Journal editor and also on the involved objects under the variable “Quest”.
This module uses the Persistent Journal version of the UQS. All of these entries can be stored
persistently allowing multi-module and persistent world usage.
The scripts also involve monetary checks, awarding of XP and monies, and taking/giving specific
items.
Using UQS
As with any quest or plot line, you should map out your stages that you want to track.
List out how the quest is started, the initial stage and the goals. Then define the involved NPCs
or objects.
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Example: NPC A wants the PC to go to NPC B and get Item 1 from them, take it to NPC A and go
back to B to get the reward. So we need two NPCs, an item and two conversations.
On both NPCs set the variables:
Quest
string “sample” – this is the TAG of the journal entries
ItemNum
int
“1” – You can set this for any number, but make sure the
Item you are using for the quest has the same number
Then on NPC B set these:
GP
int
“10”
XP
int
“100”
On NPC B create an item in their inventory. Change its tag to “sampleItem1” (or what ever number you
put above) and name it something easy – “Thingy”
In the journal create a Plot line – “UQS Sample Plot – Get the Thingy” TAG “sample”
1 - NPC A has asked me to go to NPC B and get the Thingy.
2 – NPC B had the thingy and gave it to me. I must return it to NPC A.
3 – NPC A took the thingy and said that I needed to go back to NPC B to tell them what
happened.
4 – NPC B was very happy and I got paid some gold coins. <Done>
Conversations are where the UQS system simplifies things. The UQS scripts all start with “vg_”. The
“vg_quest_#” scripts are StartingConditional scripts for use in conversation nodes. They check if the PC
has reached the # stage in the quest variable.
-------------------------------NPC A’s conversation
<vg_quest_4> “Thanks for your help earlier!”
<vg_quest_3> “If you want to get paid, you really should talk with NPC B”
<vg_has_item> “Ah, great! You Got the Thingy! May I have it?”
“Yes.” <vg_take_item>
“Thanks! You should check in with NPC B and let them know.”<vg_quest_adv>
“No.”
<vg_quest_1> “I still need that Thingy.”
<>“Would you like to help me? I need to get a Thingy from NPC B?”
“Yes.” <vg_quest_adv>
“NPC B is over there. Please go and get the Thingy from him.”
“No.”
-------------------------------------NPC B’s conversation
<vg_quest_4> “Thanks for your help earlier!”
<vg_quest_3> “NPC A sent me a note that they are really happy.” <vg_give_reward>
“I am glad.” <vg_quest_adv>
<vg_has_item> “You still have the Thingy! Go get it to NPC A right away.”
<vg_quest_1> “Are you here to get the Thingy for NPC A?”
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“Yes.” <vg_give_item>
“Take it to him right away.” <vg_quest_adv>
“No.”
<>“Go away.”
------------------------------------As you can see, the same scripts are used by both conversations for the most part. To move the
quest stage along, the same script is also used. And this can be used for many plot lines and sidequests. There are a fair number of scripts in this system, detailed below. This is from Vuldrick’s notes
for the system, with my annotations:
"vg_quest_advance" - This will advance the quest to the next plot 'node' by adding 1 to the integer
variable on the PC. Also starts the quest. The node starts at 1.
"vg_quest_XX" (XX == 1 through 10) - When placed in the "Text Appears When" event of dialogue, that
string of dialogue only appears when the quest is on the 'plot node' number that corresponds to the
script. So if "vg_quest_advance" has been used once, "vg_quest_1" is needed. If it has been used 3
times, "vg_quest_3" is needed, and so on.
"vg_has_item" - When placed in the "Text Appears When" script box during dialogue, checks if the
player has the item for the Quest in the "Quest" string. The item tag is called based off an integer value.
The variable "ItemNum" stores that value. So the dialogue will only appear if the player has the item.
"vg_has_gold" - When placed in the "Text Appears When" script box during dialogue, the dialogue will
appear when the required gold specified in the "RequiredGold" variable is available on the PC. As in,
they have that much gold on them. Keep in mind the "RequiredGold" variable is not the amount taken
with the taken script.
Note: In my Basemod, this script has been edited to check for CRAP coins if that system is
active. It is additionally modified by the "CoinType" variable, which will check for the value in a
particular currency
"vg_take_item" - When placed in the "Actions Taken" event of dialogue, the quest item on the NPC's
"ItemNum" is taken from the PC.
"vg_take_gold" - When placed in the "Actions Taken" event of dialogue, the gold specified by the
"GoldTaken" variable is taken from the PC. Keep in mind, the amount in the "GoldTaken" variable is not
the amount needed for the Gold "Text Appears When" script to show.
Note: This script has been edited to work with CRAP coins if that system is active. Using the
"CoinType" variable will take a particular currency.
"vg_uni_skill" - Used to check skills. Place in the "Text Appears When" event on dialgoue that you want
to appear when the skill check is successful. Leave the failure line blank. Two INTS need to be set on the
NPC in order for the check to be made. The "DC" and "Skill" variables.
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"vg_quest_reward" - When placed in the "Actions Taken" event of dialogue, the PC is given Gold and XP
based off the variables "GP", "GPRanMult", "XP" and "XPRanMult" set on the NPC. Set to zero if not
used. This script has been edited to get the EnteringObject if PCSpeaker is INVALID.* New in v.0.8
Note: This script will also use CRAP coins and the "CoinType" variable.
"vg_give_item" - When placed in the "Actions Taken" event of the dialogue, the PC is given an item
based off of the "ItemNum" variable. The variable works the same way as the script for taking items,
however it is given instead.
"vg_shift_align" - When placed in the "Actions Taken" event of dialogue, the PC is shifted alignment
based off of the variables on the NPC. Two INT variables must be set, alignment shift direction and the
alignment shift amount. The variables are "Shift" for the direction of the alignment shift, and
"AmountCL", "AmountGE", or "AmountN".
"vg_quest_reset" - Resets the quest variables on the PC (the 'Plot Node') so that the PC and THAT PC IN
PARTICULAR can do the quest again.
"vg_quest_taken" - Put into "Text Appears When" on a dialogue string that is on the very top of the
dialogue tree if you want that dialogue to show up when ANY PC on the server is doing the quest. Useful
if it is some kind of group only quest. Once the quest is complete this will stay showing up for all other
players unless the quest is reset.
I have written a couple of Add-Ons to this system…
UQS Triggers “vg_trigger”
This script can be placed in the OnEnter/OnUsed slot of a trigger/object. It checks for a quest
stage using the UQS scripts and can spawn an NPC who will attack the triggering player.
The uses for this script and the newly added options make this trigger invaluable. Because, in
addition to calling an event based upon the Quest stage, it can bring in an NPC with a new name and tag,
give them specific items with new names and tags, but it can also call Sparky Spawner variables set on
the trigger as well – basically allowing the one trigger to setup a major event ALONG with set changing
and large scale creature spawning as well as items and placeables.
This trigger will fire only when a specified quest stage is reached, with options to create a
journal entry and advancing the quest.
In addition, there are options to Spawn in a copy of an NPC template, set them to attack, allow
them to have the "Quest" variable and create a specific item or other object in the NPC's inventory or
nearby them. On top of all that, you may set an option to Spawn objects and other creatures using
Sparky Spawner variables on the triggering object. Non-repeating Sparky spawns will not despawn.
Variables set on the trigger:
Quest
s
<quest that is required> *required
queststage
i
<the stage this is supposed to fire during>*required
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if "0", will start the requested quest
Advance
i
0 (no advancement), 1 (advance the quest)
zoo
s
<tag of the area to copy from>
template
s
<tag of the npc to copy>
NewTag
s
<new tag for the npc copied>
NAME
s
<Name of new copy>
Descr
s
<New Description>* New in v.0.8
Attack
i
1 if you want the NPC to immediately attack PC
Repeat
I
1 if this trigger is not set to advance and you want, after a delay,
for it to fire again for a particular PC or Party.
NoTrans
i
<0 or 1> if 1, then the created NPC will not have the "Quest"
variable copied to them. Defaults to having the Variable transferred. This works well with the
"vg_ondeath_adv" script listed below.
It is also easy to use this to just advance the Quest without having anything created: Just don't
enter anything for the template, zoo or other NPC variables. Just the Quest, Advance and Stage will
advance the quest when triggered.
Another available option for this script is to create an additional object in the NPC's inventory or
near them (for non-items):
ObRes
string <ResRef> of item *required
if ObRes is left blank, this option will not occur.
If ObCopy (see below) is used, then this is the <TAG> of the object to
copy, not the <ResRef>
ObTag
string <newtag> of item - if blank, will use default tag
ObName
string <new name> of item - if blank will use default
ObNum
int
<how many> of the item should be made –
if blank, "1" is default
ObDescr
string <New Description>* New in v.0.8
ObType
int
<int> of object type. if blank, default is item (2).
Valid types: 1 - NPC, 2 - Item, 32 - Waypoint, 64 - Placeable, 128 - Store
ObDelay
float <how long> before creating object. If left blank, default is 0.3
ObCopy
int
<0 or 1> 1 will have the object created from a copy in the
same Area as the NPC
Finally, say you want additional things brought in for this stage - you can use Sparky Spawner to
bring in anything else that system provides.
Sparky int
<0 or 1> Set to 1 to call the Sparky OnEnter script
Then put the "encounter_XX" variables on the same trigger.

UQS Alternate Quest tracking
These two scripts (vg_altquest1, vg_altquest2) will allow you to track other quest progress on an
NPC in addition to their own quest stage. This way you may only allow a certain conversation to occur
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when the PC has reached a stage in an alternate quest. The two scripts allow for checking of 2 alternate
strings in one conversation. If more are needed, then the script is easily copied and one integer needs
to be changed. The directions for doing so are in the script. In addition, there is an Alternate Quest
Advance script (vg_altq1_adv, vg_altq2_adv).
“AltQuest1”
string “<quest>”
“AltQStage1” int
“#”
“AltQuest2” and “AltQStage2”
UQS Advance Quest on Death script “"vg_ondeath_adv”
A simple script to advance the quest stored on the “Quest” variable when the NPC is slain. This
is mainly for use in conjunction with the UQS Trigger. This trigger creates NPCs during a specific quest
stage. This script should be in their OnDeath event slot and will look for the “Quest” variable. It will
advance the quest upon this NPCs death. With NPCactivities on, you could call this script with the
command “!SsCRSPDeath/vg_ondeath_adv”. This is now set automatically in “vg_trigger”. (v.0.8.2)
UQS Variable list
These are the variables that may be put on NPCs and objects using the UQS.
"Quest" – string VALUE = The quest name that is activated when "vg_quest_advance" and so on. This
string must be on ALL NPC's that have the quest when using the scripts. Case sensative.
"ItemNum" – INT VALUE = The number of the item in the item tag for items in the quest. If the quest is
called "Star" and the item number is 5, then the item tag must be "StarItem5." In that case, this variable
would have the value of "5".
"RequiredGold" – INT VALUE = The amount of gold needed on the PC's person to get dialogue to show
up when using the "vg_has_gold" script. This refers to the number of units defined in the CoinType
variable.
"GoldTaken" – INT VALUE = The amount of gold taken from the PC when using the "vg_take_gold"
script. This is also the number of coinage units defined in the CoinType.
"Skill" -INT VALUE = The skill check that is made when using the "vg_uni_skill" script to do a skill check
in a conversation. Works with "DC". See "vg_uni_skill" for values. Usually its SKILL_<SKILL NAME>. With
"_" being used as spaces.
1 = SKILL_ANIMAL_EMPATHY
2 = SKILL_APPRAISE
3 = SKILL_BLUFF
4 = SKILL_CONCENTRATION
5 = SKILL_CRAFT_ARMOR
6 = SKILL_CRAFT_TRAP
7 = SKILL_CRAFT_WEAPON
8 = SKILL_DISABLE_TRAP
9 = SKILL_DISCIPLINE
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10 = SKILL_HEAL
11 = SKILL_HIDE
12 = SKILL_INTIMIDATE
13 = SKILL_LISTEN
14 = SKILL_LORE
15 = SKILL_MOVE_SILENTLY
16 = SKILL_OPEN_LOCK
17 = SKILL_PARRY
18 = SKILL_PERFORM
19 = SKILL_PERSUADE
20 = SKILL_PICK_POCKET
21 = SKILL_SEARCH
22 = SKILL_SET_TRAP
23 = SKILL_SPELLCRAFT
24 = SKILL_SPOT
25 = SKILL_TAUNT
26 = SKILL_TUMBLE
27 = SKILL_USE_MAGIC_DEVICE
28 = SUBSKILL_EXAMINETRAP
29 = SUBSKILL_FLAGTRAP
30 = SUBSKILL_RECOVERTRAP

"DC" – INT VALUE = The DC of the skill check that is made when using the "vg_uni_skill" script to do a
skill check in a conversation. Works with "Skill".
1 = DC_EASY
2 = DC_MEDIUM
3 = DC_HARD
"GP" – INT VALUE = The static amount of gold the PC will recieve when "vg_quest_reward" is used. This
refers to the coinage units defined by the CoinType.
"CoinType" – String VALUE = in all upper case, the one word name of a coin type - "GOLD, SILVER,
ELECTRUM, PLATINUM..."
"GPRanMult" – INT VALUE = The value of this INT serves as a multiple of a d10, and this is added to the
"GP" variable for gold that is given to the PC when the "vg_uni_skill" script is used. Again, referring to
coinage units as defined in the CoinType.
"XP" – INT VALUE = Same as "GP" but for XP.
"XPRanMult" – INT VALUE = Same as "GPRanMult" but for XP Randomness.
"Shift" – INT VALUE = Number that represents the alignment shift direction for the "vg_shift_align"
script.
1 = Chaotic
2 = Lawful
3 = Evil
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4 = Good
5 = Neutral
6 = Lawful Good
7 = Lawful Evil
8 = Chaotic Good
9 = Chaotic Evil
"AmountCL" – INT VALUE = Used with "Shift" to determine the Chaotic/Lawful points given to the PC.
"AmountGE" – INT VALUE = Used with "Shift" to determine the Good/Evil points given to the PC.
"AmountN" – INT VALUE = Used with "Shift" to determine how many points force the PC to nuetrality.
"AltQuest1", "AltQuest2" – STR "<name of alt quest>"
"AltQStage1", "AltQStage2" – INT "<#>" of stage to check for - if blank, will be stage 1
Sparky Spawner
The documentation that comes with the CEP is quite good for this system. However, I thought it
would be nice include a discussion of some of how I have been using this system in conjunction with the
MVB.
Just to recap, Sparky uses OnEnter scripts to spawn in objects based upon variables on the
triggering object. It requires a particular syntax for the calls, but is very useful. As a rule, the scripts for
the area wrappers call the Sparky scripts by default.
encounter_01

string

“v2, always, 100, copy, zoo, zoo_merchant_m, genstore, 1, wp: POST_genstore, 1, 0, 1”

This sample is from the START area and brings in the General Store merchant located there. The
encounters you want called on the particular trigger are numbered sequentially starting with “*_01”.
The syntax follows the basic structure:
v2, <active hours>, <percentage chance>, <encounter entry>
Where the encounter entry structure can be:
creature, <resref>, <amount>, <location>, <offset>, <action>, <continue>
placeable, <resref>, <amount>, <location>, <offset>, <continue>
item, <resref>, <amount>, <location>, <offset>, <continue>
script, <script name>
table, <table name>
copy, <area tag>, <tag>, <newtag>, <amount>, <location>, <offset>, <action>, <continue>
trap(s), strength, type, amount, size, detect DC, disarm DC, recoverable, continue
mcs, <unit number>, name, location, offset, action, 1
sms, crate, widget name, location, offset, 1
music, day/night/battle, track number, 1
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“v2”

This is needed for the scripts to understand “version 2”. This is like the “D” in
NPCactivities.
<Active>
The hours this encounter will be active. Valid entries include “day”, “night”,
“always”, or a range of hours “6-12”.
<percent>
Numerical representation (1-100) of the likelihood of on a particular occurrence
this encounter happening.
<resref>
This is the resref of the Blueprint from which this is spawned. If you want to
specify a New Tag for the spawn, place a colon after the resref “:<newtag>”.
The only different entry type to this is the <copy>, where the new tag has its
own entry.
<amount>
This can be a specific number “5” or a range “2-12”.
<location>
There are several ways to provide the encounter's location...
waypoint: <waypoint tag>
(uses the location of the waypoint)
object: <object tag>
(uses the location of the object)
location: <n>x <n>y <n>z (uses provided vector coordinates)
(zenith coordinate optional)
random
(uses a random location)
last
(uses the last (previous) location)
"@ <fAngle>" Add to end of entry to adjust facing where <fAngle> is the facing,
floating point.
<offset>
If an offset is provided with either a waypoint, object, or location, each spawn
will be created at a random distance up to <offset> meters in a random
direction from the reference location.
<action>
Set to “1” to have the spawned creature random walk on spawn.
0 = no action,
1 = random movement, or put the following in the space:
walk, spasm, threaten, laugh, talk, beg, worship, pray, conjure1, conjure2, dead,
corpse
<continue>
Set to “1” to continue processing entries. If not present, Sparky will stop.
<script>
The tag of the script to be called.
<table>
Tables are encounter tables that have been set on the module. Encounter table
variables take the form of "table_<tablename>_<xx>", where"<tablename>" is
some name you wish to call it, and "<xx>" is the entry number.
<area tag>
When the copy event is used, this is the target area – which is the concept for
the “zoo” area in the MVB.
strength
- one of: minor, average, strong, deadly, epic, random
type
- one of... well, all the many types, plus random
size
should be a floating number - 1.0 is the minimum size, 2.0 the normal size
detect DC
is either -1 for undetectable, or the DC to detect the trap
disarm DC
is either -1 for not disarmable, or the DC to disarm the trap
recoverable
is either 0 for unrecoverable, or 1 for recoverable
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@@sparky despawn - removes spawns from the current area
@@sparky respawn"/"@@sparky spawn" - removes any existing spawns, then forces a
respawn
@@sparky list encounters" - lists the encounter variables and their values
@@sparky list table <table name>
@@sparky list group <group name>
That is a lot to work with. But my favorite use is the “copy” event. I will have my prebuilt NPC
templates in the “zoo” with NPCactivities, spawn them in to their POST waypoints and those setup with
variables to run the systems in the module, such as the CRAP Merchants or setup creatures to work with
the “animal_death” script and/or the Crafting system (cows for milk, sheep for wool).

To continue with the example spawn:
encounter_01

string

“v2, always, 100, copy, zoo, zoo_merchant_m, genstore, 1, wp: POST_genstore, 1, 0, 1”

This spawn will always occur (“always, 100”) when the first PC enters the area for the first time.
When the last PC exits the area, the spawn will be removed. The event is “copy”. The target area has
the tag “zoo”. The target NPC has the tag “zoo_merchant_m” which is NPC setup to be a merchant,
using NPCactivity wrappers and has the “crpo_convo_co_g” script in OnConversation. Their tag is
changed to “genstore”. We are only spawning 1 of them. The location is defined by waypoint (“wp:”).
There is an offset of “1” meter, no actions are to be done upon spawning, and we put the “1” at the end
to have another encounter called by the scripts.
This is the waypoint the merchant is spawned near:
TAG of waypoint:
“POST_genstore”
Name of waypoint:
“00.0.W.A.D.#67/NAME/General Items.!SStore/I would like to see your
Spell Components.!SGreet/Greetings, I have a number of useful things for sale and be sure to ask to see
my Spell Component collection.!SStoreTag/genstorealc”
Please refer to the section below on NPCactivities for more information, but I will quickly go
through this. The initial bit (“00.0.W.A.D.”) defines where the NPC will go (“00” means POST – so they
are not actually going anywhere), how long they will wait at this waypoint(“0” means no waiting, but
since they are not leaving it matters not), how they will move to the next waypoint (“W” means walking,
which is a good default), and when this waypoint is active (“A” means always). The “D” is required by
the scripts but doesn’t do anything anymore.
The next section (“#67/NAME/General Items.”) is a name changing command. The next
commands all start with “!S” which set String variables on the NPC. So “!SStore/I would…” sets the
variable “Store” with the string “I would like to see…” on the NPC. The strings “Store” and “Greet” are
used by the generic CRAP merchant conversation to modify the custom strings. The string “StoreTag”
defines the NWN merchant object this merchant will open when the PC asks to trade.
The script “sparky_inc” has had a couple of edits for the MVB. The first is setting up the
spawning of items into a target inventory, which is mentioned in the included documentation, but was
not implemented in the CEP version of the script.
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The second edit involves calling Sparky from a “vg_trigger” (see UQS section above). If the
trigger is set to NOT repeat (set int “Repeat” to “0”) and it uses Sparky to bring in certain objects, those
objects will NOT be despawned when the last PC leaves the area the trigger is located in. Repeating
triggers will despawn. Actually, the builder may set the variable int “UQS” to “1” on the trigger and that
will tell Sparky to not despawn the creations as well.
Civilization
There are a number of options to work within the more civilized areas in your module.
Rest Toggle and Camp Toggle Triggers
These two triggers modify the resting and camping limitations. Specifically, if there is a location
in your module where the PC would not normally be allowed to build a campfire, you can mark it off
with the trigger. When inside, they will be able to set a fire on the ground.
The Rest trigger turns off the need for setting up a camp. Inside the trigger, the PC is allowed to
click the Rest button and initiate rest. I set this specifically around beds and other similar resting
objects.
Inns
The module has the Ivodon’s Persistent Inn System setup in it. These scripts have been edited
to use the Coinage system. To start, place in your module (it does not need to be in the same area as
the Inn) the “Persistent Inn” placeable located in Special – Custom 5. Change its tag to “IPI_Inn_XX”
where XX is a two character code that will mark this particular inn. The Name of the placeable should be
the name of the “Inn”.
Next place an instance of the IPI Inkeeper NPC, or give the “ipi_inkeep_conv” to your chosen
NPC. The Tag of the Inkeeper must end with the same two character code as the related inn. On the
Inkeeper, you may set the variable string “CoinType” to the one word version of the coins you want
them to deal in (COPPER, SILVER, GOLD). You should also set the variable string “Name” to “Innkeeper”
or something of the like.
Now place the doors to your Inn rooms. These are located in Special – Custom 5 of the custom
doors. The Tag of each door should be the same as the tag of the inn, plus “_RMXXX” with the XXX’s
starting at “001” and going sequentially higher.
The door's name field is used as the room name when the inkeeper offers this room to an
interested PC. Enter something descriptive here, like "a shabby room" (for a room that isn't unique), or
"The King's Quarters" (for a unique room). There is a control described below that modifies how the
room name is displayed.
The door's Reflex Save value determines the room's rental price, in Coin (OF the type set as a
variable on the Inkeeper – defaults to Gold) per unit time. However, the time unit is defined by the inn
object's Will Save field: if the Inn's Will Save is 0, each door's Reflex Save is interpreted as Coins per day;
if the Inn's Will Save is 1, the door's Reflex Save is interpreted as Coins per week; if the Inn's Will Save is
2, the Reflex Save is interpreted as Coins per month; and if the Inn's Will Save is 3, each door's Reflex
Save is interpreted as its rental cost in Coins per year.
The door's Will Save controls how this room's name is displayed to the PC who is its current
tenant. For unique rooms, change this to 1 so their name field will be used. For non-unique rooms with
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names like "a luxury room", leave at zero so that "Room #" will be displayed, where # is the room
number. This helps the PC differentiate his or her room.
The OnFailToOpen script for all inn room doors must be ipi_door_check, and the door must be
locked.
Unless you want your inn to lose rooms, I recommend you flag all room doors as "Plot", so they
don't get beaten down. To prevent picking, require a key but don't enter its tag.
Guilds
These are organizations to which the PC may or may not belong to. I only outline here my
thoughts on the subject of guilds. Part of this description is to explain the general use of my generic
guild entrance conversation and the related Lab Room Rental concept. First an excerpt from a campaign
description book I wrote a long time ago…
“While individual guilds vary, they have a basic form. A group of competing entities (businesses,
shopkeeps, artisans, etc.) organize a council or guild. This guild applies to the local leadership for a
Charter. This Charter allows the Guild to control the trade of the commodity that the entities compete
with. The Guilds fall into three major categories: Practical, Commercial and Vocational.
“Practical Guilds control skilled labor. Stonemasons, Metalsmiths, Jewel cutters, Tailors and
Miners are some examples. These Guilds usually have at least three steps of membership. Apprentices,
who must pay their membership fee or have it paid by a Master for them. Initiates, who are skilled
members who can work for any Master they apply to. And Masters, who are full members, can own
their own shop, have areas of First Refusal (non-competing locations), and vote on the Guild Council.
Apprentices are hired by Masters to work in their shops. They usually are paid little, sometimes getting
free room and board. The Master often covers the Apprentices Guild Membership as part of the pay.
Initiates are sworn members of the guild. They receive better pay (as stipulated by the Guild Council),
and must pay their own dues each year. Initiates may create Masterworks to submit for approval to the
Council. Those that are accepted become Acting Masters. However, most guilds require additional
things (fees, bribes, oaths of allegiance) to gain Acting Master status.
“Acting Masters are non-voting probationary members. They receive a First Refusal Area and
rights to set up shop. After the probate, the member is a full Master and can vote on the council.
“Commercial Guilds control shops, markets and traded goods within the area. The Council is
usually made up of members who have paid their way. Some Practical Guilds have secondary Commerce
Councils to set prices of their goods. To do business in a field, a shop must join a Guild with an
Apprentice Fee.
“Vocational Guilds control Freelance professionals of non-practical vocations. Thieves, Wizards,
Musicians and Actors are examples. These Guilds have the authority to control fees, payments, locations
of work and types of work for the given vocation.”
How does this affect my modules? Almost all my PCs should join some type of Vocational Guild.
There are exceptions, but for the most part, in order to ascend (advance) to the next level, the PC must
find a trainer of a higher level then they. Guilds would provide access to this. Even barbarians and
sorcerers need to find a trainer or at least a place to train.
With the Craft system active, much of the Practical Guild structure comes into play. While the PC
may attempt to practice the crafting skills anywhere, they do need access to specific equipment for
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many of those skills. Having a Practical Guild control the equipment puts a finer structure on the system.
The Guild Entrance conversation works equally well for these as for the class based guilds.
Setting up a Guild
Decide on the Guild you want to create: Militia, Wizard School, Tinker's Guild... Create a simple
NPC in the area you want the PC to be able to join the guild. Assign the conversation "guild_entrance"
to the npc. This uses Vuldrick's Universal Quest Manager for most of its scripts. Decide on an identifying
TAG for this guild, a one word identify. This will be used in a number of spots for the guild, starting with
the “Quest” string on your NPC.
Set variables on the NPC
Variable
Type descriptor
Example from Green Hat Guild Gate Guard
Quest
s
<one word name of guild>
Greenhat
Description
s
<Description of the Guild>
We provide magical help to towns...
ItemNum
i
1
1
ItemName
s
<name of item>
Green Hat
RequiredGold i
# (usually 100)
100
GoldTaken
i
same as above.
100
questitem
s
<tag of the item>
GreenhatItem1
CoinType
s
<NAME of coin>
SILVER
CopyItem
i
0 or 1
1
Name
s
<how you want the NPC referred to when changing coins>Admissions Guard
Create an item with the tag "<one word name of guild>"Item1.
Make sure the npc has one of these items in inventory - they actually give it to the PC. If
multiplayer, you may use the CopyItem variable.
This variable tells the script to give the PC a copy of the item, and leaves the original on the NPC.
I recommend setting the NPC up with npcactivities, but it is not required. It is interesting to note that
because of how this system works, the quest item does not have to be on the palette.
The CoinType variable does not need to be set - it defaults to Gold coins if CRAP coinage is
active. If it is not active, the scripts work with NWN coins.
Additional Guild Conversation
There is a more complex guild conversation “tm_guild_entrance” which has a couple of
additional variables and allows for more complex interaction. In addition to the variables above you may
add:
GuildType
string <simple> description of type of guild.
GuildName
string <Name of the Guild> if you want more than the Quest variable
GuildReturn
int
0,1 or 2 (can be left blank if not needed)
GuildReturnJob
string <description of mission>
(need only be set if the above equals “2”)
In addition, you will need to make a script that shares the tag with the guild item and make sure
the item itself is setup to use a unique power (self). The script could be copied from the script
“greenhatitem1” in the basemodule. You will need to edit the information inside to correspond with the
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guild related to the item. Or you can put in the OnActivate section of your own tag-based script and edit
the <> sections following the Guild information:
void OnActivate(object oItem, object oTarget, location lTarget, object oActivator)
{
object oPC = oActivator;
SetLocalString(oPC, "Quest", "<guild>");
SetLocalString(oPC, "ItemName", "<name>");
SetLocalInt(oPC, "ItemNum", 1);
SetLocalObject(oPC, "GuildItem", oItem);
SetLocalString(oPC, "guildtoquit", "<type of guild>");
AssignCommand(oActivator, ActionStartConversation(oPC, "tm_guild_quit", TRUE));
}
When the PC uses this item, it starts a conversation through which they will be able to quit the
guild related to that item, destroying the item in the process. This also sets that particular guild Quest to
stage 2 and you should make a Journal entry about quitting that guild.
If the PC attempts to return to this guild (by talking to an NPC with the “tm_guild_entrance”
convo), they will be given options on how to return based upon the GuildReturn variable. The GuildType
string should be set to the same string on all related guilds – “wizard”, “thief”, “bakers” etc.
0 – They must not belong to a related guild (determined by GuildType).
If this is passed, then they are charged full value to return to the guild.
1 – The Guild does not accept returning members.
2 – The PC must complete a mission as determined by the “GuildReturnJob” string.
This choice sets the Guild quest stage to 3, so a Journal entry should be made for the mission.
Upon completion of this mission, the Quest stage should be advanced to 4 so the conversation knows it
has been completed. Upon completion, the PC will be offered admittance for free back into the guild.
This resets the stage to 1.
Setting up a Guild Lab - this is basically setup as an IPI inn.
Use the IPI InKeep template and place in your module. Make the convo "guild_lab". This is an
edited IPI convo. Change as you see fit. Place a IPI Inn Placeable in the same area as your lab, but it can
be inaccesable. Place an IPI door to the place you want to be the Lab. The price of the room is set up on
the door. Name the Inn what you want and name the door "Guild Lab" or whatever the room will be
called.
On the Inkeep, set the variable:
questitem s <tag of the guild item>
This item is required to be on the PC for the room to be rented.
This was designed to work in conjunction with the Guild item described above.
If you want them to not be referred to as a "merchant" when exchanging coins, you may adjust
this by variable.
Name s <Lab Room attendant> or whatever you would like.
If you want to use coins other than Gold:
CoinType s <COPPER> or one of the other types, all capitals.
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C.R.A.P. Merchants
NWN Stores and Merchants function on a system that does not handle coins at a fundamental
level. Instead, C.R.A.P. started using dialog driven stores. While graphically not as fun, I personally find
going through the list of items easier than running my mouse over the pictures, getting the item name,
and then losing track of it as I move over others.
Originally, this system was intended to work for just the low value items (less than a gold piece),
mainly because the change making scripts were not correct. Now this system can handle just about any
amount of any type of coin and even will pull from Letters of Credit if needed.
There are two merchant OnConversation scripts: “crpo_convo_co” and “crpo_convo_co_g”.
The first is the basic OnConvo script for the C.R.A.P., sets up the merchant using a specific merchant
script that has the same tag as the NPC and then calls the Merchant Conversation. The second script is a
heavily modified version that is driven by variables on the NPC.
It is important to note here that these Merchants will NOT look for regular gold and will not
function properly if the Coinage system is OFF. Basically, they will not find coins above Gold Coins in
value. Interestingly, if the PC has lower value coins, these will still hang around when the money system
is off, so if they use the CRAP Merchants and purchase cheaper items (under a gold coin), these should
still work.
Basic Merchant
To set up a basic Merchant, first decide on what you want them to sell. Put together a list of the
items you want them to have in stock along with the item ResRef. If you don’t know the ResRef (Not the
TAG), open the item properties and go to the Advanced tab. The resref will be listed there.
Now open the sample “merchant” script and SaveAs a unique name for this merchant. Inside
you will see inside the Main part of the script several listings that follow the same structure:
SetMerchantItem(ItemNum, ItemName, ResRef, Amount, CoinType(, ScriptNum, NewTag))
ItemNum is sequential starting with 1.
ItemName is what it will be called in the conversation
ResRef is the item ResRef
Amount is the number of coins it will cost
CoinType is the Constant Variable name of the coin to use.
So for example: SetMerchantItem(1, "Torch", "torch", 3, COIN_COPPER);
This sets the first item in the merchant’s store, called “Torch”. Its ResRef is “torch” and it will
cost 3 Copper Coins.
At the end you will see two options listed in parenthesis.
ScriptNum defaults to “0”, but if set to “1” changes this into a Script call instead of an item.
Example: SetMerchantItem(2, “Heal Me”, “deity_heal_5”, 100, COIN_GOLD, 1);
This will make a listing in the store that when selected and paid for will run the script
“deity_heal_5” (a customs script in this module that runs the Cure Serious Wounds spell on the PC).
This way a merchant can sell services in addition to items.
NewTag does just that – it gives the sold item a new tag specified here. If left blank, the regular
tag remains.
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You can have as many listings as you want. When done, save the script. In the toolset, place the
NPC you want to be your merchant. Change their tag to match the script name you made above. In the
OnConversation slot, call the “crpo_convo_co” script. In the Basic tab, select the “crpco_merch”
conversation. Make sure to have the NPC belong to the Merchant Faction. And that is it.
When the PC starts conversing with the NPC, the dialog will offer the list of what the merchant is
selling as determined by the script you made earlier. It usually shows 6 items at a time and allows the
PC to page through all the items.
If you want to connect an NWN Store to the NPC, put a CRAP setup store (In the CUSTOM
section of the merchants) down nearby them and change it to the same tag as the merchant. In the
conversation there is a PC option to “View the Full Store.” and this will be that store. These stores has
an OnOpen script that will return the gold coins, platinum coins and Letters of Credit to the PC as NWN
gold. The OnClose script returns the gold back into coins.
Advanced Merchant
By just choosing the second script “crpo_convo_co_g”, you open up a number of alternatives.
At a basic level, aspects of the NPCs conversation may be modified by variables on the NPC. You should
also select the “crpco_merchant_co_g” in the conversation slot.
“Greet”
string “<opening statement>”
Defaults to “Greetings, would you like to purchase something?”
“Sell”
string “<what to say when listing items>”
Defaults to “What would you like to purchase?”
“Store”
string “<what the PC says when asking to open NWN Store>”
Defaults to “I would like to offer something for trade.”
“NoStore”
string “<string you want spoken by merchant if there is no store to open.>”
default: "I do not wish to trade right now."
By adding additional variables you can modify how this merchant is setup.
“Convo”
string “<conversation>”
If nothing is entered, it will use the NPCs conversation. This allows you to have
the NPC have a different conversation until you set the “crpco_merchant_g” conversation in this
variable.
“GenScript”
int
“0, 1 or 2”
This changes the way the NPC processes the data for the store
they will be selling.
0 – This is the normal process – the NPC’s tag needs to match the merchant script.
1 – Variable driven – the items are listed in variable strings set on the NPC, following the format:
Variable name - “item_01” Type - string
"Item Name,item_tag,<# of coins>,<COPPER or other name of coin>(,<# call for Script>,NewTag)"
The information entered would be the same as you would put in the specific merchant script,
but just put as variables on the NPC. This process is run by the script “crp_gen_merchant”. You can
even use other scripts to change this process in game. I use NPCactivity (See section on NPCactivity for
more information) waypoint commands to do this.
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Example: “!Sitem_01/Torch,torch,3,COPPER”
2 – This setting creates the item for sale listings from an objects Inventory.
This process is run from the script “crp_gen_store”. The NPC needs these variables:
“GenScript” int “2” (this is the variable we already have been talking about)
“Container” string “<TAG>” of target inventory – if this is not set, it will default to the NPC
“NoCopy” int “0,1” Set to 1 to make the created items brought in from ResRef instead of
copying the specific item in inventory – the listing is still based upon the inventory item.
“Markup”
int “%” increase in cost.
The Container is an object with an inventory. If this is to be a Persistent Store, this Container
should be a creature. In the “zoo”, there is a creature called “Blank Merchant Store Template”, with the
TAG “zoo_store_blank”. Put in the inventory the merchandise you would like the NPC to sell. The items
for sale are generated each time the conversation is initiated from what is in the inventory.
Related to this are the additional settings for the ScriptNum in item listings.
In the item listings ScriptNum can be set to other possibilities:
2
- This setting copies the item by TAG from the “zoo” or a container instead of using the ResRef.
So instead of using the ResRef, we use the source object’s TAG. If we want to use a container
instead of the “zoo”, you will need to set the TAG of the target inventory object on the NPC.
“Container”
string <TAG>
One use for this would be to put the NPC’s TAG here – it will use the NPCs own inventory.
3
- This is the same as above, except it will in effect give the PC the item and remove it from the
Container or zoo. This is actually a setting for the Advanced Merchant below, and might do strange
things if used outside those options.
If you are building the inventory in the toolset, you can put variables on the individual items that
would modify how they are sold.
“Cost”
int
“#” of coins
“CoinType”
string “COPPER”, “SILVER” etc. defining which type of coin.
Also set these if you need to:
“NO”
int
“0,1” Set to 1 if you do not want this item processed and sold
“NOKEEP”
int
“0,1” Set to 1 if you want this item to be removed from inventory when
sold, regardless of other settings.
Related to this 3rd setting, you can setup a blank C.R.A.P. NWN store to connect with this
merchant. Setup the store to buy what type of items you want the PCs to be able to sell (weapons only,
gems, etc.). Setup with variables the “Store” string “I would like to sell things”. Now, when the PC
selects this option, they can sell items to the NPC. On closing this store, if you set the int “MoveInv” to 1
on the Store, the items are moved over to the Container and become part of the sellable merchandise.
If the persistent store option is on, then these items will be stored in the store persistently.
As you can see, there are a number of options that these merchants can now be set up to do. I
am still playing with how the persistence works.
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Summary of Merchant Setups
With merchant scripted items and services
Basic system – uses the “crpo_convo_co” script and “crpco_merchant” convo
Advanced System with modified conversation and variable driven dialog
Both can sell services (script events)
Can Copy an Item from the zoo or container
With variable driven items and services
Advanced system driven by variables listed on the NPC.
Can Copy an Item from the zoo or container
Selling the specific inventory of an object
Advanced System with “GenScript” set to 3.
Needs Container object with setup inventory
Copies items, or can give the PC the item, or use the ResRef to pull from the Palette
All can use CRAP setup NWN Stores
If a “MoveInv” variable is set on the Store, the store will move its inventory to the Container, if a
container exists. This will put Bought Items (sold by the PC) into the store for resale.
All items may be of ANY number of any type of coin
The system will go through all coin types and also Letters of Credit to pay for a specific request.
If the PC owes 2 Gold Pieces but only has Copper, they will pay 200 copper.
If the PC owes 3500 Copper Pieces, but only has a Letter of Credit for 100 Gold,
they will pay 35 gold from the letter of credit and get issued a new one for 65.
Peddler/Trader
This is a different kind of merchant – they are looking to trade one particular item for another
particular item. On an NPC, set the following variables and give them the “_buy” conversation.
Set up the variables:
BUYING
s
<tag> of item they are buying
VALUE
i
# of what the NPC will pay per item bought
CURRENCY
s
<resref> of what they will pay
BuyName
s
name of item the NPC will buy
CurrencyName s
name of what they will pay for the item with
And then make sure the PC can find what the NPC is looking for.
For example, the NPC wants to buy Fresh eggs and is willing to pay 2 silver pieces for each one.
BUYING
s
"FreshEggs"
VALUE
I
"2"
CURRENCY
s
"crpi_coin_sp"
BuyName
s
"fresh eggs"
CurrencyName s
"silver coins"
When the PC talks to the NPC without the eggs, the NPC will mention they are looking to pay 2
silver coins for eggs. When the PC has the eggs, the NPC will ask if they may trade and give the PC 2
silver coins for 1 egg. If the PC has more in inventory, the NPC will ask again until there are no more.
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Training the PC
By Default, when the PC reaches enough experience to Level Up, they must find a trainer or
training facility and Train in the class they want to level in – an obvious role for class Guilds. Once
trained, they may use the Level Up button. If they do this before training, once they finish the process,
they will be returned to their previous level and possibly lose extra experience that they had earned
over the needed amount to level.
To set up an NPC trainer, place the desired NPC in an area the PC can get to. This can be any
NPC with a character class. Assign the "train_example" dialog, or use that one as an example to make
your own. The script defaults to the first class of the NPC. This can be changed by a variable described
below. The dialog drives the training process and will determine the PCs needs in order to level up in
the NPC's selected class. Clerics are tied into the Deity scripts (See section on Faith, below) and double
checked if they are obeying their class requirements.
Settings:
On the module:
TrainCost
int
TRAINMOD_BYPASS

int

TRAIN_SELF

int

TRAIN_SELF_BARB_SORC int
Deity_Required

int

<#>

This controls the base (per HD) cost of leveling.
0 Defaults to 50.
<0,1 or 2> This controls the level-up cost.
0 - turns the system off (PCs can level up without training)
1 - This is the regular setting, which does not strip excess XP off
if the PC levels up without training or training in the
wrong class.
2 - This penalizes mistakes by stripping off excess XP and
returning the PC to just above the XP needed to level
up.
<#>
This controls the level at which advanced characters may train
themselves with the proper equipment (see below)
0 defaults to 9th level.
<0,1> This controls whether Barbarians and Sorcerers can use training
equipment to train themselves. 0 for NO.
<0,1> 0 Turns off the Deity checks for alignment, race and domains
when training. This is the main control for the Faith system.

On the trainer:
CoinType
string <COPPER, SILVER...> This is a setting for when CRAP coins are active. It
will change the currency used by the trainer. The cost per hd is the same number of coins, but
the currency change can make it less or more expensive by a factor. If CRAP coins are off, this
changes nothing.
Name
string "trainer"
This defines how the NPC is referred to in the money changing
scripts. Defaults to "merchant", which isn't really appropriate.
ClassPos
int
<1,2 or 3> 0 defaults to 1. This is if the NPC has multiple classes. It
defines which class they are training in.
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After the PC trains they are informed of what class they trained in. If they Level Up and take a
different class, that level will be removed and they will need either to level up in the trained class
or train for a different class. This uses the same setting “TRAINMOD_BYPASS”.
On the PC:
TRAINPC_BYPASS
int
<0,1> This int can be set on an individual PC to allow them to level up.
There is a “Train Toggle” trigger which can be set down. It uses this variable to allow PCs inside
the trigger to level up without Training.
Self Training
At a certain point, you may wish for PCs to be able to train themselves. To do so, they will need
access to the proper equipment. In the scripts I refer to these as Training Devices. The level when PCs
can start his is controlled in the “module_variables” script, above. The default system is set for 9th level.
Create a placeable or item and use a script to call the conversation "train_dev". On the object,
set the variable:
TRAININGCLASS
int
<#>
The base classes are 0 - Barbarian, 1 - Bard, 2 - Cleric, 3 - Druid, 4 - Fighter, 5 - Monk, 6 - Paladin,
7 - Ranger, 8 - Rogue, 9 - Sorceror and 10 – Wizard
The numbers for the Prestige classes will work too: 27 – Shadow Dancer, 28 – Harper,
29 - Arcane Archer, 30 – Assassin, 31 – Blackguard, 32 – Divine Champion, 33 – Weapon Master, 34 –
Palemaster, 35 – Shifter (class?), 36 – Dwarven Defender, 37 – Dragon Disciple, 39 – Eye of Gruumsh,
40 – Shou Disciple and 41 – Purple Dragon Knight.
Only one class can be defined per device. The CoinType and Name variables can also be added
because, even though they don’t need a trainer, it will still cost them some cash. Name should be "the
person from whom buy your supplies from" or something similar. The sentence is "You hand the
"+sName+( a certain number of coins)+"." so fit in whatever makes sense. Also, you may want
Barbarians and Sorcerers to be able to train themselves. If this is set (also in the “module_variables”
script) they will need access to training devices specific to those classes.
Faith and Deities
This module is set up to require PCs who are from a faith-based class to follow certain PnP rules
to continue in that class. There should be a document that came with this module that describes the
currently setup pantheon. PC Clerics and Paladins need to make sure they have selected the Deity who
they want to follow during character creation, picking the correct alignment. The document will also
detail what Domains the cleric needs to select for the deity they have chosen.
To turn on the system, set the variable on the module “DeityRequired” to “1”.
When the Faith-based character starts the module, they get checked for the three important
settings on them about their deity: Alignment, Race and Domains. Failure on any of these will result in
the PC not being to pass the Starting Conversation.
As the module continues, they will be checked upon training as a cleric and when they rest to
see if they are adhering to their alignment. Failure during training will result in no training. Failure
during resting will give the PC a message from their Deity giving them a chance for redemption.
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A PCs alignment will shift due to actions during the game. If the alignment strays too far for the
Deity, the PC is informed after resting that they are considered “faithless”. The PC will need to find a
way to shift their alignment back before their next resting. A good way is to tithe money at the shrine or
Temple of their deity.
If the PC fails to fix this before they rest again, their deity will cast them out – removing the Holy
Symbol (see below) and effectively ending their career as a cleric. Redemption is still possible, but they
will need to fix their alignment, re-follow their deity and talk to the Temple or Shrine to get accepted
again. Then they may get their Holy Symbol back.

NAME

Alignments

Required Al

Domains

AKA

General Followers

Renzor

Good

LG

Sun, Travel

The Right
Judge

The Sun, Western and Central
Arglos, common travelers

Caarn

LG, LE, NN, LN

LN

Earth, Death

The Center
Judge

When someone dies, they are
judged

Azator

LE

LE

Knowledge,
Evil

The Left Judge

Central Arglos, Tyrants,
Empires

Ossi

CG, NG, CN

CG, NG, CN

Water, Travel

Lord of the
Waters

Seafarers, Travelers

Orcus

NE, CE, CN

CE

Destruction,
Evil

The Defiler

Orcs, Villians

Mora

Good

NG

Healing,
Protection

The River
Queen

Childbirth (Human,
Elf),Family, Peace

Harzad

Good

LG

Air, Good

The Rising Star

Eastern Arglos, Civilization

Beal

NG, CG, CN

LG

Plant, Good

Bringer of Corn

Farmers, Barbarians

Jonas

CG, CN, CE

CG

Garland

Good

NG

Magic,
Knowledge

The Gray
Wizard

Good Wizards, Newest deity

Umpaal

LN, NN

NN

Earth, Fire

The Forge

God of the Kingdom Dwarves

Istaro

CG, CN, CE, NN

CN

Fire, Strength

The Eternal
Flame

Great Sea and Northlands

Mynann

Evil, CN

NE

Death, Evil

The Black

Evil wizards, Necromancers

Tyre

LG, LE, LN, NE,
NG, NN

LN

War, Strength

The General

Warriors

Gurthag

CE, CN

CN

Destruction,
War

The Slayer

Chaotic warriors and
destroyers

Merlyn

LG, NG

LG

Plant, Good

The Artist

Thellious Elves

Angress

Good, CN

NG

Animal, Plant

The Huntress

Protects Nature, Wild Elves

Magic, Trickery The Trickster
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The script that defines all of this is called “deity_include”. If you want to make your own
pantheon or modify the existing one, this file is all you need to change the system up. You would not
even need to make a new Holy Symbol – there is a generic one which will be made if there is not a
specific one created – though Holy Symbol creation is very easy to do.
The templates for the Holy Symbols are in the “Place for Stuff” area (TAG “zoo”). Create your
new object that you want to be the holy symbol. Place it in this area and set its TAG to be
“zoo_HolySymbol_<name>” of the deity it is for. If you want to use a completely different item for all
the clerics, you can set it as a string on the module “HolySymbolTemp” and make sure that item with its
tag set correctly is located in the “zoo”.
To set up a Religious location, build up the site in the toolset. Place the NPC cleric and make
them the desired level. Shrines can often be managed by a level 2 or so Cleric. The more important the
shrine or temple, the higher level the managing Cleric should be. Temples should be run by someone
who is level 10 or higher. Great Temples or the like should at least be able to cast 7th level cleric spells
or higher. Make the NPC the correct alignment and have the Deity specified on their properties tab.
Set the following variables to modify the system:
Temple string "<name of location>" Shrine or Temple or Abbey... defaults to "Shrine"
Title string "<title of deity>" defaults to "the Great and Powerful"
Domains
string "<blah> and <blah>" for now, builder needs to look these up, there is no
easy way to draw them from the scripts
Name string When using the Healing section, changes what they are referred to in the
money changing - suggest "cleric"
The rest of these are optional - the system will run well without modification
UGreeting
string "Asking if they may help the pc" defaults to "Is there something I may
help you with?"
FGreeting
string "Welcoming a believer" defaults to "How may of we serve you?"
CGreeting
string "welcoming a fellow cleric" defaults to "We are honored by you."
CoinType
string If you want them to deal in something other than Gold - maybe for a
small roadside shrine run by a level 2 cleric set this to all caps one word name of coin: COPPER,
PLATINUM, etc – defaults to GOLD. If Coins are not being used, ignore this.
NoStore
string What to say if there is no Temple storeroom - defaults to "I do not wish
to trade" which isn't very appropriate
KDSRez int
1 for yes - The Healing section will raise dead PCs using the KDS scripts currently, for free!
HealFee
int
what is the base unit for healing cost. Defaults to "10". 0-level minor
wounds costs 10. Each increasing level is x2 (20, 40, 80...)
The Sample Cleric has these variables prepared on them. You can just go in and change the
ones you need too.
This system was designed for use with CRAP coins, and as such, the Healing store is a CRAP
store, text driven and looks for the coins. This system was also designed with KDS active - this is the
Killer Death System by Axe Murderer. It is a purgatory system which also allows dead PCs to be raised or
ressurected. The Sample is built with NPCactivities in mind and the conversation uses the OnAbort/Exit
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scripts for NPCactivities. Finally, it also uses the Mannast Training scripts to check for and allow PCs to
train as clerics when appropriate.
Holy Site placeables
At the Holy Site, the builder should also place an Altar and a Tithing placeable.
The Altar should be usable and have the script “deity_altar_used” in the OnUsed slot. Also the
variable “Deity” should be set to the appropriate name of the deity in question. Set its TAG to
“deity_altar”.
The Tithing placeable should have the “deity_tithe_co” script in the OnUsed event. This will
start a conversation allowing the PC to donate to the holy place. You must set these:
“Deity” string <name of deity>
“GoldTaken” int
<how much to tithe>
You may also change these by setting other strings for them:
“Welcome”
string
"This is the Donation Strongbox for this place of worship. Would you like to donate "+s100+" "+sCoins;
“Answer”
string
"I would like to tithe to this place of worship. I will give "+s100+" "+sCoins;
“Reply”
string
"You donate the money to this place of worship. You feel closer to the Deity who resides here.";
When the PC agrees to donate the required amount, their alignment will be shifted to the
alignment requirements of the Deity for who the Tithing placeable is set to.
Holy Symbols
The Use Magical Device script has been edited to check if a caster is a Cleric or Paladin. If so,
then it requires a Holy Symbol to cast a Divine spell. Holy Symbols are also required to Turn and Rebuke
Undead.
When the Holy Symbol special power is used, the PC will be given a conversation where they can
quit being a cleric of the specific deity, but they will lose their Holy Symbol in the process. The Holy
Symbol can also be lost if the PC strays to far from their alignment (see above). The PC will still retain all
of their Cleric Levels, but not have a deity chosen. If they choose to worship another deity, they must
still have the correct race, alignment and domains to become a cleric of that deity and gain a Holy
Symbol.
Death and the PC
This module has Axe Murderer’s Killer Death System (KDS v.2.2) installed and running. This is a
complete Death replacement. It is built for multi-player modules and uses a Purgatory location. The
area “THERE” represents purgatory for the dead character. It is the location to where the spirit/soul is
put while the body is dead.
What actually happens:
The PC is killed for some reason (trap, slain in battle, killed from starving…)
The player of the dead character will see where the soul/spirit go, the character is
actually transported to the Purgatory location.
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At the site of the death, a body is left behind. Inside will be the dropped loot from the
PC and an item representing the PCs body. In a multi-player game, this can be carried around by the
party members.
So there is no “Respawn”. In “THERE” is a “Mirror of Arglos”. Using this mirror will allow the PC
to pay a price to return to the living. However, there are other ways to get brought back. For other PCs,
casting Raise Dead or Ressurection on the dead body will work. Some temples may also have the ability
to do this. If the dead body is brought to the Holy Site, the PC may be brought back to the living in this
way.
Axe has made the system very flexible by allowing a number of variables that can be set on the
module to modify how the system works. Four of these are currently set in this module in the
“module_variables” script called on Module Load.
Name
KDS1_XP/LevelPenalty
(Church only)

Type Value
int
< 0 --> KDS1 uses 0 XP penalty
= 0 --> KDS1 the default 250 XP/Level
> 0 --> KDS1 uses your value

KDS1_GP/LevelPenalty
(Church only)

int

< 0 --> KDS1 uses 0 GP penalty
= 0 --> KDS1 the default 500 GP/Level
> 0 --> KDS1 uses your value

KDS1_XP/LevelPenaltyDeathSpot
(Death Spot only)

int

< 0 --> KDS1 uses 0 XP penalty
= 0 --> KDS1 the default 250 XP/Level
> 0 --> KDS1 uses your value

KDS1_GP/LevelPenaltyDeathSpot
(Death Spot only)

int

< 0 --> KDS1 uses 0 GP penalty
= 0 --> KDS1 the default 500 GP/Level
> 0 --> KDS1 uses your value

KDS1_Item/LevelPenalty
(See Section E above)

string "" --> KDS1 uses "0"
"0" --> KDS1 takes one item for every level PC
"1" --> KDS1 takes one item for every level PC
"2" --> KDS1 takes 2 items for every level PC
"N" --> KDS1 takes N* items for every level PC
"A,B" --> KDS1 takes A* items for level 1 PCs
KDS1 takes B* items for level 2-40 PCs
"A,B,C" --> KDS1 takes A* items for level 1 PCs
KDS1 takes B* items for level 2 PCs
KDS1 takes C* items for level 3-40 PCs etc.
Up to 40 comma separated values
* = N, A, B, & C
are numbers using a value <0 disables the lose-an-item
option for that PC level (those PC levels
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KDS1_Item/LevelPenaltyDeathSpot
(See Section E above)

string "" --> KDS1 uses "0"
"0" --> KDS1 takes one item for every level PC
"1" --> KDS1 takes one item for every level PC
"2" --> KDS1 takes 2 items for every level PC
"N" --> KDS1 takes N* items for every level PC
"A,B" --> KDS1 takes A* items for level 1 PCs
KDS1 takes B* items for level 2-40 PCs
"A,B,C" --> KDS1 takes A* items for level 1 PCs
KDS1 takes B* items for level 2 PCs
KDS1 takes C* items for level 3-40 PCs
etc. up to 40 comma separated values
* = N, A, B, & C are numbers using a
value <0 disables the lose-an-item option for that PC level (those PC levels)

KDS1_FieldRezXP/LevelPenalty
(Field Rez only)

int

< 0 --> KDS1 uses 0 XP penalty
= 0 --> KDS1 the default 0 XP/Level
> 0 --> KDS1 uses your value

KDS1_FieldRezGP/LevelPenalty int < 0 --> KDS1 uses 0 GP penalty
(Field Rez only)
= 0 --> KDS1 the default 0 GP/Level
> 0 --> KDS1 uses your value
KDS1_FieldRezPenaltyMode

int

= 1 --> KDS1 operates in Assess Field Rez
Penalty mode. Players are assessed
the Field Rez penalty if the penalty
specified for GP &/or XP is > 0.
other --> KDS1 operates in Disable Field Rez
Penalty mode. Players are never
assessed the Field Rez penalty even
if the penalty specified for GP &/or
XP is > 0. This is the default (0).

KDS1_PayLevel

int

< 0 --> KDS1 uses Pay Level 6
= 0 --> KDS1 uses Pay Level 6
= 1-41--> KDS1 uses the level specified as the
Pay Level. Players who are at this
level or higher will have to pay the
penalty to leave purgatory. Those
below the Pay Level never pay.
other --> KDS1 uses Pay Level 6
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KDS1_DeadLevelMode
(See Section E above)

int

= 0 --> Free Ride mode
= 1 --> Take Gold To Church mode
= 2 --> Free Ride To Death Spot mode
= 3 --> Take Gold To Death Spot mode
= 4 --> Take Gold Prefer Church mode
= 5 --> Take Gold Prefer DS mode
= 6 --> Take Gold Prefer Cheaper mode
= 7 --> Take Gold Prefer Choice mode
other --> Free Ride mode

KDS1_PurgatoryTimer

float

< 0.0 --> KDS1 disables the purgatory timer
= 0.0 --> KDS1 uses the default 180.0 (3 min).
> 0.0 --> KDS1 uses your value (in secs.)

KDS1_PurgatoryTimerMode
(See Section E above)

int

= 0 --> Timer To Church mode
= 1 --> Timer To Death Spot mode
= 2 --> Timer To Cheapest Church mode
= 3 --> Timer To Cheapest Death Spot mode
other --> Timer To Church mode

KDS1_DeathSpotMode

int

0 --> KDS1 operates in Church Only mode
1 --> KDS1 operates in Death Spot Only mode
2 --> KDS1 operates in Choice mode
other --> KDS1 operates in Church Only mode

KDS1_LootDropMode

int

0 --> Drop Nothing
1 --> Drop Inventory Only
2 --> Drop Equipment Only
3 --> Drop Gold Only
4 --> Drop Inventory and Equipment
5 --> Drop Inventory and Gold
6 --> Drop Equipment and Gold
7 --> Drop Everything
other --> Drop Nothing

KDS1_TestMode

int

0 --> KDS1 operates in normal mode
not 0 --> KDS1 operates in test mode.
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KDS1_NoPurgatory

int

Set this variable on areas.
0 --> KDS1 treats the area normally
not 0 --> KDS1 respawns PCs who die in
that area for free where they
died without going to purgatory
and without paying any penalty.

Crafting System
This module uses a custom crafting system that allows the PC to find raw resources and use
crafts to convert them into usable objects. It also ties into the NWN Crafting systems. These Crafts are
persistently tracked in the Bioware database system, and will be good throughout any module run on
the same server. This system also puts a couple of requirements into the NWN crafts.
To review, NWN has three Crafting Feats and two Crafting Skills, along with Crafting Traps.
Crafting Feats - These are learned once and skill level is based upon Level and Spellcraft
Brew Potion
Craft Wand
Scribe Scroll
Crafting Skills - These can be used untrained and can have skill points added to them over time
Craft Armor
Craft weapons
For the purposes of this module, the PC will need to access Crafting Tools to use the standard
NWN crafts. These devices will be described more below. The intent is the PC will need to use these
devices to then use the Feats and skills above.
The new Craft skills will take raw materials and allows many of the component items for the
NWN crafts to be created from them, along with many other objects. The other primary process is Food
creation. The Crafts will require Tools (items that the PC uses) or Devices (Placeables the PC puts the
materials into) to work correctly.
Crafting Types
The first three skills are primarily Acquisition Skills – they get the raw materials from the
environment. Wood Craft also has a device to process branches of wood.
Harvesting - acquiring of natural resources.
Milking Jug – Target animals which provide milk.
Milking Jugs turn into Jugs of Milk when successfully used on a target.
Wool Shears – Target animals which are woolly (sheep)
Harvest Basket – Target objects, plants and trees to gather vegetables and fruit.
Most of these materials are ready to eat.
Water Bucket – Use in a source water area to fill with water
Buckets of water are ingredients for some crafts.
Fishing Pole – Use in a source water area to fish for food.
Fresh Fish will need to be processed to eat.
Woodcraft - the acquiring and shaping of wood pieces.
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Wood Axe – use the Axe near promising trees to get wood branches.
Saw Mill – Put branches into the device to get planks of wood.
Mining - the acquiring of objects from inside the ground and rocks.
Mining Pick – use the Pick near promising seams of material to get ore.
The rest of the skills process raw materials into new forms.
Food Crafting - the taking of something that might not be edible and making it so.
Cook Spit – Having the Camp Cooking Kit in inventory and click on a camp fire
Oven – Put material in the Cook Spit device or the Oven to cook it.
Alchemy – Processing unusual liquids and materials that can react violently.
Alchemy Lab – put ingredients into device to create components of the
NWN grenade throwing objects (Alchemical items)
Leatherworking - the curing of skins into leather and leather parts.
Drying Rack – put skins into the device to create leather
Skins are dropped from creatures with the “animal_death” script on them and
the variable “Skin” set to “1”.
Metalsmithing - the shaping of ore deposits into bars of metal.
Forge – put ore and materials into device and get ingots created.
Tinkering - Special skills that make complicated or unusual things.
Tinkering tools – target objects and create new ones if possible.
Plant – Using a tool and a bucket of water to successfully plant a seed.
Planting Hoe – target a seed in inventory to plant in the ground.
Seeding Knife – target items that may have seeds to get them for planting.
All of the skills work in the same way. Each individual item to be created provides a Skill Check.
On each successful skill check, the item is created and the PC receives a count in that particular Craft
database. When the PC has enough successes in a particular Craft, they can train to become more
advanced in that particular Craft.
Setting up NWN Crafting Devices
As mentioned above, NWN has its own crafting for certain items. This system has been modified
to require the character to use a specific device before they can do the crafting. Setting up the Devices is
very simple.
Pick the Craft you want the Device to facilitate and select the appropriate placeable image.
Name the placeable and make sure it is set to Usable. In the OnUsed script slot, select the script
“craftdev_onused”. Then set the variable that represents the Craft for that device as listed below.
“CraftType”
int
“#” 1 - Brew Potion , 2 - Craft Wand, 3 - Scribe Scroll, 4 - Craft Weapons,
5 - Craft Armor or 6 – Both Weapons and Armor
“CraftDeviceDelay” flo “#.#” 0.0 = 60.0 Sets the device delay time
And that is it. When the character clicks on the Device, they will be checked if they have the
correct Feat (if it is one of the first three). If they do, or if it is one of the Skill based crafts, the character
will be notified that they may now perform the crafting. After a minute of actual time (an hour of game
time usually), they will be told they need to reuse the device to continue crafting.
Setting up Producing Objects
The main trick with any Crafting system is to have the raw materials be accessible to the players.
If you want to limit how much the players Craft, limit the amount of materials. If you want a Crafting
economy, you need to make sure the materials are readily available.
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I dislike having large clickable objects cluttering up a forest or street or dungeon. So, most of the
resource producing objects do not need to be clickable. The PC will use the Crafting tools nearby
suggested locations and they will be directed to the objects in this way.
There are two types of producing objects:
Harvestable - these produce items that can be harvested by the Player with the appropriate tool.
Types of resources: Fruits, Vegetables, Nuts, grains, milk, water
As the name suggests, these work with the Harvest Craft
Broken Down - when destroyed (using the correct tool) these objects produce resources.
Types of resources: ores, wood branches, meats

Setting up Harvesting objects:
example: Apple Tree: placeable tree with nothing set (NOT static)
"vegi_fruit"
int
"1"
"HTAG"
string "apple"
In this example, when targeted nearby by the "Harvesting Basket" special power, the PC will
look around and get this tree. They will attempt to pick three apples from the tree. For each successful
try, an apple will appear in the PC's inventory. The tree will not produce apples for another 10 days or
so.
Decide which tool you want to have harvest this particular object.
TOOL
Harvest variable
Harvesting Basket
"vegi_fruit"
Milking Jug
"milk_jug"
Wool Shears
"woolshears"
Skinning Knife
"skinning_knife"
Set the harvest variable for the tool as an INT with the value of 1. Then set the variable string
"HTAG" for the value of the "tag" of the object to be produced in the PCs inventory. Tools have a
particular TAG that defines them as a harvesting tool - for example "vegi_fruit_MSHtool" for the basket.
The OnActivate scripts for the module look for the "*_MSHtool" and then use the front end to
determine which objects they harvest. On the object you want harvested, set the variable shown above
as an INT with a value of 1. This variable should match the front part of the tag of the tool. If you make
additional tools, use the same format. Create your tool with the tag "my_new_tool_MSHtool". On the
object you want it to harvest, set the variable INT "my_new_tool" with a value of "1". The scripts
copies the HTAG objects from an inaccessible area which in this module has a tag of "zoo" and is called
"Place for Stuff”.
So in the example above, the PC uses the harvest basket and targets the Apple Tree. The system
defaults to three harvest possibilities. So the PC will go up and search the tree for objects. For each
possibility, the PC has their Harvest Skill checked and on success an apple will appear in their inventory.
There are additional variables that can be added to a harvesting object:
"HCount"
int
"#" of possible items to harvest - defaults to 3
"HDC"
int
"#" difficulty of harvesting each item, defaults to 10
"HNoCopy"
int
"0, 1" Set to 1 if you want the item created
from a ResRef (see TAG above) otherwise, the item is copied from an
existing item in the "zoo" area
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"HNewTag"
string "newtag" if left blank, it defaults to the original
"HNewName” string "newname" if left blank, it too will leave the default
"HUsedUp"
string "0,1" Set to 1 if you want the targeting tool to be destroyed when the
crafting is done. If this is set, the HCount will be made "1" regardless of
what you set above. I use this primarily with the Milking Jug.
"GrowingTime" int
"#" of days between possible harvests. should not be set for over 1 year.
This has a module wide default set by the variable
"HARVEST_GROWTH_BASE" in the "module_variables" script
"HSpoil"
int
"#" of days the item will take to spoil. Defaults to what is already on the
item or none. Will also only set this number if it is higher than the one
already on the item.
Going back to the example above, we could set the HCount to 10, the HDC to 2, the HSpoil to 10
and the GrowingTime to 2, which would allow the PC to pick 10 apples with a high chance of success (DC
of 2) and the tree will have more ripe apples in 2 days. The picked apples will be ripe for 10 days which is
longer than if they just picked them up (I think the resref has a spoil time of 4).
Note also that the Harvesting Object can be ANY targetable object. While meant for placeables,
it could be an NPC (such as getting wool from a sheep), an item or a clickable trigger. I even suppose it
could be the PC, as long as the variables get set on them somehow...
There is a “Cow” in the CUSTOM-NPCS-ANIMALS section which is set up to work fully with these
systems.
Setting up Broken Down items
example: Iron Ore Seam: Non-static placeable invisible object near wall (not usable either)
Tag of item: "mining_rock"
“Cut"
int
"1"
“TAG"
string "iron_ore"
"Name"
string "iron seam"
With this Example, the PC uses the Mining Pick special power. If they are near the iron rock, the
PC will move to it and look at it. A text will float above the target saying something like "There seems to
be a/an iron seam." and "If you wish to mine it, use your Mining Pick again."
Upon using the Pick a second time, they will get three chances to mine the iron from the rock.
With each success, a chunk of Iron Ore will be deposited on the ground next to the PC. When done, the
initial placeable is destroyed.
Decide which type of object you want acquired by breaking something down:
Mining – using the Mining Pick to break down material to get to things trapped inside.
WoodCraft – using the Wood Axe to cut down trees and such to use the chopped wood.
These two systems work very much the same. The PC needs to be able to wield the tools for
either system. The PC then needs to use the tools special power in an area they think might have what
they are looking for - either trees to chop down or rock to mine. The object needs to have their tag end
in either "rock" for mining or "tree" for woodcrafting. In addition, the object needs the variable "Cut" set
to "1". There are sample blueprints located in the CUSTOM – Crafting-Tradeskill placeables.
Additional variables are:
"Count"
int
"DC"
int
"NoCopy"
int

"#" of possible drops – defaults to 3 if nothing is set
"#" difficulty of production – defaults to 14 if nothing is set
"0, 1" Set this to 1 if you want the object created by
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ResRef from a blueprint
When the target is broken up, it is destroyed. Cut down trees will leave a stump in their place. If
you want these objects to be renewable, you need to find a way to spawn them. Sparky can do so from
their blueprints.
Meats
Meats come from two sources - fishing with a fishing pole or killing animals that have meat. The
Fresh meat is not normally edible itself, but needs tools to craft it into food. However, they do get a
Spoil check and the fresh meats can go bad over time.
Fishing - the water triggers used for the HTF canteens also set up the fishing objects. The player
uses the Fishing Pole while in the water location and they will attempt to fish for something. The script
has been modified to use the Craft Harvest skill to modify their attempt.
Hunting - The Script "animal_death" is an OnDeath script that you should put on creatures that
will produce meat. When the animal dies, the script will process and produce some type of fresh meat
product as a drop. If it isn't one of the common meats, a template will be used and the Name of the
creature will be put on the meat.
You may specify a specific source object on the creature, but many are already done in the script
"Source"
string "<tag of target>"
You can also specify skins and feathers to drop.
"Skin" int
<0 or 1> Many of the already described meats already have appropriate calls
The PC needs to use the Harvest tool "skinning_knife" in order to get
the skin from the remains. By putting this variable here, the script will
put the appropriate Harvest variables on the remains bag to retrieve a
skin.
"Feather"
int
<0 or 1> Chickens already drop this by default. If there is another bird
you want to drop feathers, set this variable on them.
You may also define specific food qualities here for when the custom meat is cooked
"MeatNum"
int
<#> This defines how many pieces of cooked meat will be produced.
"MeatQ"
string <> Put in the Quality of the cooked meat here.
"MeatSp"
int
<#> How many additional days before meat
goes bad - this also goes for the fresh version
Hunting Snares
New for the Crafting system is the Small Hunting Snare item. When used and targeted near the
PC, this will set a small hunting snare placeable. Depending on the PC class, level and skills, the snare
may “catch” some small critter. These are NOT npc critters. The PC does not see or witness the actual
catching. Instead, the trap will be harvested after a certain period of time.
Depending on the location of the trap, the PCs abilities and a certain amount of randomness,
the trap may catch small animals (rats, snakes, mice, rabbits). By clicking (left-click) on the trap, the PC
is told whether it has caught something yet or not. If it has, a remains bag is created for the dead critter
and the placeable is turned back into the snare item. The remains bag may also be targeted by the
Skinning Knife to get a skin or pelt. Inside the bag is meat from the critter.
Right-clicking on the snare placeable will pick the snare back up and put the item into the PC
inventory. The Snare item can also be created from using the Tinker Tools on a Heavy Thread item with
Iron Spikes in the same PC inventory.
Planting
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In version 0.7, we have added a new craft. Players will now be able to plant seeds. If these
seeds are planted correctly and taken care of, they will eventually sprout and grow into Harvest bearing
plants. Seeds can be planted anywhere, but certain locations will be better than others. The Craft skill is
checked at the planting and success will literally bear fruit/vegetables in a certain amount of game days.
The Player will need access to Seed items and the Planting Hoe item. They will also need to have
a bucket of water.
Setting up Seeds
Seed items will have a tag “<TYPE>_seed” where type refers to the fruit or vegetable to be
created later. For example, “apple_seed”. Plant-able seeds are defined in the “plant_tool” script much
as other Crafting recipes. In the example, there is a section that is marked off by the “apple” type. It
defines the source object for the fruit, TAG “apple”, the Type of plant “tree”, the Growing time for the
apple seedling “60”, and the DC for successfully planting the apple seed.
Planting a Seed
The PC will activate the Hoe and target a seed in their inventory. They will get feedback about
the quality of ground they are standing on and if they can plant the seed they targeted. If they target it a
second time, the seed is planted on the spot they are standing on. The ground will be disturbed (dirt
spot) marking where they planted the seed.
Water bucket
The water bucket has been given its own OnActivate script. It is targetable. If the PC targets
themselves, they will drink the bucket of water. If they target the ground near them, they will pour out
the bucket near them. If they do this near any planted seeds, they have watered the plant for that day.
Watering a plant in this way, once per day, will speed up the growing process and also possibly
increase the harvest output later on. However, overwatering will actually damage the plant and add
growing time, and possibly reduce the future harvest.
Seeding Knife
Using this device to target items, certain items can give up seeds – apples, berries and such.
Advancing in a Craft
Progress is tracked for the character in each craft. Upon each success, a variable is set on the
PCs PAW item for that Craft. When that count reaches a certain number, the character is given a Journal
Entry saying that they are ready to Advance in their Craft and that they should seek out a Craft Guild to
do so. In Craft Guilds, there should be a Craft Trainer who for a certain fee, will be able to train these
characters. The number of successes needed works with a base number defined on the module
“CraftBasePoints”
int
“#”
which defaults to 30. So to advance to the 1st level of
Crafting, the PC needs 30 successes. For the 2nd, 60. 3rd, 90.
Levels of Mastery for Crafts
The Player must join a Guild in the appropriate Crafting Type to train.
Initiate - +1 (on crafting checks)
Apprentice - +2
Master - +4
High Master - +8
If the PC trains up in Craft Plant, they will have bonuses for planting seeds in adverse conditions.
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NPCactivities
This module has a complex management system for NPCs. Deva Bryson Winblood’s
NPCactivities uses a large library of functions called from waypoints. I have included with the
basemodule documentation all of the literature that comes with this package, including the
enhancements by Peak that take the system up to v.6.2 which is installed here. But I did want to touch
on several important points in this document about using this system.
Included with this module is a “configuration file” called “npcactbasic”. You can put this into
your “scripttemplates” folder in you NWN directory. Now, when you are editing an NPC, under the
“Scripts” tab, at the bottom, it allows you to load a configuration file. Click on that area and you will see
the “npcactbasic” file. Selecting it will load all of the NPCactivity wrapper scripts into the NPCs script
slots. That is all you need to do to get an NPC creature to be active.
NPCs using these scripts look for particular waypoints and run commands encoded into the
Names of those waypoints. New in v.0.8.2, these commands can be in a variable string “WP_REF” on
the waypoint. This allows commands on waypoints to be changed in-game.
Every NPC using this system needs a POST waypoint. This will be the starting point for their
commands. The waypoint will be tagged “POST_<tag of npc>”.
Every instruction waypoint is named in the form: ##.##.@.@.D.%.%.% where the first ## is
usually the two-digit number of the character’s next instructional waypoint, the second is the pause in
seconds before continuing to that waypoint, the first @ is an alphabetic character denoting the
movement rate: W. for walk, R. for run etc; the second @ is the time of day governing the remaining
instructions: A. for all, N. for night etc; the D. is obligatory; and the %.s are specific instructions. Notice
that the instructions are separated by periods “.” – this is the instruction delimiter.
At a basic, you should have “00.0.W.A.D.” in the commands. This at least processes the NPC and
has them wait at their POST.
Why use NPCactivities? First and foremost, it gives you a high level of control over the actions
of the NPCs that you would otherwise need to write an awful lot of scripts for. Once you understand the
syntax, the language is easy to use. The flexibility of the system also gives you a variety over even
simple options. I would recommend reading through some of the documentation just to get a feel of
what the author was going for. I put together two reference documents that list in simple format all of
the commands and library calls available (“command lists” and “commands by library”).
In this document I wanted to mention a few of the processes I have worked out that tie into
other systems.
Some of the most important commands I found were the variable setting commands. They all
start with an exclamation point “!” followed by with either a capital “i” (“I”) for integer or a capital “S”
for string. There are other variable settings commands, but by using these, we can setup most of the
variable driven systems in this module.
In the START area is a good example of how I use these. I use Sparky to copy a template
merchant from the “zoo” area. They have their TAG set in the Sparky command and are spawned at
their POST waypoint matching this new tag. The name of the TAG sets up all of the dialog strings and
also puts the variable on them for their store. (see the discussion of Sparky, above)
In the sample area “Outside, somewhere”, Sparky is bringing in a cow and some chickens. These
also run NPCactivities. Their waypoints give them the variable that keeps them in a specific location.
There is another text file in the documentation called “Sample waypoint names and processes”
which has a number of other examples and discussions about how they work.
NPCactivities 6.2 comes with Professions setup and running. These are complex jobs that NPCs
can perform with little setup. They are called with an asterix “*” followed by the name of the
profession. The available professions are: Barmaid, Breeder, Consumer, Converter, Crafter, Harvester,
and Transporter.
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An example tavern server (gender specific only in name):
Wp: “POST_<server>”
name: “00.0.W.A.D.*Barmaid/3”
Wp: “<server>_work_serve” Set this waypoint in the middle of the serving area
*Wp: “<server>_work_bar”
Set this waypoint near where the server would get the drinks
*Wp: “<server>_work_kitchen” Set this where food would be gotten
*Wp: “<server>_work_celler” Set this where they would go to get other goods
(* optional but effective – no good reason not to have them)
Put down some NPCs to be dwellers in the tavern (make sure they sit down) and the bar will
now run. The server will take orders from the NPCs (and make sure they have some money on them)
and the PCs who are sitting in the tavern. The system has been edited to look for CRAP coins if they are
active, otherwise, it deals only in NWN gold. To work around this, just set the Profession to not look for
PCs and give the NPC a merchant conversation where they can sell to the PC upon request.
There were a couple of scripts I wrote to supplement this system.
“npcact_p_brdcopy” this is a modification of the Profession Breeder script. The command
needed to run it is "*brdcopy/tag_to_copy/new_tag/max/delay/M_or_A/tag_of_zoo". It copies another
NPC creature from the “zoo” to make the new NPCs. The regular Breeder uses resrefs.
“npcgivegold”
this little script was written to be called from a waypoint command
(using “@npcgivegold”) to give the NPC some pocket change. I wrote this so my tavern patrons would
actually buy something from the waiter/waitress and not just be loiterers. For some reason, I couldn’t
find a simple command to just give NPCs a certain amount of gold.
New in v0.8.2, I have edited a couple of the main scripts for additional capabilities.
“npcact_h_make” was edited to allow CreateObject calls to define a new TAG. This uses a semicolon “;” after the resref of the object to be created, followed by the NewTag. This effects “:”, “CO” and
“CP” commands. So for example: “COsworditem;bobs_sword.” would create an item from the
blueprint “sworditem” and change its tag to “bobs_sword”.
“npcact_states” was edited to allow the designer to set the command string as a variable string
on the waypoint called “WP_REF”. This change allows the command strings to be changed in-game.
This was primarily done to allow setup scripts such as “area_variables” to target the waypoints and
define new commands for the NPCs.
NPCactivity Conversation Template
The script “_npcact_co_temp” is a commented template for setting up the variables on a NPC to
use the NPCactivities Custom Conversation. The conversation structure is actually pretty simple, though
I found the 6.1 documentation was a little confusing, so I made an attempt to clarify it.
A conversation starts with a "Consecutive" - this is an initial statement by the NPC object and all
of its connected statements. Most conversations will have conditional Consecutives, called by different
checks on the PC, NPC or other circumstance. We start counting these Consecutives with zero "0".
Conversations are made up of NPC Statements and PC Responses. Each NPC Statement in a
consecutive is referred to as a Node. We start counting these Nodes also with zero "0". So the First
Node "0_" of the First Consecutive "0" is referred to as "0_0" with the Consecutive as the 2nd number.
As with regular conversations, the conditional consecutives go on the top of the structure and
the base conversation is at the bottom. I have a tendency to put a default statement at the bottom
which I intend to not use, but is spoken when I screw things up above it. So an example conversation is
shown here listed by consecutives and the starting Node.
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0_0
<Completed quest> Thanks for your help.
0_1
<started quest> Were you able to do what I asked you to do?
0_2
<Spoken to Bob before> Can you do something for me?
0_3
<have not spoken to Bob before> My name is Bob.
0_4
<no conditions> this is here if things screw up.
Each Node may have PC Responses and they could have multiple choices as in regular
conversations. These also are numbered. Lets take the fourth consecutive above ("0_3") and present
some reponses. Responses to a Node use the Node_Consecutive identifier and then tag on a new
number, starting with "1".
0_3
<have not spoken to Bob before> My name is Bob.
0_3_1
0_3_2
0_3_3
NPCactivities Generic NPC Conversation Script
The script “_npcact_co_gen” is to be run by a waypoint command for an NPC. This script will
take variables on the NPC and setup a conversation for that NPC for use with the Custom Conversation
system described above.
By using this one script and variables set on the NPC by different waypoints, unique
conversations with altered text and varying options can be created. Other conversations can be called
from this process as well, providing the PC with alternate choices that can vary as the NPC moves from
point to point.
Have an NPC who is setup with NPCactivities and the "npcact_custom" conversation run this script:
"@_npcact_co_gen." WP command
Basic - general greetings, info about self and maybe gossip - there are defaults, but you can set:
0_0
str
<2nd greeting>
def: "Hello, again."
0_1
str
<1st greeting>
def: "Yes?"
1_0
str
<talk about self> def: "Sure. I am "+sName+". I live in "+sArea+" and I am "+sDesc;
GOSSIP str
<info>
def: "I have not heard anything terribly interesting"
Setting this variable will ADD the string to the PC's journal entry for Collected Gossip when talked to
Description str <Description of NPC> def: "no one in particular";
Setting this variable will change the NPC's description to this string when this script is run.
ConvoAll int <0,1> set to 1 to offer all options all the time. Otherwise, only the primary greeting will
be available when talking to the NPC the first time.
CHOICES Setup on said NPC a variable string "Choices" with a string of up to 3 numbers separated by commas
"Choices" str "#(,#,#)" "!SChoices/#" WP command
By putting a series of integers on the NPC, we can define conversation from a group of possibilities
When a possibility is presented, the intro text and possible choices will be presented. These then will
launch (#C<convo name>) the appropriate conversation
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1 - merchant, selling items based upon inventory or preset variables
To preset an inventory, you can use waypoint commands to set each item.
“!Sitem_01/Torch,torch,3,COPPER” for example
Or you can call a merchant script from a waypoint
"@genstore" which would run the general store merchant script
Or, to use an inventory as the basis for the store, set on NPC - this process will take the items sold out
of inventory
"GenScript" int "2" "!IGenScript/2" waypoint command
"Container" str <TAG> of target. If not set, uses the NPC
Modify the intro text from this conversation
"1Store" str <text> def: "Do you sell anything?"
2 - guild membership - set the following variables on the NPC to define the guild. (* required) Can be
setup using WP commands...
"!SQuest/<blahguild>.!SDescription/Blahblah.!IItemNum/1.!SItemName/TheBlah.!IRequiredGold/25.!IG
oldTaken/25.!SGuildType/Lazy"
Quest
s
<TAG> of the guild quest*
Description s
<Description of the Guild>*
ItemNum i
1*
ItemName s
<name of item>*
RequiredGold i # (usually 100)*
GoldTaken i
same as above. 100*
questitem s
<tag of the item>*
CoinType s
<NAME of coin>
CopyItem i
0 or 1
GuildType s
<simple> description of type of guild.*
GuildName s
<Name of the Guild> if you want more than the Quest variable*
GuildReturn i
0,1 or 2 (can be left blank if not needed)
GuildReturnJob s <description of mission> (need only be set if the above equals “2”)
2Guild
s
<text> def: "Do I talk to you about joining?"
3 - Innkeeper
Make sure the Tag of the NPC ends with _XX where XX is the identifier for an Inn
CoinType s
<NAME of coin> to change the unit the Innkeeper uses
3Inn
s
<text> def: "May I rent from you?"
4 - Training
CoinType s
<NAME of coin> to change the units the trainer uses.
ClassPos i
<1,2 or 3> 0 defaults to 1. This is if the NPC has multiple classes. It defines which class
they are training in.
4Train s
<text> def: "Do you train others?"
5 - Other Conversation
5Convo s
<tag> of the dialog to be called
5Intro s
<text> for this conversation to intro. def: "Do you do anything else?"
Other variables required for the specific conversation will also need to be added.
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Inter-Module Transfer Process
This system provides a simple and flexible way of linking entire modules together, just as areas
can be linked within a module. PC's travelling from one module to another (along a road, through a
doorway or cave, or whatever) will appear in the appropriate place in the connected module, rather
than appearing at the default start location.
This allows players and DM's to assemble modules (either their own, or modules created by
others and downloaded from the Internet) into virtual worlds, where PC's can roam freely from module
to module (subject to the limitation that each server can only run one module at a time, so all the PC's in
a multiplayer game must stick together).
Modules can also be set to return PC's to whatever module they came from, rather than one
specific module. This allows (for instance) an inn, town, or similar shared area that can be reached
directly from many locations, with each visitor being automatically returned to wherever they came
from when they leave.
When you are building, you need to go into the item blueprints and edit the name of the Inter
Module Navigation Token. Go into Items – Custom – Plot and find the item currently named “Mannast’s
Vanilla Basemod”. You will change the NAME of this to the same name as the FILE Name of your
module. This is different from the Name of the module in Module Properties or the Tag of the Module.
It does not include the File identifier (.mod).
At the point you want the players to be able to access the portal, you put down the portal
(either a trigger or doorway) and change the NAME variable to the FILE name of the target module.
Place an associated “Inter Module Entry Portal” waypoint where you want incoming PCs to be located
and change the NAME variable to the same FILE name you used for the exit portal.
Now you do the same in the target module and the PCs can walk back and forth from module to
module.
If you want the modules to work persistently, make sure they are set up the same way in the
“module_variables” script and that they use the same “module.jrl” journal file. This way, actions in one
module will be in the journal entries in both. Since quests are tracked persistently using the UQS
system, progress on one quest can be maintained between multiple modules.
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Spell Components
This module is setup to require Arcane Spells to use specific material spell components. There is
a switch in the “module_variables” to turn this off. The main trick with this process, if you chose to use
it, is to make sure the PCs have access to the components. If you are not going to have the components
easily for sale or dropped regularly by the critters, then turn the requirement off.
Spell Case
case SPELL_ACID_FOG
case SPELL_ANIMATE_DEAD
case SPELL_BULLS_STRENGTH
case SPELL_BIGBYS_CLENCHED_FIST
case SPELL_BIGBYS_CRUSHING_HAND
case SPELL_BIGBYS_FORCEFUL_HAND
case SPELL_BIGBYS_GRASPING_HAND
case SPELL_BIGBYS_INTERPOSING_HAND
case SPELL_CATS_GRACE
case SPELL_CHAIN_LIGHTNING
case SPELL_CIRCLE_OF_DEATH
case SPELL_CLAIRAUDIENCE_AND_CLAIRVOY
case SPELL_CLOAK_OF_CHAOS
case SPELL_COLOR_SPRAY
case SPELL_CONE_OF_COLD
case SPELL_CONFUSION
case SPELL_CONTINUAL_FLAME
case SPELL_CONTROL_UNDEAD
case SPELL_CREATE_GREATER_UNDEAD
case SPELL_CREATE_UNDEAD
case SPELL_DARKNESS
case SPELL_DARKVISION
case SPELL_DAZE
case SPELL_DELAYED_BLAST_FIREBALL
case SPELL_DESTRUCTION
case SPELL_DISPLACEMENT
case SPELL_EAGLE_SPLEDOR
case SPELL_GREATER_EAGLE_SPLENDOR
case SPELL_EVARDS_BLACK_TENTACLES
case SPELL_FEAR
case SPELL_FEEBLEMIND
case SPELL_FIREBALL
case SPELL_FLAME_ARROW
case SPELL_FLESH_TO_STONE
case SPELL_FOXS_CUNNING
case SPELL_FREEDOM_OF_MOVEMENT
case SPELL_GHOUL_TOUCH
case SPELL_GLOBE_OF_INVULNERABILITY
case SPELL_GLYPH_OF_WARDING
case SPELL_GREASE
case SPELL_GREATER_BULLS_STRENGTH
case SPELL_GREATER_CATS_GRACE
case SPELL_GREATER_FOXS_CUNNING
case SPELL_GREATER_OWLS_WISDOM
case SPELL_GREATER_RESTORATION
case SPELL_GREATER_STONESKIN
case SPELL_HASTE
case SPELL_HOLD_MONSTER
case SPELL_HOLD_PERSON
case SPELL_HOLY_AURA
case SPELL_HORRID_WILTING
case SPELL_ICE_STORM
case SPELL_IDENTIFY
case SPELL_INVISIBILITY
case SPELL_INVISIBILITY_SPHERE
case SPELL_LEGEND_LORE
case SPELL_LIGHT
case SPELL_LIGHTNING_BOLT

Compnent TAG
sComponente = "PowderedPaRH_1"
sComponente = "BlackOnyx_5"
sComponente = "BullHair"
sComponente = "LeatherGlove"
sComponente = "EggShell"
sComponente = "LeatherGlove"
sComponente = "LeatherGlove"
sComponente = "LeatherGlove"
sComponente = "CatFur"
sComponente = "SilverPins"
sComponente = "BlackPearlPowder"
sComponente = "SmallHorn"
sComponente = "ChaoticReliquary"
sComponente = "MulticoloredSand"
sComponente = "CrystalCone"
sComponente = "NutShells"
sComponente = "RubyDust"
sComponente = "NW_IT_MSMLMISC13"
sComponente = "BlackOnyx_15"
sComponente = "BlackOnyx_10"
sComponente = "cnrLumpOfCoal"
sComponente = "cnrGemFine002"
sComponente = "Wool"
sComponente = "BallofGuanoandSulfer"
sComponente = "SilverHolySymbol"
sComponente = "StripofDisplacerBeastHide"
sComponente = "EagleFeathers"
sComponente = "EagleFeathers"
sComponente = "Tentacle"
sComponente = "WhiteFeather"
sComponente = "MineralSpheres"
sComponente = "BallofGuanoandSulfer"
sComponente = "OilyFlint"
sComponente = "LimeWaterandEarth"
sComponente = "FoxHairs"
sComponente = "LeatherThong"
sComponente = "cnrGraveyardDirt"
sComponente = "CrystalBead"
sComponente = "DiamondSprinkledIncense"
sComponente = "PorkRind"
sComponente = "BullHair"
sComponente = "CatFur"
sComponente = "FoxHairs"
sComponente = "OwlFeathers"
sComponente = "DiamondDust"
sComponente = "GraniteandDiamondDust"
sComponente = "LicoriceRoot"
sComponente = "MetalBar"
sComponente = "PieceofIron"
sComponente = "HolyReliquary"
sComponente = "BitofSponge"
sComponente = "Dust"
sComponente = "PearlandOwlFeatherInfusion"
sComponente = "EyelashinGum"
sComponente = "EyelashinGum"
sComponente = "IncenseandIvoryStrips"
sComponente = "PhosphorescentMoss"
sComponente = "FurandCrystalRod"
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case SPELL_MAGE_ARMOR
case SPELL_MAGIC_CIRCLE_AGAINST_CHAOS
case SPELL_MAGIC_CIRCLE_AGAINST_EVIL
case SPELL_MAGIC_CIRCLE_AGAINST_GOOD
case SPELL_MAGIC_CIRCLE_AGAINST_LAW
case SPELL_MASS_HASTE
case SPELL_MELFS_ACID_ARROW
case SPELL_MORDENKAINENS_SWORD
case SPELL_NEUTRALIZE_POISON
case SPELL_OWLS_WISDOM
case SPELL_POLYMORPH_SELF
case SPELL_PROTECTION__FROM_CHAOS
case SPELL_PROTECTION_FROM_EVIL
case SPELL_PROTECTION_FROM_GOOD
case SPELL_PROTECTION_FROM_LAW
case SPELL_PROTECTION_FROM_SPELLS
case SPELL_RAISE_DEAD
case SPELL_RESISTANCE
case SPELL_RESTORATION
case SPELL_RESURRECTION
case SPELL_SCARE
case SPELL_SEE_INVISIBILITY
case SPELL_SHAPECHANGE
case SPELL_SHIELD_OF_FAITH
case SPELL_SHIELD_OF_LAW
case SPELL_SLEEP
case SPELL_SLOW
case SPELL_STINKING_CLOUD
case SPELL_STONE_TO_FLESH
case SPELL_STONESKIN
case SPELL_SUMMON_CREATURE_I
case SPELL_SUMMON_CREATURE_II
case SPELL_SUMMON_CREATURE_III
case SPELL_SUMMON_CREATURE_IV
case SPELL_SUMMON_CREATURE_V
case SPELL_SUMMON_CREATURE_VI
case SPELL_SUMMON_CREATURE_VII
case SPELL_SUMMON_CREATURE_VIII
case SPELL_SUMMON_CREATURE_IX
case SPELL_SUNBURST
case SPELL_TASHAS_HIDEOUS_LAUGHTER
case SPELL_TENSERS_TRANSFORMATION
case SPELL_TRUE_SEEING
case SPELL_TRUE_STRIKE
case SPELL_UNDEATH_TO_DEATH
case SPELL_UNHOLY_AURA
case SPELL_WALL_OF_FIRE
case SPELL_WEB

sComponente = "PatchofCuredLeather"
sComponente = "PowderedCrystal"
sComponente = "PowderedCrystal"
sComponente = "PowderedCrystal"
sComponente = "PowderedCrystal"
sComponente = "LicoriceRoot"
sComponente = "PowderedRhubarbRootandAdderStoma"
sComponente = "TinyPlatinumSword"
sComponente = "cnrLumpOfCoal"
sComponente = "OwlFeathers"
sComponente = "EmptyCocoon"
sComponente = "PowderedSilver"
sComponente = "PowderedSilver"
sComponente = "PowderedSilver"
sComponente = "PowderedSilver"
sComponente = "DiamondDust_5"
sComponente = "cnrGemCut005"
sComponente = "MiniatureCloak"
sComponente = "DiamondDust"
sComponente = "cnrGemEnchant005"
sComponente = "NW_IT_MSMLMISC13"
sComponente = "TalcandSilverPowder"
sComponente = "JadeCirclet"
sComponente = "BitofHolyParchment"
sComponente = "LawfulReliquary"
sComponente = "RosePetals"
sComponente = "DropofMolasses"
sComponente = "RottenEgg"
sComponente = "EarthandBlood"
sComponente = "GraniteandDiamondDust"
sComponente = "TinyBagandCandle"
sComponente = "TinyBagandCandle"
sComponente = "TinyBagandCandle"
sComponente = "TinyBagandCandle"
sComponente = "TinyBagandCandle"
sComponente = "TinyBagandCandle"
sComponente = "TinyBagandCandle"
sComponente = "TinyBagandCandle"
sComponente = "TinyBagandCandle"
sComponente = "Sunstone"
sComponente = "TartsandaFeather"
sComponente = "NW_IT_MPOTION015"
sComponente = "EyeOintment"
sComponente = "TinyArcheryTarget"
sComponente = "DiamondPowder"
sComponente = "UnholyReliquary"
sComponente = "PieceofPhosphorus"
sComponente = "SpiderWeb"

Horse Token tool
A simple and flexible Horse management widget. The Player can acquire the token through
purchase in a store or finding it. They are tradable. Using the tool will call into play the connected
horse. Using the tool on another horse will not do anything. Using the tool on the connected horse will
have the horse go away. If saddlebags are turned on (see “module_variables”), the Player will be
prompted to empty the bags before putting the horse away.
To setup a particular horse and tool:
Pick or place a horse in the Paddock area (tag: “horsezoo”). Note the tags of the already placed
horses. They are in a form “zoo_horse_<identity>”, such as “zoo_horse_Black”. If you place a new
horse here, change its tag to the same form and define the identity you will use.
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In the toolset is an item called “Stable Token” or “Horse Token”. You will give the PC access to a
form of this item with its TAG set as “HorseToken<identity>” where “identity” is the same as the horse
you chose – ie., “HorseTokenBlack”. Make sure the Price of the token is set to the value in NWN Gold
you want the Horse to cost the PC.
When the PC uses the tool, the horse will be created and added to the PCs party. When used
again and targeting the horse, the horse will be dismissed from the party and despawned. When used
again later, the horse will return.
TorchLife System
While this has been a part of the CRAP sections of the module, it has received some attention of
late and deserves its own section. Torches and Lanterns only last for a certain amount of time. This is
control by variables in the “module_variables” script and can be adjusted in that section. The torches
use (v.0.9) a Tag based system to track their use persistently. Older torches and lanterns have at least
four different tags. These all now use a tag system that follows a particular format.
“torch_<Type>_<Life>” where Type is one of “t”(torch), “l” (lantern) or “ol” (open lantern) and Life is an
integer of how many clicks of TorchLife the torch has left.
Dig & Bury System
If you decide you want PCs to be able to dig and bury things, uncover buried treasure or find
openings into hidden locations, you can give them access to the Shovel item.
On the Area you want them to dig in:
CANDIG
int
1
This will allow the PC to dig a unique hole, creating a map in the PC inventory. This hole will
open up an inventory. The PC will then be able to put things into the hole inventory. When closed, the
PC will then bury the hole – and the contents will be stored away persistently.
The system also allows for the PC to be given a Quest Map. The default item is resref
“map_digitup2”. Set the variable “AREARESREF” to the resref of the Area you want the map to go to.
In that area, set down a waypoint with the TAG “WP_SHOVEL_MAP”. The location of this waypoint
determines where the map leads to. The PC can then use the map and if near the location, they will dig
up the treasure.
Also on this waypoint set these as desired:
ITEM1 = resref of item to create / ITEM1TAG = New Tag for Item / ITEM1STACK = Stack size
ITEM2 = resref of item to create / ITEM2TAG = New Tag for Item / ITEM2STACK = Stack size
ITEM3 = resref of item to create / ITEM3TAG = New Tag for Item / ITEM3STACK = Stack size
ITEM4 = resref of item to create / ITEM4TAG = New Tag for Item / ITEM4STACK = Stack size
ITEM5 = resref of item to create / ITEM5TAG = New Tag for Item / ITEM5STACK = Stack size
You also can have this Map advance a Journal Quest:
AddJournalEntry = if set to anything other than "0" Add Journal Entry for PC that triggered ONLY
AddJournalEntryAll = if set to anything other than "0" Add Journal Entry for PC and party
AdvanceJournal = if set other than "0" advance Journal Entry by [1] for PC that triggered ONLY
AdvanceJournalAll = if set other than "0" advance Journal Entry by [1] for PC that triggered and PC party
PlayVFX1 thru VFX3 = if set to anything other than "0" will play VFX associated with #, if a WP is set to
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"<TAGofCreature>+_VFX1 thru VFX3" effect will play at that location, otherwise it will play at
location of OBJECT_SELF
SpeakString = if set other than "" or "ADD_TEXT_HERE" NPC will speak string specified in variable
FloatString = if set other than "" or "ADD_TEXT_HERE" show string on NPC over the PC's head as text
Quest = TAG of quest to match condition against
SoundPlay = if set other than "" or "TAG" move sound object to PC and start playing sound by TAG
SoundStop = if set to anything other than "" or "TAG" Stop playing sound object specified by TAG
XP = if set to anything other than "0", thats the amount of XP player will get
XPRanMult = random number X d(10), added to XP for random XP
GP = if set to anything other than "0", thats the amount of GP player will get
GPRanMult = random number X d(20), added to GP for random GP
NEW to the Dig & Bury system, the Hole can be made to be a Climbable Pit Transitional object. Set
down where you want the Pit a waypoint with the TAG “shovel_pit”. On this waypoint set:
DESTINATION string <TAG> of target location
LIGHT
int
<0,1> if you want a light beam shining down at the target location
RESREF
string <resref> of placeable to use as the Pit – if blank, defaults to “crpp_pit”
Also, if you want to have more than one NPC map driven locations in a specific area, you can use an
extended tag on the Map item and a variable on the waypoint. “map_digitup2_<IDENT>” should match
IDENTITY str <IDENT> on the matching waypoint. Also, if you need shovels or other maps to have
unique tags, the extended TAG is also looked for in OnActivate – “shovelit_<x>” and “map_digitup_<x>”.
MVB Status Tool
This is a PC and DM tool that each incoming character will get in their Tool Bag. One
conversation, 12 scripts and one item. The conversation shows a list of 10 systems that are important to
the MVB and tells the player whether certain systems (HTF, Subrace, Components, OHS) are ON or OFF.
When selected, and the character is a DM, these systems will toggle ON or OFF – or in the case of
Training and Persistent Location, toggle through the settings. OHS can also be turned on and off by the
PC, however, OHS must be also installed into the module for this to work properly (see below).
Campaign-Wide Persistent Time
Also new in v.0.8 is a switch for Persistent Time in the campaign. All modules that share the
Campaign Database (“IPIDatabase” set in the “module_variables”) can be set to follow the same flow of
time. Also time would be followed over Resets. This can be awkward in single player games which load
a saved game – so it can be turned off with a switch in “module_variables”.
The current time is saved in three module instances:
On Rest
- At the end of a successful resting periods.
On Area Entry - When a character enters a new area.
On Client Exit - When a character leaves the game.
As time progresses through the modules, it will be consistent through the campaigns. The MVB
Status Tool also brings up the current date in its conversation.
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When journals are rebuilt, they will not maintain the actual date that events occurred – the
rebuilt entries are dated at the time of entry into the module.
JournalText function and Gossip
The script “journaltext_inc” includes the “pqj_inc”. When the command “JournalText(oPC,
sString, sJournal, nToken)” is called, it will look at the campaign database for any previously stored
strings for that specific Journal Entry, take the new string, add it to the old string, remove and then
restore the journal entry with the new combined string as the Journal Entry.
This was designed to work with the “Gossip” journal entry by default, but it really could be used
with any journal entry by defining the first entry of that journal with the <CUSTOM###> with the ###
being defined as nToken.
In v.0.9.3, the Journaltext function now can track Crafting Recipes, Rented Rooms and Trainers.
Faction Control Area
A new area was added called “Faction Control” which contains representatives from the factions
in the MVB. In addition, a simple script “change_faction” to be run by an NPC with the variable
“Faction” with the TAG of the target representative will change the faction of the NPC to the same as
the representative. This script was designed ti be used on an NPCactivity waypoint.
This is due to the way the ChangeFaction() function is written in NWN, which requests a target
creature to change to the faction to.
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Really Useful Scripts
This is a list of useful scripts (at least to me) and some of their uses.
“tag_based_temp”
This script by the Krit puts all of the OnEvent possibilities for a tag-based script
clearly and allows you to make some very useful and interesting items.
“animal_pen”
This script was on the vault and after some little modifications, I use it where
ever I want to have animals roam. Put this script in the OnExit of trigger. Set down three waypoints
inside the trigger – TAG them WP_Return_# (1, 2 and 3). Set down the NPC creatures inside the trigger.
Set the variable “AnimalPen” to “1” on them. The NPCs will stay inside the trigger.
“clock”
Put down a placeable, set it usable and put this script in the OnUsed event. It
will display the time as a floaty-text above the placeable.
“gen_conv_chk” … _recon” … _resp”
This are generic conversation scripts that check an alternative
response to the primary goal of a conversation. Put the “_chk” in the text_appears slot. Put the “_resp”
script in the Action part of the negative answer. Put the “_recon” in the Action slot for the part of the
conversation that returns the PC to the desired line of conversation.
AnswerType
str
<Yes, No or whatever> that you want to track.
Example:
Node 1: <gen_conv_chk> Have you changed your mind about what I asked earlier?
- Yes <gen_conv_recon>
- No.
Node 2: I was hoping you could help me.
- Yes – (desired plotline)
- No <gen_conv_resp>
The NPC has the variable “AnswerType” str “Nohelp” on them. When the PC answers no to their
request for help, the PC is marked with a variable “Nohelp” int “1”. This is then checked for by
the <gen_conv_chk> script and will run the reconsider node.
“gen_door_open”
This can be used in triggers, OnUsed for placeables or as an Action script for a
conversation. Set the variable “Door” string “<tag of door>” on the object. That door will be unlocked
and opened.
“gen_pl_used”
An extremely flexible OnUsed script for placeables. Can be used to just set
variable INT to On/Off on either the object, the module or the PC, or to call different scripts for the
On/Off possibilities, or to do a mixture of any of these, with an option to provide debug feedback, telling
the user what variable was set On/Off. If the placeable has On/Off animations, these will be used.
OnScript
str
<script to fire when turned on>
OffScript
str
<script for off>
TargetPC
int
<0, 1> for when you want the scripts to target the PC not the device.
IntVarName
str
<name> Name of the var int you want ON/OFF (1/0).
VarTarget
int
<#> determines target of variable
set 0 for oDevice, 1 for Module, 2 for Using PC
DEBUG
int
<0,1> Set ON for feedback to using PC
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“gen_wp_trans”
This is a simple script that can be used in Conversation (Action), on a placeable
or in a trigger to send the PC and those party members within a certain distance to a target waypoint.
“genrunonce”
In a way, this script is misnamed. Put in whatever Onevent slot for a placeable,
trigger or even NPC (even as a Action conversation script). This will run a specified script a specified
number of times driven by variables. If you want the calling object destroyed when done, that is also an
option.
NumTimes
int
<#>
Keep
int
<0,1> Actually set this to keep the calling object.
“npc_cr_ob”
This little script was put together to create an item in an NPC's (or other
object's) inventory with control over the tag and name of the item. It would do this when activated and
driven by variables on the calling object. Initially it was for OnEnter of a trigger.
The script checks if the target exists. If it does, then it processes the creation. After creation, it marks
that the process has been done and will not repeat. If the creation did not happen, then the script is still
active and may be triggered/run again. By default, the object created will be an item, however, any type
of object will be created, but at the target's location and not the inventory.
Items will always be put into the target's inventory. However, if the target does NOT have an inventory,
this will put it at the location of the target. NOTE: much of this was put into the UQS Trigger.
NPCTag string <tag> of the target NPC - if blank, will use calling object
ObRes string <ResRef> of item *required
ObTag string <newtag> of item - if blank, will use default tag
ObName string <new name> of item - if blank will use default
ObNum int <how many> of the item should be made - if blank, "1" is default
ObType int <int> of object type. if blank, default is item (2).
Valid types: 1 - NPC, 2 - Item, 32 - Waypoint, 64 - Placeable, 128 - Store
ObDelay float <how long> before creating object. Default is 0.3
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Generic Button System Guide
This system is extremely flexible at bringing in game objects caused by actions of the PC. It is
flexible in the variety of objects that can be brought into play, in how these objects can be modified
once brought in and in the number of objects brought in. The scripts can be called by any usable
placeable, on triggers or even in conversations.
The documentation for the system is pretty exhaustive, so I think it might seem far more
complicated than it needs to. A simple setup bringing in a crate is described below:
Set down a “button” placeable (Custom – Secret – “button”) in the Area where it is accessible to
an exploring PC. I often put it next to a wall and then set its height up by 1. This makes it just around
waist high for a human PC.
Decide where you want the crate to appear and mark it with a “Generic Button Waypoint”
(Custom – Waypoint – Generic Button Waypoint)
Go into the variables on the WAYPOINT:
RESREF
string “crate01” RESREF of the object you want to bring in.
TAG
string “buttoncrate1” The unique tag of the object.
TypeNum
int
“4” - I will explain this in more detail later.
And that is all that needs to be done. When the button is clicked on, the PC will be asked if they
wish to press it. If so, then the Crate will appear at the location chosen. When clicked while the Crate is
there, the PC will be asked if they wish to de-press the button. If so, the Crate will vanish.
The buttons look for the nearest instance of the Generic Button Waypoint, so you do
not need to modify it to use multiple unmodified copies.
Additional Options with the Generic Button System
The rest of the variables listed on the waypoint provide options. You may easily add more
information to the process:
Feedback
string “A crate slides up out of the floor!”
Feedback2
string “The crate slides back into the ground!”
Now, the appearance and disappearance of the crate is accompanied by floating text.
Name
string “The crate that is connected to the floor”
The crate will also have a new specific name and unique tag. The system also allows for adding
some staging for the new object.
Light
int
“1”
When this is set, the object brought in is illuminated by a shaft of light. The light will also vanish
when the button is de-pressed.
Now, we want the crate to be there already and have it vanish when the PC first presses the
button. Place the crate placeable where you want it, preferable on the Generic Button Waypoint. Go
into the Properties of the object. Set the tag to the same as the “TAG” variable above (buttoncrate1)
and make sure the “Static” option is NOT checked.
On the Waypoint, go into the variables and add:
pressed
int
“1”
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This tells the script that the object is already present. Now when the button is pressed the first
time , the crate object will vanish. Repressing it will bring it back.
If you want the light object to already be present, place a light source object. You will need to
set its tag to “LS”+the tag for the crate, so it would be “LSbuttoncrate1”. Now it, too, should vanish
when the button is pressed. Make sure it is also not “Static” – it shouldn’t be usable, but it should not
be static when placed in the toolset.
Say you don’t want the PC to be asked if they want to press the button. Instead you want the
actually clicking of the button to count as pressing/unpressing it.
Conv int
“0, 1” – This is set to “1” on the Waypoint. Set it to “0” for no conversation.
Even more with the Buttons
Let’s mix it up a bit. We want to have a chair appear near the crate when the button is pressed.
So we place an additional Generic CRAP Waypoint where we want the chair to appear. Change the tag
of this waypoint to “chair_WP”. Then set these variables on the waypoint.
RESREF
string “pp_chair” RESREF of a chair object
TAG
string “pp_chair” Tag of the object
TypeNum
int
“4”
Now change the tag of the original waypoint to “crate_WP”. Then go into the Button’s
variables. You will see it has a variable called “WPTAG” on it. Change the name of this variable to
“WPTAGS”.
WPTAGS
string “crate_WP,chair_WP”
Max
int
“2” – the number of waypoints we are calling.
List the tags of the waypoints separated with a “,” but no spaces.
Go back to the “chair_WP” and add the Light variable set to “1”. Now the chair should appear
with a shaft of light as well.
Back to the button, we can add an additional variable:
pressings
string “1,0” – this is a string with numbers separated by comma’s.
Now when the button is pressed, the crate will vanish and the chair will be created. Using this
pressings variable will check for the pattern (0 – off, 1 – on) on the objects being processed and will
maintain its pattern, creating the object or removing depending on the sequence. In the case above, it
will remove an existing crate and create the chair. The second time it is pressed, the chair will be
removed and the crate will be created.
Setting both to the same (“1,1”) will cause the system to only create or remove the second one
depending on if the first is present yet or not.
This system using the WPTAGS to process multiple object creation/removals in a set pattern is
only limited by the number of waypoints you enter in the variable. I have in one of my modules a
button running 15 different wall placeable objects, basically resetting a maze one way or the other.
Also, by setting this button to WPTAGS, it will not run the button conversation.
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And even more with Buttons
So what else can this system do? Remember that “TypeNum” variable? For just any old
placeable, we use the setting of “4”. The other “generic” settings are:
5 – creature – this will bring in an NPC creature. There are some additional variables
that modify only NPCs when they are brought in.
6 – item – this will bring in and setup an item with the NewTag and Name.
7 – waypoint – NewTag and Name can be set on these as well.
8 – button – this can bring in another button and set it up. There are additional
variables that help in setting this up properly.
Creatures (TypeNum 5) – An NPC will be spawned at the location of the Generic Button
Waypoint. Using the Name and TAG variables, you can set this NPC’s name and Tag. The additional
variables:
Anim
int
“0, 1” Setting this to 1 will cause the NPC to Fly in on creation.
NPCconvotype int
“0, 1, 2”
0 - Default conversation will be used
1 - will set the NPC to engage the target PC with a specific
conversation (see next entry).
2 - Will have the NPC speak a one-liner
NPCconvo
string If blank, will use its default conversation.
If using setting “1” above, put in the resref of the conversation
desired. If using setting “2”, enter the string that will be what is
spoken by the NPC on creation.
NPCatt
int
“0, 1” Setting this to “1” will order the NPC to attack the PC.
“0” will leave it up to the NPC whether to attack or not.
When the button is re-pressed, the Creature will be removed, regardless of where they have
moved to. If they are already destroyed, nothing happens. Pressing again will recreate it from the
blueprint back at the Waypoint.
Items (TypeNum 6)- An item is created from the blueprint provided. It will have its name and
tag set accordingly. When re-pressed, the item will vanish wherever it has been taken to.
Waypoints (TypeNum 6) – What can we possibly do with these? It actually can set down a
number of interesting things with just the Name and Tag setting – including waypoints for NPCactivities,
Map markers and Church Markers.
Buttons (TypeNum 8) – This can setup additional buttons.
TAG - set the button tag
RESREF - defaults to "button" but will use another object if their resref is loaded here.
The object used must have the gencrap_conv script in the OnUsed slot.
Name - if you don't want the button called "button"
WPTAG - the waypoint that this new button will control
WPTAGS - instead of the above, if you want the button to control multiple waypoints
pressings - this will put in a specific On or Off command for multiple waypoints
Otherwise the current stage of the targeted objects will be reversed
Max - the number of waypoints used in WPTAGS
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RESET – if you want the button to reset itself.***New in v.1.5
RType – if you want the resetting to occur on press, unpress or both.***New in v.1.5
Light Object – Remember that when we set the “Light” variable to “1” it will create a light shaft
at the waypoint? This deserves a little more comment. A second variable is available:
LightTag
string “<RESREF>”
By setting this to the resref of a placeable, ANY placeable can be created along with the primary
one. However, it’s name will NOT be settable and its tag will be “LS”+NewTag (or the default tag) of the
primary object.
Original purpose for Buttons
The Generic Button System started life as a way to bring in a CRAP ladder and set it up to
connect with an already present trapdoor. It became a way to create and set up any CRAP transitional
placeable (Secret door, Pit, Pit Edge, Ladder) and then developed the capabilities described above.
TypeNum settings for the CRAP placeables are:
0 – ladder
1 – pit
2 - secret/trapdoor
3 - pit edge
Ladders – The CRAP Trapdoors use ladders as transitional objects.
TypeNum - 0 (can be left blank)
RESREF - put in the resref of a placeable with the script crpp_ladder_use setup on it.
TAG - this will be the ladders new tag when created. It must be unique.
The corresponding trapdoor needs to have a variable DEST with the same tag
DESTINATION - this is the tag of the corresponding trapdoor.
Place the corresponding trap door in its location and set it up with the appropriate
variables.
Pits – these can be the hidden versions or the unhidden versions.
Place a waypoint where you want people climbing back up out of the pit would end up.
Give it the tag "WP" plus the unique tag you put below in NewTag. (WPNewTag)
TypeNum - 1
RESREF - put in the resref of a placeable you wish to be a Pit. The CRAP designed ones
look quite good.
TAG - this will be the unique virtual tag for the pit and the actual tag of the return
waypoint.
Place the target Waypoint (with the DESTINATION) at the location to be the bottom of
the pit.
Place a Pit Edge in the pit to allow the PC to climb back out using a rope and grappling
hook.
This needs to be set up with the appropriate variables, using the NewTag information
above for the return waypoint.
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Secret or Trap Doors – these are set up the same, so they have one setting here.
TypeNum - 2
RESREF - put in the resref of the secret door you wish to use. It should have the
"crpp_secdoor_use" scripts.
Place a corresponding Secret Door where you want the PC to be able to go. Place a
corresponding Ladder for trapdoors.
TAG - this is the virtual tag for the door that will be created.
DESTINATION - this will be the same as the variable TAG you will put on the other door
or the actual tag of the ladder.
Reset - 0 will cause no reset. Any other interger will be the number of seconds before
the doors vanish.
DC - if the doors reset, this should determine how hard they are to find again, without
using the button.
Pit Edges – Pit Edges provided many challenges, but are worth it.
These connect areas to Pits or other waypoint locations.
TypeNum - 3
TAG - this will be the Tag of the waypoint created to climb back down.
DESTINATION - the waypoint at the higher location
These objects are invisible, and sit well above the floor where they are placed.
Name - Setting this will change the name to the string stored.
With Pit Edges, when the placeable is targeted with the hook/rope, the sentence uses
the name of the Pit Edge
"You throw the grappling hook at the <Name>." - I often use "...hole in the
roof." or similar phrase.
Light - 1
Setting this variable will create a shaft of light when the object is created.
This can be used with any object, but was designed for Pit Edges.
It gives the PC a sense of where the pit edge has appeared.
Throw - integer to modify targeting of the PIT_EDGE by a thrown rope.
Okay, stop already with the Buttons!
New in v.1.4, we can add visual effects to the process.
Effect
int
<#>
Just by setting this to “1” on the specific waypoint, on the creation and removal of the object,
there is a flash of magical light. But we want the flash to only occur during the Unpressing or Removal
phase. So we set the next variable to “2”.
EffectWhen
int
0 - both press and unpress, 1 - press only, 2 - unpress only
But we want something really flashy – so we can look at the provided reference document
“Generic Button system VFX list”. And when we find the “#”s of the effects we want, we put the next
pair of variables on the waypoint.
EffectType
int
This is for the Pressing or Creation of the object
EffectTypeU
int
And this is for the removal of the object on Unpressing.
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We decided we only wanted the effect during Unpressing, so we just use the second
variable and enter the “#” of the effect – say “122”, which is “VFX_COM_CHUNK_RED_MEDIUM”. So
now when the object is removed, there is a relatively small explosion of green junk. We can
also add a little physical remnant.
EffectObj

str

"<ResRef>" of 2nd object to be created during effect.
if left blank, no 2nd-ary object is created.
EffectOType
int
1 - creature, 2 - item, 32 - waypoint, 64 - placeable (Default),
128 - store (256 encounter?) if "0" or nothing is entered,
defaults to "64".
We can pick a scorch mark or maybe a little puddle of slime. The effect will vanish after a few
seconds.
A new thing with Buttons (v.1.5)
Buttons and button objects are now Reset-able. Set on the Button object the integer “RESET” to
the number of seconds you desire before the button resets. You can also set the integer “RType” to
define what part of the process will reset, where “0” is for after it is Pressed, “2” is after it is Unpressed
and “1” will reset on either.
On the Button object:
“RESET”
int
“0” Set to number of seconds wanted before resetting.
“RType”
int
“0, 1, or 2”
If the Button object is set to RESET (setting 0 or 2), the button can not be pressed again until it
has reset. Effectively it will only be press-able for the process it is Reset-able on.
In addition, the secret doors, ladders and trap doors have all been edited to use the variable
tracking the buttons do, so they can work together. In addition, the “Reset” variable for these objects
work properly now and are tracked on the properly named waypoints.
Properly named means that the “Generic Button Waypoint” Tag should be “SC<TAG>” where
<TAG> is the Tag for the created transitional placeable. The way these objects work, is “Reset” is set on
them (via the Waypoint information) when they are used to transition, the seconds defined will pass and
the objects then close and “re-hide” themselves. Now these scripts will set the variable on the waypoint
that the Button system uses to track the process.
There is a sample “Generic Button Secret Door Waypoint” in the waypoint/special area of this
package which is setup to show off the system.

MVB Hak
This describes the installation of the small "mannast1" hak file and related erf for the Mannast's
Vanilla Basemodule. I think, in principle, the Non-Hak goal of the MVB is important and useful for those
who want a simple download for their module. I did build the basemodule with the intention of
allowing it to be modified by hak files in the future. Here is the simplest hak.
It contains a few important modifications:
- the CRAP Animations file
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- CEP Compitable 2DA files for Items and for Placeables
- Image files for the Coins and the Pit Placeables
- Image files for additional torches
The related erf has updated coins and pit placeables, replacing those in the module.
To install:
Open Module properties and go to the Custom Content section.
Add the"mannast1.hak" to the module.
After closing the properties, the engine will reload the module. You can cancel out here if you like.
Import the "mvbhak.erf" and overwrite all files requested.
Open the "crp_inc_control" script in the editor.
Scroll down to near the bottom and look for the "COIN_STACK" variable definition.
Change this to "100" instead of the "10". The imported coins now can stack to 100.
Go into the section for animations and comment in/out the CRAP animation calls as noted
Open the "crp_inc_rope" script
Go to the animation section and comment in/out the CRAP animation calls as noted
Do a Build of the Scripts and the Palette (or a full build)
OHSforMVB
OldMansBeard Henchmen System provides the player a great way to play multiple characters of
their own choice. I enjoy using it in other modules I play. I wanted to be able to use it on my own
modules. This add-on is distributed separately from the module with simple instructions on how to
install it.
Basically, the OHSforMVB comes with a Hak file containing most of the files that would be
contained in the regular system’s override. There is also an erf file which will import the four scripts
that were edited to handle CRP coins.
The “module_variables” script was given a line for OHS. Set this variable to “1” to turn the
system on.
The “default” script was given a section to check if this variable is on. If it is, it executes the
“default_ohs” script included in the Hak. This script would regularly be named “default”, but the MVB
has its own already. The Hak is only edited in so far as it does not have the 4 scripts that are contained
in the erf file. Everything else is as-distributed. My package does not contain the OHS documentation
or the OHS database files.
Appendix I
MVB Change Log
0.1
Put together initial module of older Mannast Systems
0.2
Added CRAP, UQS, CEP script concepts, AID, etc.
0.3
Craft system, Train system, editing of NWN crafts
0.4
Compiled and bug fixes. Posted to Vault(s) 3/15/14
0.5
crp_gen_merchant
fixed "cmstrok" calls to look for ","'s
crpo_convo_co_g
fixed oPC checking process so Placeables can use script
ipi_autolock
added missing file
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0.6

ipi_defaults
ipi_init_inn
ipi_door_check
ipi_conv_rentinc
race_start
race_start_c
trainmod_train
pfc_lcl_persist
start_arenter
npcact_h_money
crpz_torchlife
trainmod_onlevel

train_toggle
train_toggle_x
crp_inc_rope

crpt_pittrp_ott
crpt_xp_disarm
area_variables
default
module_variables

0.7

x2_ci_craftitem2
x2_ci_craftitem3
x2_ci_craftitem4
x2_ci_craftitem5
x2_ci_start
x2_im_finished
x2_inc_craft
vg_trigger
uqstrigger
there_onenter

fixed database call (missing a capital "D" in variable name)
added missing file
added missing file
added missing file
fixed persistent location commands
fixed persistent location commands
fixed Device checking
added missing file
fixed persistent location commands (added ClearAllActions)
added CRAP check and calls to two functions
fixed rain checking bug - it would fire underground
added "TRAINPC_BYPASS" check for an individual PC to
skip the Training system.
also fixed the Module Bypass setting check to actual use "2"
added script to toggle "TRAINPC_BYPASS" variable
On exit script to do the same
added check to see if top-side of a PIT_EDGE is still a
trapped pit, and if so, to disarm and expose the pit.
This is done when a successful rope hook is created on the edge.
Also removes the SCPIT waypoint when pit is created.
Added a bit to remove the SCPIT waypoint when pit is created.
Added bit to remove the SCPIT waypoint.
New script. Allows one-stop editing for all the variables on Areas.
Added Horse variables (0.7.1)
Added call to check OHS variable. If so, calls "default_ohs" which
is a new script in the add-on package "OHSforMVB" which is separate.
Added OHS disabled variable, added calls for area_variables script.
Added Horse variables (0.7.1)
Added missing files, include x2_inc_craft and are recompiled.
Added missing files, include x2_inc_craft and are recompiled.
Added missing files, include x2_inc_craft and are recompiled.
Added missing files, include x2_inc_craft and are recompiled.
Missing, include x2_inc_craft, recompiled.
Fixed math error in CRP coin script which charged 100x the amount.
Fixed math errors where the Craft cost variable was being changed.
Changed the needs for Sparky to respawn or not.
Also added Repeating option.
Created a blueprint trigger for the vg_trigger script
Commented the quest stage settings - Only four stages
1 - Death, 2 - Sent back first time, 3 - Death again, 4 - Sent back again
If they die again (would be 5) it gets set to 3 again
Journal has correct number of entries.
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module.jrl

0.7.1

0.7.2

0.8

Not sure how to include this except as a seperate erf/zip. It will be
in the updated module, once posted.
plant_tool
new scripts for the CraftPlant system
plant_enter
new scripts for the CraftPlant system
plant_exit
new scripts for the CraftPlant system
plant_check
new scripts for the CraftPlant system
bucket_water
new scripts - OnActivate script for water bucket
bucket
Edited script to pass along HTF info to water bucket
htf_mod_onenter
edited the Craft setup call, it was not getting called in certain instances.
water_trigger
The templates for the water trigger did not have the proper tags.
Water trigger tags should say "Drink<TYPE>" POOR, NORM, POISONED...
NOTE: If you placed these older blueprints, you will need to go in and fix the tags.
cf_desobonclose
Fixed generic meat source call in this cooking script
crpp_pitinvis
Invisible pit placeable - used for setting up non-pit drops.
craft_inc
Edited in new CraftPlant information.
crpi_paw
Edited correct finding of iron spikes
crpco_paw_at12
Edited to use improved rope scripts
crpco_paw_at13
Edited to use improved rope scripts
crpco_paw_at14
Edited to use improved rope scripts
crpco_paw_at16
Edited to use improved rope scripts
crpp_ropebundle
Changed the model - was set to hanging rope instead of ground object.
Craft tools
The templates in the “zoo” were modified to make them not good for
weapons, but still requiring them to be wielded to craft.
wrap_mod_onact
Added a check for the new horse tool
horse_tool
OnActivate script to manage PC horses in the MVB.
Horsezoo
Added area with horse templates for use with the Horse tool.
kds1_playerdeath
Edited to remove associates upon death. Added a special bit to turn off
OHS when a PC dies. OHS would reestablish the Linkboy and existing
OHS henchmen in purgatory. There is a switch to change this.
there_onexit
Edited to reactivate OHS upon leaving purgatory.
mvb_status
New conversation
mvbstatustool
OnAct script for conversation
mvb_status_*
conversation scripts
wrap_mod_onrest
Edited to track persistent time
wrap_mod_onload
Edited to set persistent time
wrap_mod_onexit
Edited to track persistent time
module_variables
Added switch for persistent time
p_set_time
New script. Time setting script - called OnRest and OnExit.
seperated it from these to allow calling it in other instances.
p_set_load
New script for setting the time from the Database.
Controled by variable
htf_mod_onenter
edited to give the PC the MVB status tool. Also fixed a scripting error
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vg_trigger

0.8.1

0.8.2

wrap_ar_onenter
x3_pl_tool**
x3_dm_tool**
wrap_mod_onenter
module_variables
pp_widget_1
npcact_dm
mmwidget
npc_cr_ob
animal_run
snare_item
snare_onclick
snare_onused
heavythread
snare_placable
tinker_tool
Factions

factioncontrol001
change_faction
journaltext_inc
give_gossip
wrap_mod_onenter
_npcact_co_temp
npcact_h_make
_npcact_co_gen
npcact_states
start_token
vg_trigger
plant_tool
seedingknife

with giving new Paws to people without one and setting HTF variables
on it.
Added Description options to both the primary and
additional object creations.
Edited to track persistent time
Player Tool Scripts
DM Tool Scripts
Gives PC and DM Tools if desired.
Added Instant Tool section controlling above scripts.
Edited to work with Tools
Edited to work with Tools
Edited to work with Tools
Edited to allow changing the description
OnPerception script for animals you want to run from the PC
new Item and OnActivate script. Creates the Snare
placeable when targeted on nearby ground
OnClick script for snare placeable. Checks if the snare caught anything.
OnUsed script for the snare placeable.
Picks the trap back up and creates the item.
Craft Tinker item to make snare traps
Snare placeable. Created by the snare_item.
Edited to create snare item.
Added three animal factions: bird, beast and carnivore.
This was in an attempt to stop animals that were being hunted from
ganging up on the PC after a succesful hit.
Area with setup faction members for each faction
Script run by an NPC driven by variables on NPC to change faction to
one designated by another NPC.
Include script for compiling Journal entries for Gossip.
OnAction command that adds gossip to the Journal Entry
Edited to restore Gossip journal entry.
Sample script to build NPCactivity Custom conversations by scripts.
Edited to allow new tags for created objects
Generic setup script for NPCs using Custom convos
Added option to have commands listed in a variable on Waypoint
instead of name.
Fixed getting the Module Name error.
Added setting the "sCRSPDeath" variable to use the "vg_ondeath_adv"
script automatically.
Edited to allow planting certain whole objects as if they were seeds –
onions, ie.
New OnAct script to get seeds out of target items.
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0.9

7/11/2015
deity_onrest
deity_quit
cf_mod_act_item
aid_inc_fcns
crpz_torchlife
genstore
mod_equip
mod_unequip
module_variables
sparky_inc
vg_trigger
cf_onclick_br
cf_onclick_tent
cf_onuse_br
cf_onused_tent
rest_bedroll
rest_tent
journaltext_inc
guano
craft_inc
alchemy_onclosed
forge_onclosed
tinkertool
module.jrl
crpz_torchlife
crpz_torchlife2
cf_mod_act_item
cnroil
pnpp_wall_torch
cha_gold_silver
cha_gold_silv10
cha_silv_cop
cha_silv_cop10

Fixed variable setup for the Alignment check.
commented error - the process works, but issues a TMI while looking for
extra Holy Symbols.
Edited lighting wood to correctly look for equipped fire objects.
Fixed an error in the DoLight function. Maybe it will work better now?
Added option to turn off Rain check (in module_variables)
New items added to merchant menu - Heavy Thread, Seeding Tool
Checks if Torch Life system is active or not
Checks if Toech Life system is active or not
Added Torch Life control options to turn on/off Rain check, to turn
Torch Life system on/off
Added a check if the calling object is a vg_trigger set to not repeat. If so,
sparky spawns will not despawn.
If trigger is set to not repeat, a variable is set on it for Sparky spawns to
not despawn.
New script for bedroll placeable
New script for tent placeable
Edited to allow PC to right click/pick up bedroll
Edited to allow PC to right click/pick up tent
Edited placeable
Edited placeable
Added new "CreationJournal" function - adds new line to collected info
about Creations and Recipes.
Added call to CreationJournal function
Included "journal_text" script
Added call to CreationJournal function
Added call to CreationJournal function
Added call to CreationJournal function
Added Creations journal entry with token 9999999
Added option to turn off Rain check (in module_variables)
Edited whole system to use Tag Persistence
Tag persistence and updating
Edited lighting wood to correctly look for equipped fire objects.
Edited for new Torch Tag system
Added call to CreationJournal function
Edited for new Torch Tag system
Looks for new tag system
Give 1 GP worth of SP, to be called from a CRP Merchant for 1GP
Give 10 GP worth of SP, to be called from a CRP Merchant for 10GP
Give 1 SP worth of CP, to be called from a CRP Merchant for 1SP
Give 10 SP worth of CP, to be called from a CRP Merchant for 10SP
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0.9.1

0.9.2

0.9.3

cha_gold_plat
changer
_initcoins
coins_inc
crpm_closestore
crap_default
crp_inc_merchant
9/5/2015
pp_inc
pp_on_unacq
ppitemgeneric
pp_place_up
climbtop
climbtop2
ladder001
rope_and_hook
portableladder
rope_hook
ladderoff
ladderon
climb_onclick
pit_fall
2/16/2016
crpp_ladder_use
crpp_sdoor_use
crpp_trapdoor_us
gencrap_*
12/7/2017
craftdev_onused
pit_fall
ladderon
vg_trigger
gencrap_inc
gencrap_press
gencrap_unpress
port_item2
sf_port_pickup2
port_tool
horse_tool
map_digitup

Script to give 50 gold worth of platinum pieces (10 platinum)
Merchant script for selling the above scripts.
Sample coin setup script for replacement coin system
replacement coin system (not used)
edited to fix certain calls
edited to fix certain calls
Added ChangeCoin function
New include file for Portable Placeables system
New sample module OnUnacq script
New script including the pp_inc file above
New script including the pp_inc file above
Replacement top of the portable ladder
Replacement top of the rope and hook
Replacement portable ladder placeable
Replacement rope and hook placeable
Replaced ladder item
Replaced rope and hook item
New script for Portable Climbing system, run when picked back up
New script for Portable Climbing system, run when put down
Edited script to use Portable Climbing system placeables
OnEnter trigger for Pit Traps - creates pits that are
climbable with minimal setup.
Updated script to work better with Buttons and Reset works
" "
" "
Generic Button system 1.5a imported. Documentation updated.
Added check for a variable float on device to modify the delay
Added check for CRAP climbing objects on the Reset call
Added check for CRAP climbing objects on the drop call
v.0.9 of UQS trigger
v.1.6 of Button Scripts - Inventory control and switches
v.1.6 of Button Scripts
v.1.6 of Button Scripts
v.0.9a of Hole - cleaned up scripts, allowed to be a PC Tool in Non Tag
based modules
v.0.9a of Hole - cleaned up scripts
PC Tool - Setup tool for non Tag based modules
Edited to fix exploit.
Map Onact script for PC maps with shovel
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map_digitup2
shovel_oc
shovel_od
shovel_oo
shovelit
shovelit item
shovel_hole
shovel_hole2
x2_pc_umdcheck
fes_mod_onenter
wrap_mod_onenter
module_variables
journal_entry
ipi_conv_do_rent
train_inc
module.jrl
aid_inc_fcns
outfit_chat_pars
wrap_mod_onchat

Map OnAct script for NPC maps with shovel
Hole OnClosed script
Hole OnDisturbed
Hole OnOpen
OnAct script for Shovel Item
Shovel Item
PC dug hole
Hole from NPC map
Added check for having components turned off. Don't know when it fell
out, but here it is.
Separated DnD gold from Strip Items command, moved strip on enter
control to this script.
Moved Strip on Enter control variable to fes_mod_onenter
added PC Tools throw, prod. Check for RentJournal and TrainJournal
Added “\n” to entries. Option put the new text on front or back of old
Added optional Journal entry for places rented.
Added optional Journal entry for training events.
Added journal file to erf using tlkedit program. Be careful writing over!
Added checking for optional AIDname variable instead of tag.
Imported from the MS.
Outfit Storing and changing OnChat script
Added Outfit script to wrapper
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